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Senior School Certificate Examination 
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Marking Scheme –  BIOLOGY  (SUBJECT CODE 044) 

(PAPER CODE 57/1-1,2,3) 
General Instructions: - 
 

1. You are aware that evaluation is the most important process in the actual and correct 
assessment of the candidates. A small mistake in evaluation may lead to serious 
problems which may affect the future of the candidates, education system and teaching 
profession. To avoid mistakes, it is requested that before starting evaluation, you must 
read and understand the spot evaluation guidelines carefully. Evaluation is a 10-12 
days mission for all of us. Hence, it is necessary that you put in your best efforts 
in this process. 

2. Evaluation is to be done as per instructions provided in the Marking Scheme. It should 
not be done according to one’s own interpretation or any other consideration. Marking 
Scheme should be strictly adhered to and religiously followed. However, while 
evaluating, answers which are based on latest information or knowledge and/or 
are innovative, they may be assessed for their correctness otherwise and marks 
be awarded to them. 

3. The Head-Examiner must go through the first five answer books evaluated by each 
evaluator on the first day, to ensure that evaluation has been carried out as per the 
instructions given in the Marking Scheme. The remaining answer books meant for 
evaluation shall be given only after ensuring that there is no significant variation in the 
marking of individual evaluators.  

4. If a question has parts, please award marks on the right-hand side for each part. Marks 
awarded for different parts of the question should then be totaled up and written in the 
left-hand margin and encircled.  

5. If a question does not have any parts, marks must be awarded in the left hand margin 
and encircled. 

6. If a student has attempted an extra question, answer of the question deserving more 
marks should be retained and the other answer scored out. 

7. No marks to be deducted for the cumulative effect of an error. It should be penalized 
only once. 

8. A full scale of marks 0-70 has to be used. Please do not hesitate to award full marks if 
the answer deserves it. 

9. Every examiner has to necessarily do evaluation work for full working hours i.e. 8 hours 
every day and evaluate 25 answer books per day. 

10. Ensure that you do not make the following common types of errors committed by the 
Examiner in the past:- 
 Leaving answer or part thereof unassessed in an answer book. 
 Giving more marks for an answer than assigned to it. 
 Wrong transfer of marks from the inside pages of the answer book to the title page. 
 Wrong question wise totaling on the title page. 
 Wrong totaling of marks of the two columns on the title page. 
 Wrong grand total. 
 Marks in words and figures not tallying. 
 Wrong transfer of marks from the answer book to online award list. 
 Answers marked as correct, but marks not awarded. (Ensure that the right tick mark 

is correctly and clearly indicated. It should merely be a line. Same is with the X for 
incorrect answer.) 

 Half or a part of answer marked correct and the rest as wrong, but no marks 
awarded.  
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11. While evaluating the answer books if the answer is found to be totally incorrect, it should 
be marked as (X) and awarded zero (0) Marks. 
  

12. Any unassessed portion, non-carrying over of marks to the title page, or totaling error 
detected by the candidate shall damage the prestige of all the personnel engaged in the 
evaluation work as also of the Board. Hence, in order to uphold the prestige of all 
concerned, it is again reiterated that the instructions be followed meticulously and 
judiciously. 
 

13. The Examiners should acquaint themselves with the guidelines given in the Guidelines 
for spot Evaluation before starting the actual evaluation. 
 

14. Every Examiner shall also ensure that all the answers are evaluated, marks carried over 
to the title page, correctly totaled and written in figures and words. 
 

15. The Board permits candidates to obtain photocopy of the Answer Book on request in an 
RTI application and also separately as a part of the re-evaluation process on payment of 
the processing charges.  
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Question Paper Code 57/1/1

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1.  British geneticist R.C. Punnett developed a graphical representation of a genetic cross

called “Punnett Square”. Mention the possible result this representation predicts of the

genetic cross carried.

Ans. (Probability of ) all genotypes / genotypic ratio

[1 mark]

2. State the two principal outcomes of the experiments conducted by Louis Pasteur on origin

of life.

Ans. Life comes from pre-existing life / biogenesis , dismissed the concept of spontaneous generation

= ½ + ½

[1 mark]

3. Name the layer of the atmosphere that is associated with ‘good ozone’.

Ans. Stratosphere

[1 mark]

OR

Mention the term used to describe a population interaction between an orchid growing on

a forest tree.

Ans. Commensalism

[1 mark]

4. What are ‘flocs’, formed during secondary treatment of sewage ?

Ans. Masses of bacteria associated with fungal filament (to form mesh like structure)

[1 mark]

OR

Write any two places where methanogens can be found.

Ans. Anaerobic sludge (digester) , rumen of cattle / ruminants / stomach of cattle / gut of cattle ,

marshy area , flooded rice fields , biogas plant (Any two)  = ½ + ½

[1 mark]
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5. At what state does the meiosis occur in an organism exhibiting haploidic life cycle and

mention the fate of the products thus produced.

Ans. After zygote formation  = ½

haploid organism / haploid spores / (haploid) gametophyte = ½

[1 mark]

SECTION - B

(Q. Nos. 6 - 12 are of two marks each)

6. You are conducting artificial hybridization on papaya and potato. Which one of them would

require the step of emasculation and why ? However for both you will use the process of

bagging. Justify giving one reason.

Ans. Potato = 1

Flowers of potato have both male and female reproductive parts in same flower  / bisexual flowers

/ monoecious plant = ½

Bagging : To prevent unwanted pollens from coming on the stigma = ½

[2 marks]

7. How would the gene flow or genetic drift affect the population in which either of them

happen to take place ?

Ans. Results in changed frequency of genes (or alleles) in both populations , causing variation , leading to

evolution / speciation / founder effect = 1 + 1

(Any two)

[2 marks]

8. Differentiate between the roles of B-lymphocytes and T-lymphocytes in generating immune

responses.

Ans. B-lymphocytes : Produce antibodies = 1

T-lymphocytes : Help B-lymphocytes to produce antibodies / kills the pathogen directly

(Killer T-cells)= 1

[2 marks]

OR

Principle of vaccination is based on the property of “memory” of the immune system.

Taking one suitable example, justify the statement.
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Ans. When a vaccine / heat killed pathogen / attenuated pathogen / weakened pathogen /  a preparation

of antigenic proteins of pathogen is introduced into the body to prevent chicken pox / measles / any

other example it produces antibodies against antigen / pathogen ,  = 1

It generates B and T memory cells that recognize the pathogen quickly on subsequent exposure , to

produce large amount of antibodies which inactivate the pathogen causing the disease

= ½ + ½ (Any other correct example of a disease can also be substituted)

[2 marks]

9. Explain the relevance of “Totipotency” and “Somaclones” in raising healthy banana plants

from virus infected banana plants.

Ans. Totipotency : Capacity of (apical / axillary) meristematic tissue of banana plant , which are virus

free , to generate whole plant through tissue culture (micropropagation) = ½ × 3

Somaclones  : Plants produced are genetically identical to the original plant  = ½

[2 marks]

10. How is a continuous culture system maintained in bioreactors and why ?

Ans. Used medium is drained out from one side of the bioreactor and fresh medium is added from the

other side = 1

This type of culturing method produces a larger biomass leading to higher yields (of desired

protein) = 1

[2 marks]

11. List any four ways by which GMO’s have been useful for enhanced crop output.

Ans. Make crops more tolerant to abiotic / cold / heat / drought / salt stresses /

Reduces reliance on chemical pesticides (pest-resistant crops) / Reduce post harvest losses /

Increased efficiency of mineral usage by plant (prevents early exhaustion of soil fertility) / Enhanced

nutritional value of food (example vitamin A enriched rice / starch) /  To create tailor-made plants

for non food purposes (to supply alternative resources of  fuels / pharmaceuticals to industries)

= (Any four) = ½ × 4

[2 marks]

12. Mention four significant services that a healthy forest ecosystem provide.

Ans. Purify air / Production of O
2 
/ Purify water / Mitigate droughts and floods / Nutrient cycling  /

Generating fertile soils / Provide wildlife habitat / Maintain biodiversity / Pollinate crops / Provide

site for carbon storage / Provide aesthetic - cultural - spiritual values / economic benefits / from

nature food / industrial products / products of medicinal importance (Any four) = ½ × 4

[2 marks]
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OR

Substantiate with the help of one example that in an ecosystem mutualists (i) tend to co-

evolve and (ii) are also one of the major causes of biodiversity loss.

Ans. Fig species is pollinated only by (its partner) wasp species where the female wasp uses the fruit of

fig species as a site for egg laying and nourishing its larvae (mutualists tend to co-evolve / evolution

of flower and its pollinated species are tightly linked) / Moth deposits its egg in the locule of the

ovary of Yucca plant and the flower in turn gets pollinated  by the moth (mutualists tend to co-

evolve / evolution of flower and its pollinator species are tightly linked) (Any other relevant

example explained) = 1

When any one of these two species become extinct - the other species associated with it in obligatory

way also becomes extinct and leads to biodiversity loss = 1

[2 marks]

SECTION-C

(Q. Nos. 13 - 24 are of three marks each)

13. Pollen banks are playing a very important role in promoting plant breeding programme

the world over. How are pollens preserved in the pollen banks ? Explain. How are such

banks benefitting our farmer ? Write any two ways.

Ans. Cryopreservation / preserved in liquid nitrogen (-196OC) = 1

Availability of pollen of different genetic strains (for wider use) / Cryopreservation increases viability

of pollens (which can be used in crop breeding programmes ) / Can be preserved / stored for

longer duration / Conserve large number of species / To prevent complete extinction of any species

/ Maintain biodiversity (Any two) = 1 + 1

[3 marks]

14. Draw a labelled diagram to show interrelationship of four accessory ducts in a human

male reproductive system.
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Correct diagram with :  1 labelling = ½ , 2 labellings = 1 , 3 labellings = 2 , 4 labellings = 3

[3 marks]

OR

Draw a sectional view of the human ovary showing the different stages of developing

follicles, corpus luteum and ovulation.

Ans.

 = ½

Ovulation 

= ½

= ½

/secondary oocyte

= ½

Secondary 
follicle   /

= ½

= ½

= ½ × 6

[3 marks]
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15. Compare in any three ways the chromosomal theory of inheritance as proposed by Sutton

and Bovery with that of experimental results on pea plant presented by Mendel.

Sutton and Boveri Mendel

1. Chromosomes occur in pairs 1. Factors occur in pairs

2. Chromosomes segregate at 2. Factors segregate at gamete formation

the time of gamete formation stage and only one of each pair is

such that only one of each transmitted to a gamete

pair is transmitted to a gamete

3. Independent pairs of 3. One pair of  factors segregate

chromosomes segregate independently of  another pairs

independently of each other

= 1×3

[3 marks]

OR

(a) Explain linkage and recombination as put forth by T.H. Morgan based on his

observations with Drosophila melanogaster crossing experiment.

(b) Write the basis on which Alfred Sturtevant explained gene mapping.

Ans. (a) Linkage : - Physical association of genes on a chromosome ,

- Two genes did not segregate independently of each other

- F
2
 (phenotypic) ratio deviates (significantly) from 9:3:3:1 (Any two) = ½ × 2

Recombination: -Tightly linked genes tend to show fewer recombinant frequency / 1.3% = ½

- Loosely linked genes show higher percentage of recombinant frequency /37.2%= ½

(b) He used the frequency of recombination between gene pairs on the same chromosome as a

measure of distance between genes and mapped their position on the chromosome = 1

[2 + 1 = 3 marks]

16. Explain the mechanism of DNA replication with the help of a replication fork. What role

does the enzyme DNA-ligase play in a DNA replication fork ?

OR

Construct and label a transcription unit from which the RNA segment given below has

been transcribed. Write the complete name of the enzyme that transcribed this RNA.
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Ans. Non evaluative , because the choice question is faulty ,  full marks to be awarded to all

examinees who attempt either of the choice questions.

17. (a) Write two differences between Homo erectus and Homo habilis.

(b) Rearrange the following from early to late geologic periods: Carboniferous, Silurian,

Jurassic.

Ans. (a) Homo erectus Homo habilis

(i) Brain capacity 900 cc Brain capacity 650 – 800 cc = 1

(ii) (Probably) ate meat (Probably) did not eat meat = 1

(b) Silurian → Carboniferous → Jurassic = 1

(No mark to be awarded if all the three are not in proper sequence )

[2 +1 = 3 marks]

18. Name the group of bacteria involved in setting milk into curd. Explain the process they

carry in doing so. Write another beneficial role of such bacteria.

Ans. (group of)  LAB / (group of)  Lactic acid Bacteria / Lactobacillus species  = 1

LAB produce acid that coagulate and partially digest the milk proteins = 1

Increases Vitamin  B
12  

 / Checks disease causing microbes in the stomach = 1

[3 marks]

19. Bee keeping practice is a good income generating industry. Write the different points to

be kept in mind for successful bee keeping. Write the scientific name of the most common

Indian species used for the purpose.

Knowledge of the nature and habits of bees / selection of suitable location for keeping the

beehive / catching and hiving of swarms (group of bees) / management of beehives during different

seasons / handling and collection of honey and bee wax (Any four)       = ½ × 4

-  Apis indica = 1

[3 marks]

20. (a) Match the microbes listed under Column-A with the products mentioned under Column-

B.
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Column - A Column - B

(H) Penicillium notatum (i) Statin

(I) Trichoderma polysporum (ii) ethanol

(J) Monascus purpurea (iii) antibiotic

(K) Saccharomyces cerevisiae (iv) Cyclosporin-A

(b) Why does ‘Swiss Cheese’ develop large holes ?

(a) (H)  Penicillium notatum (iii)  antibiotic

(I)   Trichoderma polysporum (iv) Cyclosporin-A

(J)   Monascus purpureus (i) Statin

(K)  Saccharomyces cerevisiae (ii)   ethanol

= ½ × 4

(b) Due to production of large amount of CO
2
 (by Propionibacterium sharmanii) = 1

[3 marks]

21. Describe the formation of recombinant DNA by the action of EcoRI.

Ans. EcoRI identifies its palindromic sequence on both vector DNA and foreign DNA / 5’ GAATTC3’,

cuts strands of DNA little away from the centre of palindromic sites , but between same two bases

(G and A) , this leaves single stranded portion at the end (sticky ends) on each strand , for

recombination both vector DNA  and foreign DNA , with similar sticky ends are joined by the

enzyme DNA ligase = ½ × 6

The following diagram can be considered in lieu of the above explanation

//
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 = ½ = ½

 = ½

 = ½

 = ½

 = ½

OR

Describe the process of amplification of “gene of interest” using PCR technique.

Ans. Denaturation of desired DNA into two strands, each acting as templates, for each strands separate

set of primer ( two sets of primer) used, with the help of deoxy(ribo)nucleotides and Taq polymerase

(DNA polymerase isolated from Thermus aquaticus ), extension of DNA template occurs, result-

ing in replication of desired  DNA (amplification) = ½ × 6

The following diagram can be considered in lieu of the above  explanation

//
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 = ½

 = ½

[3 marks]

22. Two children, A and B aged 4 and 5 years respectively visited a hospital with a similar

genetic disorder. The girl A was provided enzyme-replacement therapy and was advised

to revisit periodically for further treatment. The girl, B was, however, given a therapy that

did not require revisit for further treatment.

(a) Name the ailments the two girls were suffering from ?

(b) Why did the treatment provided to girl A required repeated visits ?

(c) How was the girl B cured permanently ?

Ans. (a) Adenosine deaminase (ADA) deficiency = 1

(b) (In Enzyme Replacement Therapy) functional ADA is introduced  to the patient (by injection),

this therapy is not completely curative / enzyme can act only for a limited time

period   = 1 + 1
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(c) [As there is no permanent cure at the age of five hence 1 mark of this answer allocated

to part (b)]

[2 + 1 = 3 marks]

23. List six advantages of “ex-situ” approach to conservation of biodiversity.

An endangered / threatened species can be conserved /  genetic strains of commercially important

plants can be preserved for a long time (seed banks) / biodiversity loss is reduced / gametes of

threatened species can be preserved in a viable and fertile condition for long periods (using

cryopreservation) / eggs can be fertilized in -vitro / plants can be propagated using tissue culture /

economically beneficial / conserve large number of species / aesthetic value  = (Any six points)

[½ × 6 =3 marks]

24. While on a visit to a pond in the city-neighbourhood, the visitors were delighted to find

large expanse of water covered with colourful algal mass.

(a) As a student of biology, do you agree with their delight ? Give reasons in support of

your answer.

(b) Explain the cause of such algal growth.

Ans. (a) No = ½

These algal mass (algal bloom) causes deterioration of the water quality , increase fish

mortality , are (extremely) toxic to humans and animals, imparts distinct colour to water bodies

(Any three) = ½  + ½ + ½

(b) Presence of large amount of nutrients / nitrates and phosphates/ nitrogen and phosphorus in

water body = 1

[2 + 1 = 3 marks]

SECTION-D

(Q. Nos. 25 - 27 are of five marks each)

25. (a) Explain one application of each one of the following :

(A) Amniocentesis

(B) Lactational amenorrhea

(C) ZIFT

(b) Prepare a poster for the school programme depicting the objectives of :

“Reproductive and Child Health Care Programme”.

Ans. (a) A. To detect chromosomal disorders / sex determination (legally banned) / detect genetic

disorder / Karyotyping = 1
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B. To prevent pregnancy / means of natural contraception = 1

C. To assist an infertile couple to have children by tranferring the zygote / early embryo /

embryo at eight blastomere stage into fallopian tube  = 1

(b) A poster made on RCH - Any relevant slogan or sketch made should be awarded

marks e.g. Hum Do Hamare Do , Do Boond Zindagi Ke , Beti Bachao Beti Padhao , Stop

STD , Gender selection and detection is punishable, 

(Any other relevant  theme)  = 2

[3 + 2 = 5 marks]

OR

(a) Explain any two ways by which apomictic seed can develop.

(b) List one advantage and one disadvantage of a apomictic crop.

(c) Why do farmers find production of hybrid seeds costly ?

(a) (i) A diploid egg is formed without reduction division which develops into embryo without

fertilization = 1

(ii) Some cells of the nucellus (which are diploid in nature) start dividing and develop into

embryo = 1

(b) Advantage : No segregation of characters in hybrid progeny / Apomictic hybrid can be used

to grow crop year after year / economical as ordinary hybrid seeds are costly = 1

Disadvantage : Can not control deleterious genetic mutation / it reduces genetic diversity from

parents to offspring plants due to lack of variations (in asexual reproduction) / lack ability to

adapt to changing environment  = 1

(c) Hybrid seeds are costly as farmers have to purchase seeds year after year /production of

hybrid seeds is a technical and expensive method to be done under controlled conditions = 1

[2 + 2+ 1 = 5 marks]

26. Differentiate between incomplete dominance and co-dominance. Substantiate you answer

with one example of each.

Ans. Incomplete Dominance Co-dominance

F1 generation does not resemble Both dominant alleles express themselves F1

either of the parent but show an

intermediate trait = ½ + ½
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Example : Snapdragon / Antirrhinum  sp /        Example  AB blood group in human = 1

dog flower / Mirabilis jalapa /

Four O’clock plant = 1

Incomplete dominance - When homozygous dominant and homozygous recessive parents are crossed

all members of F1 progeny will show intermediate trait = 1

//

 = 1

Co dominance - When IA and IB are present together they both produce their own sugar /

antigen = 1

//

(AB Blood Group)
=1

// (Any other suitable cross showing occurance of IA & IB together in offsprings)

With     IAi & IBi    /   IA IA & IBi    /   IAi  & IB IB    /   IAIB  & IAIB  /  IAIB  & IBi   /

IAIB  & IAi

[5 marks]

OR

(a) Write the contributions of the following scientists in deciphering the genetic code.

Georce Gamow; Hargobind Khorana ; Marshall Nirenberg ; Severo Ochoa

(b) State the importance of a Genetic code in protein biosynthesis.
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Ans. (a) George Gamow : Proposed that the Genetic code is constituted of  3 nucleotides / provided

proof that the codon is a triplet = 1

Hargobind Khorana : Synthesized RNA molecule with a defined combination of bases

(homopolymers and copolymers) = 1

Marshall Nirenberg :  Cell free system for protein synthesis  / helped the genetic code to be

deciphered= 1

Severo Ochoa :  Described enzyme (Polynucleotide phosphorylase )which polymerises RNA

with defined sequence in a template independent manner (enzymatic synthesis of RNA) = 1

(b) Genetic code - Codes for a specific amino acid which is required for protein synthesis /

provides information about the specific amino acid that form a  particular protein /

polypeptide = 1

[4 + 1  = 5 marks]

27. (a) What is “population” according to you as a biology student ?

(b) “The size of a population for any species is not a static parameter.” Justify the

statement with specific reference to fluctuations in the population density of a region

in a given period of time.

Ans. (a) Total number of organisms of a species in a particular area at a particular time = 1

(b) The size of a population for any species is not a static parameter because of the factors like :-

Birth rate/ Natality = ½ , number of births during a given period = ½

Death rate/ Mortality= ½ , number of deaths during a given period= ½

Immigration = ½ , number of individuals of the same species that have come into the habitat

from elsewhere during the time period under consideration= ½

Emigration = ½  ,  number of individuals of the population who left the habitat and gone

elsewhere during the time period under consideration = ½

[1 + 4 = 5 marks]

OR
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(a) What is hydrarch succession ?

(b) Compare the pioneer species and climax communities of hydrarch and xerarch

succession respectively.

(c) List the factors upon which the type of invading pioneer species depend in secondary

hydrarch succession. Why is the rate of this succession faster than that of primary

succession ?

Ans. (a) The gradual and fairly predictable changes in the species composition in a water body /

wetter areas = 1

(b) Hydrarch :  Pioneer species  –  Phytoplanktons = ½

Climax community  – Forest / trees = ½

Xerarch   :  Pioneer species  – Lichens = ½

Climax community – Forest / trees = ½

(c) Condition of soil, availability of water, seeds or other propagules = 1

Because (some) soil / sediment is already there, the rate of secondary succession is much

faster than primary succession = 1

[1 + 2 + 2 = 5 marks]
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Question Paper Code 57/1/2

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. What are ‘flocs’, formed during secondary treatment of sewage ?

Ans. Masses of bacteria associated with fungal filament (to form mesh like structure)

[1 mark]

OR

Write any two places where methanogens can be found.

Ans. Anaerobic sludge (digester) , rumen of cattle / ruminants / stomach of cattle / gut of cattle ,

marshy area , flooded rice fields , biogas plant (Any two)  = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

2. How did Charles Darwin express ‘fitness’ ?

Ans. Reproductive fitness

[1 mark]

3. At what state does the meiosis occur in an organism exhibiting haploidic life cycle and

mention the fate of the products thus produced.

Ans. After zygote formation  = ½

haploid organism / haploid spores / (haploid) gametophyte = ½

[1 mark]

4. Name the layer of the atmosphere that is associated with ‘good ozone’.

Ans. Stratosphere

[1 mark]

OR

Mention the term used to describe a population interaction between an orchid growing on

a forest tree.

Ans. Commensalism

[1 mark]

5.  British geneticist R.C. Punnett developed a graphical representation of a genetic cross

called “Punnett Square”. Mention the possible result this representation predicts of the

genetic cross carried.

Ans. (Probability of ) all genotypes / genotypic ratio

[1 mark]
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SECTION - B

(Q. Nos. 6 - 12 are of two marks each)

6. Express the process of pollination in Vallisneria.

Ans. Long stalk of female flowers , Pollen released on the surface of water  , Pollen grains are carried

passively by water current , Pollen reach the stigma = ½ × 4

[2 marks]

7. Differentiate between the roles of B-lymphocytes and T-lymphocytes in generating immune

responses.

Ans. B-lymphocytes : Produce antibodies = 1

T-lymphocytes : Help B-lymphocytes to produce antibodies / kills the pathogen directly

(Killer T-cells)= 1

[2 marks]

OR

Principle of vaccination is based on the property of “memory” of the immune system.

Taking one suitable example, justify the statement.

Ans. When a vaccine / heat killed pathogen / attenuated pathogen / weakened pathogen / a preparation

of antigenic proteins of pathogen is introduced into the body to prevent chicken pox / measles / any

other example it produces antibodies against antigen / pathogen , = 1

It generates B and T memory cells that recognize the pathogen quickly on subsequent exposure , to

produce large amount of antibodies which inactivate the pathogen causing the disease

= ½ + ½ (Any other correct example of a disease can also be substituted)

[2 marks]

8. How would the gene flow or genetic drift affect the population in which either of them

happen to take place ?

Ans. Results in changed frequency of genes (or alleles) in both populations , causing variation , leading to

evolution / speciation / founder effect  (Any two) =  1 + 1

[2 marks]

9. Why is crossbreeding in animals practiced ? How is a breed Hisardale developed ?

Ans. Cross breeding allows the desirable qualities of two different breeds to combine = 1

By crossing of Bikaneri ewes with Marino rams = 1

[2 marks]
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10. ß galactosidase enzyme is considered a better selectable marker. Justify the statement.

Ans. Non-recombinant can be differentiated from recombinant on the basis of colour change (from

colourless to blue) , when grown on a chromogenic substrate , whereas the recombinant will not be

able to show any colour change (due to insertional inactivation  of the gene responsible for ß

galactosidase)  = ½ × 3

Non-cumbersome procedure / does not require simultaneous plating having different antibiotics /

single step / easy process  =  ½

[2 marks]

11. Mention four significant services that a healthy forest ecosystem provide.

Ans. Purify air / Production of O
2 
/ Purify water / Mitigate droughts and floods / Nutrient cycling  /

Generating fertile soils / Provide wildlife habitat / Maintain biodiversity / Pollinate crops / Provide

site for carbon storage / Provide aesthetic - cultural - spiritual values / economic benefits / from

nature food / industrial products / products of medicinal importance  (Any four) = ½ × 4

[2 marks]

OR

Substantiate with the help of one example that in an ecosystem mutualists (i) tend to co-

evolve and (ii) are also one of the major causes of biodiversity loss.

Ans. Fig species is pollinated only by (its partner) wasp species where the female wasp uses the fruit of

fig species as a site for egg laying and nourishing its larvae (mutualists tend to co-evolve / evolution

of flower and its pollinated species are tightly linked) / Moth deposits its egg in the locule of the

ovary of Yucca plant and the flower in turn gets pollinated by the moth (mutualists tend to co-evolve

/ evolution of flower and its pollinated species are tightly linked) (Any other relevant example

explained) = 1

When any one of these two species become extinct - the other species associated with it in obligatory

way also becomes extinct and leads to biodiversity loss = 1

[2 marks]

12. List any four ways by which GMO’s have been useful for enhanced crop output.

Ans. Make crops more tolerant to abiotic / cold / heat / drought / salt stresses /

Reduces reliance on chemical pesticides (pest-resistant crops) / Reduce post harvest losses /

Increased efficiency of mineral usage by plant (prevents early exhaustion of soil fertility) / Enhanced

nutritional value of food (example vitamin A enriched rice / starch) /  To create tailor-made plants

for non food purposes (to supply alternative resources of  fuels / pharmaceuticals to industries)

= (Any four) = ½ × 4

[2 marks]
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SECTION-C

(Q. Nos. 13 - 24 are of three marks each)

13. (a) Differentiate between geitonogamy and xenogamy.

(b) Write the difference in the characteristics of the progeny produced as a result of the

two processes.

Ans. Geitonogamy Xenogamy

• Transfer of pollen grains from • Transfer of pollen grains from anther to

anther to the stigma of another stigma of a different plant of the same

flower of the same plant species    = 1 + 1

(b) Characters of progeny in geitonogamy are same as parents/no variation/  introduces

homozygosity (pure lines)/low rate of variation can cause inbreeding depression = ½

Characters of progeny in Xenogamy are different from  parents/ variation is observed/

genetically different from parent/ no inbreeding depression = ½

14. (a) Write two differences between Homo erectus and Homo habilis.

(b) Rearrange the following from early to late geologic periods: Carboniferous, Silurian,

Jurassic.

Ans. (a) Homo erectus Homo habilis

(i) Brain capacity 900 cc Brain capacity 650 – 800 cc = 1

(ii) (Probably) ate meat (Probably) did not eat meat = 1

(b) Silurian → Carboniferous → Jurassic = 1

(No mark to be awarded if all the three are not in proper sequence )

[2 +1 = 3 marks]

15. Explain the mechanism of DNA replication with the help of a replication fork. What role

does the enzyme DNA-ligase play in a DNA replication fork ?

OR

Construct and label a transcription unit from which the RNA segment given below has

been transcribed. Write the complete name of the enzyme that transcribed this RNA.
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Ans. Non evaluative , because the choice question is faulty ,  full marks to be awarded to all

examinees who attempt either of the choice questions.

16. Compare in any three ways the chromosomal theory of inheritance as proposed by Sutton

and Bovery with that of experimental results on pea plant presented by Mendel.

Sutton and Boveri Mendel

1. Chromosomes occur in pairs 1. Factors occur in pairs

2. Chromosomes segregate at 2. Factors segregate at gamete formation

the time of gamete formation stage and only one of each pair is

such that only one of each transmitted to a gamete

pair is transmitted to a gamete

3. Independent pairs of 3. One pair of  factors segregate

chromosomes segregate independently of  another pairs

independently of each other

 = 1×3

[3 marks]

OR

(a) Explain linkage and recombination as put forth by T.H. Morgan based on his

observations with Drosophila melanogaster crossing experiment.

(b) Write the basis on which Alfred Sturtevant explained gene mapping.

Ans. (a) Linkage : - Physical association of genes on a chromosome ,

- Two genes did not segregate independently of each other

- F
2
 (phenotypic) ratio deviates (significantly) from 9:3:3:1 (Any two)= ½ × 2

Recombination: -Tightly linked genes tend to show fewer recombinant frequency / 1.3% = ½

-Loosely linked genes show higher percentage of recombinant frequency /37.2%= ½

(b) He used the frequency of recombination between gene pairs on the same chromosome as a

measure of distance between genes and mapped their position on the chromosome = 1

[2 + 1 = 3 marks]

17. Draw a labelled diagram to show interrelationship of four accessory ducts in a human

male reproductive system.
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Correct diagram with :  1 labelling = ½ ,    2 labellings = 1 ,  3 labellings = 2 ,  4 labellings = 3

[3 marks]

OR

Draw a sectional view of the human ovary showing the different stages of developing

follicles, corpus luteum and ovulation.

Ans.

 = ½

Ovulation 

= ½

= ½

/secondary oocyte

= ½

Secondary 
follicle   /

= ½

= ½

= ½ × 6

[3 marks]
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18. How does the activity of each one of the following help in organic farming ?

(a) Mycorrhiza

(b) Cyanobacteria

(c) Rhizobium

Ans. (a) Mycorrhiza :  The fungal symbionts in these association absorb phosphorous from soil and

pass it to plant. Plants also show resistance to root borne pathogens ,  tolerance to salinity /

drought , an overall increase in plant growth and development (Any two) = ½ + ½

(b) Cyanobacteria : Serve as an important biofertiliser by fixing atmospheric nitrogen , also add

organic matter to the soil, and increase its fertility (Any two) = ½ + ½

(c) Rhizobium : Fix atmospheric nitrogen into organic forms , which is used by plant as nutrient/

increase soil fertility / symbiotic association in root nodules of leguminous plants

(Any two) = ½ + ½

[3 marks]

19. Two children, A and B aged 4 and 5 years respectively visited a hospital with a similar

genetic disorder. The girl A was provided enzyme-replacement therapy and was advised

to revisit periodically for further treatment. The girl, B was, however, given a therapy that

did not require revisit for further treatment.

(a) Name the ailments the two girls were suffering from ?

(b) Why did the treatment provided to girl A required repeated visits ?

(c) How was the girl B cured permanently ?

Ans. (a) Adenosine deaminase (ADA) deficiency = 1

(b) (In Enzyme Replacement Therapy) functional ADA is introduced  to the patient (by injection),

this therapy is not completely curative / enzyme can act only for a limited time

period   = 1 + 1

(c) [As there is no permanent cure at the age of five hence 1 mark of this answer allocated

to part (b)]

[2 + 1 = 3 marks]

20. While on a visit to a pond in the city-neighbourhood, the visitors were delighted to find

large expanse of water covered with colourful algal mass.

(a) As a student of biology, do you agree with their delight ? Give reasons in support of

your answer.

(b) Explain the cause of such algal growth.
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Ans. (a) No = ½

These algal mass (algal bloom) causes deterioration of the water quality , increase fish

mortality , are (extremely) toxic to humans and animals, imparts distinct colour to water bodies

(Any three) = ½  + ½ + ½

(b) Presence of large amount of nutrients / nitrates and phosphates/ nitrogen and phosphorus in

water body = 1

[2 + 1 = 3 marks]

21. (a) Match the microbes listed under Column-A with the products mentioned under Column-

B.

Column - A Column - B

(H) Penicillium notatum (i) Statin

(I) Trichoderma polysporum (ii) ethanol

(J) Monascus purpurea (iii) antibiotic

(K) Saccharomyces cerevisiae (iv) Cyclosporin-A

(b) Why does ‘Swiss Cheese’ develop large holes ?

(a) (H)  Penicillium notatum (iii)  antibiotic

(I)   Trichoderma polysporum (iv) Cyclosporin-A

(J)   Monascus purpureus (i) Statin

(K)  Saccharomyces cerevisiae (ii)   ethanol

= ½ × 4

(b) Due to production of large amount of CO
2
 (by Propionibacterium sharmanii) = 1

[3 marks]

22. Bee keeping practice is a good income generating industry. Write the different points to

be kept in mind for successful bee keeping. Write the scientific name of the most common

Indian species used for the purpose.

Knowledge of the nature and habits of bees / selection of suitable location for keeping the

beehive / catching and hiving of swarms (group of bees) / management of beehives during different

seasons / handling and collection of honey and bee wax (Any four)  = ½ × 4

-  Apis indica = 1

[3 marks]
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23.  Mention the special adaptations evolved in parasites and why ?

Ans. - Loss of unnecessary sense organs , since they do not interact with external environment (eg.

lacks eyes as they are found in an environment that lacks light) = ½ × 2

- Presence of adhesive organs / suckers / hooks ,  to cling to the host = ½ × 2

- Loss of digestive system , to absorb (digested) food from the host body = ½ × 2

- High reproductive capacity , to increase the chances the survival  = ½ × 2

- If the host evolves special mechanism for resisting or rejecting the parasite - the parasite also

evolves mechanism to counteract and neutralise them , in order to be successful with the

same host species = ½ × 2

- Presence of more than one host , to facilitate parasitisation of its primary host  = ½ × 2

- Loss of chlrophyll & leaves (cuscuta) , to derive its nutrition from the host plant which it

parasitises   = ½ × 2

- Eggs resembles the host egg (crow) in size and colour ,  to reduce the chances of host bird

detecting / ejecting the foreign eggs (koel) = ½ × 2

( Any three special adaptations with reasons )  = 1 × 3

[3 marks]

24. Describe the formation of recombinant DNA by the action of EcoRI.

Ans. EcoRI identifies its palindromic sequence on both vector DNA and foreign DNA / 5’ GAATTC3’,

cuts strands of DNA little away from the centre of palindromic sites , but between same two bases

(G and A) , this leaves single stranded portion at the end (sticky ends) on each strand , for

recombination both vector DNA  and foreign DNA , with similar sticky ends are joined by the

enzyme DNA ligase = ½ × 6

The following diagram can be considered in lieu of the explanation

//
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 = ½ = ½

 = ½

 = ½

 = ½

 = ½

OR

Describe the process of amplification of “gene of interest” using PCR technique.

Ans. Denaturation of desired DNA into two strands, each acting as a template, for each strand separate

set of primer ( two sets of primer) used, with the help of deoxy(ribo)nucleotides and Taq polymerase

(DNA polymerase isolated from Thermus aquaticus ), extension of DNA template occurs, resulting

in replication of desired  DNA (amplification) = ½ × 6

The following diagram can be considered in lieu of the explanation

//
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 = ½

 = ½

[3 marks]

SECTION-D

(Q. Nos. 25 - 27 are of five marks each)

25. Where does the process of megasporogenis start in an angiosperm ? Describe the process

upto the formation of embryo sac.

Ans. Nucellus / Ovules   = 1

A single MMC / megaspore mother cell differentiates in the micropylar region of the nucellus ,

MMC undergoes meiosis , to produce four (haploid) megaspores , one of the megaspore functional,

the nucleus of functional megaspore undergoes free nuclear division , to form 2  nucleate - 4 nucleate

- 8 nucleate embryo sac , cell wall formation occurs in six of 8 nuclei , two polar nuclei occur in the

large central cell to form 8 nucleated and 7 celled embryosac = ½ × 8

//

The following diagram can be considered in lieu of the explanation
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//

= 2

=½

=½ =½ =½

{ {OR

OR

(a) Explain the process of fertilization in human.

(b) Name the embryonic stage that gets implanted in human females. Explain the process

of implantation.

Ans. (a) When a sperm comes in contact with zona pellucida layer of ovum  , induces the changes in

membrane of ovum and blocks entry of other sperms , lytic enzymes / secretions from  acrosome

helps the entry of sperm head , completion of first meiotic division of secondary oocyte ,

formation of second polar body and ootid / ovum , fusion of nuclei of sperm and ovum

forming zygote    = ½ × 6

(b) Blastocyst stage = 1

Process :  Cells of blastocyst are arranged into an outer layer trophoblast  (and an inner cell

mass) / Trophoblast gets attached to endometrium ,  blastocyst becomes embedded in the

endometrium of the uterus (and this is) called implantation = ½ × 2

[3+ 2 = 5 marks]

26. (a) What is “population” according to you as a biology student ?

(b) “The size of a population for any species is not a static parameter.” Justify the

statement with specific reference to fluctuations in the population density of a region

in a given period of time.
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Ans. (a) Total number of organisms of a species in a particular area at a particular time = 1

(b) The size of a population for any species is not a static parameter because of the factors like :-

Birth rate/ Natality = ½ , number of births during a given period = ½

Death rate/ Mortality= ½ , number of deaths during a given period= ½

Immigration = ½ , number of individuals of the same species that have come into the habitat

from elsewhere during the time period under consideration= ½

Emigration = ½  ,  number of individuals of the population who left the habitat and gone

elsewhere during the time period under consideration = ½

[1 + 4 = 5 marks]

OR

(a) What is hydrarch succession ?

(b) Compare the pioneer species and climax communities of hydrarch and xerarch

succession respectively.

(c) List the factors upon which the type of invading pioneer species depend in secondary

hydrarch succession. Why is the rate of this succession faster than that of primary

succession ?

Ans. (a) The gradual and fairly predictable changes in the species composition in a water body /

wetter areas = 1

(b) Hydrarch :  Pioneer species  –  Phytoplanktons = ½

Climax community  – Forest / trees = ½

Xerarch   :  Pioneer species  – Lichens = ½

Climax community – Forest / trees = ½

(c) Condition of soil, availability of water, seeds or other propagules = 1

Because (some) soil / sediment is already there, the rate of secondary succession is much

faster than primary succession = 1

[1 + 2 + 1 + 1 = 5 marks]
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27. Differentiate between incomplete dominance and co-dominance. Substantiate you answer

with one example of each.

Ans. Incomplete Dominance Co-dominance

F1 generation does not resemble Both dominant alleles express themselves F1

either of the parent but show an

intermediate trait = ½ + ½

Example : Snapdragon / Antirrhinum  sp /        Example  AB blood group in human = 1

dog flower / Mirabilis jalapa /

Four O’clock plant = 1

Incomplete dominance - When homozygous dominant and homozygous recessive parents are crossed

all members of F1 progeny will show intermediate trait = 1

//

 = 1

Co dominance - When IA and IB are present together they both produce their own sugar /

antigen = 1

//
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(AB Blood Group)
=1

// (Any other suitable cross showing occurance of IA & IB together in offsprings)

With     IAi & IBi    /   IA IA & IBi    /   IAi  & IB IB    /   IAIB  & IAIB  /  IAIB  & IBi   /

IAIB  & IAi

[5 marks]

OR

(a) Write the contributions of the following scientists in deciphering the genetic code.

Georce Gamow; Hargobind Khorana ; Marshall Nirenberg ; Severo Ochoa

(b) State the importance of a Genetic code in protein biosynthesis.

Ans. (a) George Gamow : Proposed that the Genetic code is constituted of  3 nucleotides / provided

proof that the codon is a triplet = 1

Hargobind Khorana : Synthesized RNA molecule with a defined combination of bases

(homopolymers and copolymers) = 1

Marshall Nirenberg :  Cell free system for protein synthesis  / helped the genetic code to be

deciphered= 1

Severo Ochoa :  Described enzyme (Polynucleotide phosphorylase )which polymerises RNA

with defined sequence in a template independent manner (enzymatic synthesis of RNA) = 1

(b) Genetic code - Codes for a specific amino acid which is required for protein synthesis /

provides information about the specific amino acid that form a  particular protein /

polypeptide = 1

[4 + 1  = 5 marks]
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Question Paper Code 57/1/3

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. At what state does the meiosis occur in an organism exhibiting haploidic life cycle and

mention the fate of the products thus produced.

Ans. After zygote formation  = ½

haploid organism / haploid spores / (haploid) gametophyte   = ½

[1 mark]

2. Write the number of chromosomes body cells of honey bee workers and drone have.

Ans.  Honey bee workers : 32      =  ½

Drones : 16          =  ½

[1 mark]

3. What are ‘flocs’, formed during secondary treatment of sewage ?

Ans. Masses of bacteria associated with fungal filament (to form mesh like structure)

[1 mark]

OR

Write any two places where methanogens can be found.

Ans. Anaerobic sludge (digester) , rumen of cattle / ruminants / stomach of cattle / gut of cattle ,

marshy area , flooded rice fields , biogas plant (Any two)  = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

4. Name the layer of the atmosphere that is associated with ‘good ozone’.

Ans. Stratosphere

[1 mark]

OR

Mention the term used to describe a population interaction between an orchid growing on

a forest tree.

Ans. Commensalism

[1 mark]
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5.  British geneticist R.C. Punnett developed a graphical representation of a genetic cross

called “Punnett Square”. Mention the possible result this representation predicts of the

genetic cross carried.

Ans. (Probability of ) all genotypes / genotypic ratio

[1 mark]

SECTION-B

(Q. Nos. 6 - 12 are of two marks each)

6. It is said apomixes is a type of asexual reproduction. Justify.

Ans. Apomixis is the formation of seeds or embryo without fusion of gametes / fertilization / Diploid egg

cell is formed without reductional division and develops into the embryo without fertilization / Some

cells of the nucellus start dividing and develop into embryo (Any two) = 1 + 1

[2 marks]

7. Mention four significant services that a healthy forest ecosystem provide.

Ans. Purify air / Production of O
2 
/ Purify water / Mitigate droughts and floods / Nutrient cycling  /

Generating fertile soils / Provide wildlife habitat / Maintain biodiversity / Pollinate crops / Provide

site for carbon storage / Provide aesthetic - cultural - spiritual values / economic benefits / from

nature food / industrial products / products of medicinal importance  (Any four) = ½ × 4

[2 marks]

OR

Substantiate with the help of one example that in an ecosystem mutualists (i) tend to co-

evolve and (ii) are also one of the major causes of biodiversity loss.

Ans. Fig species is pollinated only by (its partner) wasp species where the female wasp uses the fruit of

fig species as a site for egg laying and nourishing its larvae (mutualists tend to co-evolve / evolution

of flower and its pollinated species are tightly linked) / Moth deposits its egg in the locule of the

ovary of Yucca plant and the flower in turn gets pollinated  by the moth (mutualists tend to co-

evolve / evolution of flower and its pollinator species are tightly linked) (Any other relevant

example explained) = 1

When any one of these two species become extinct - the other species associated with it in obligatory

way also becomes extinct and leads to biodiversity loss = 1

[2 marks]

8. Write the steps in sequence as carried in multiple ovulation embryo transfer technology.

Ans. Cow is administered with FSH like hormone , to induce follicular maturation and super ovulation /

produce 6 – 8 eggs instead of one egg , animal is mated with an elite bull or artificially

inseminated  , fertilized eggs at 8 – 32 cells stages recovered non-surgically and transferred to

surrogate mothers = ½ × 4

[2 marks]
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9. What is an origin of replication in a chromosome ? State its function.

Ans. This is the point on DNA where replication originates / starts = 1

It controls the copy number of linked DNA  = 1

[2 marks]

10. List any four ways by which GMO’s have been useful for enhanced crop output.

Ans. Make crops more tolerant to abiotic / cold / heat / drought / salt stresses /

Reduces reliance on chemical pesticides (pest-resistant crops) / Reduce post harvest losses /

Increased efficiency of mineral usage by plant (prevents early exhaustion of soil fertility) / Enhanced

nutritional value of food (example vitamin A enriched rice / starch) /  To create tailor-made plants

for non food purposes (to supply alternative resources of  fuels / pharmaceuticals to industries)

= (Any four) = ½ × 4

[2 marks]

11. How is a continuous culture system maintained in bioreactors and why ?

Ans. Used medium is drained out from one side of the bioreactor and fresh medium is added from the

other side = 1

This type of culturing method produces a larger biomass leading to higher yields (of desired protein)=1

[2 marks]

12. How would the gene flow or genetic drift affect the population in which either of them

happen to take place ?

Ans. Results in changed frequency of genes (or alleles) in both populations , causing variation , leading to

evolution / speciation / founder effect = 1 + 1

(Any two)

[2 marks]

SECTION-C

(Q. Nos. 13 - 24 are of three marks each)

13.  How does a bisexual flowering plant ensures cross pollination ? Explain.

Ans. - Pollen  release and stigma receptivity are non synchronized , either the pollen is released

before the stigma becomes receptive / stigma becomes receptive before the release of pollen

= ½ × 2

- Anther and stigma are placed at different  positions , pollen cannot come in contact with

stigma of the same flower = ½ × 2

- Self incompatibility  , prevents self pollen from fertilising the ovules = ½ × 2

[3 marks]
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14. Bee keeping practice is a good income generating industry. Write the different points to

be kept in mind for successful bee keeping. Write the scientific name of the most common

Indian species used for the purpose.

Knowledge of the nature and habits of bees / Selection of suitable location for keeping the beehive

/ Catching and hiving of swarms (group of bees) / Management of beehives during different seasons

/ handling and collection of honey and bee wax (Any four)       = ½ × 4

- Apis indica = 1

[3 marks]

15. Explain the mechanism of DNA replication with the help of a replication fork. What role

does the enzyme DNA-ligase play in a DNA replication fork ?

OR

Construct and label a transcription unit from which the RNA segment given below has

been transcribed. Write the complete name of the enzyme that transcribed this RNA.

Ans. Non evaluative , because the choice question is faulty ,  full marks to be awarded to all

examinees who attempt either of the choice questions.

16. (a) Write two differences between Homo erectus and Homo habilis.

(b) Rearrange the following from early to late geologic periods: Carboniferous, Silurian,

Jurassic.

Ans. (a) Homo erectus Homo habilis

(i) Brain capacity 900 cc Brain capacity 650 – 800 cc = 1

(ii) (Probably) ate meat (Probably) did not eat meat = 1

(b) Silurian → Carboniferous → Jurassic = 1

(No mark to be awarded if all the three are not in proper sequence )

[2 +1 = 3 marks]

17. List six advantages of “ex-situ” approach to conservation of biodiversity.

An endangered / threatened species can be conserved /  genetic strains of commercially important

plants can be preserved for a long time (seed banks) / biodiversity loss is reduced / gametes of

threatened species can be preserved in a viable and fertile condition for long periods (using
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cryopreservation) / eggs can be fertilized in -vitro / plants can be propagated using tissue culture /

economically beneficial / conserve large number of species / aesthetic value

(Any six points) = ½ × 6

[3 marks]

18. Effluent from the primary treatment of sewage is passed for secondary treatment. Explain

the process till the water is ready to be released into natural water bodies.

Ans. During treatment (after adding small amount of inoculum) primary  effluent is constantly agitated

mechanically in (large) aeration tanks and air is pumped into it , this allows the vigorous growth of

useful microbes into flocs , the microbes consume the major part of the organic matter in the

effluent , it reduces the BOD of the effluent , the effluent is then passed into settling tank where the

bacterial flocs are allowed to sediment , major part of the activated sludge is pumped into aerobic

sludge digester (and remaining water is released into natural water bodies) = ½× 6

[3 marks]

19. Two children, A and B aged 4 and 5 years respectively visited a hospital with a similar

genetic disorder. The girl A was provided enzyme-replacement therapy and was advised

to revisit periodically for further treatment. The girl, B was, however, given a therapy that

did not require revisit for further treatment.

(a) Name the ailments the two girls were suffering from ?

(b) Why did the treatment provided to girl A required repeated visits ?

(c) How was the girl B cured permanently ?

Ans. (a) Adenosine deaminase (ADA) deficiency = 1

(b) (In Enzyme Replacement Therapy) functional ADA is introduced  to the patient (by injection),

this therapy is not completely curative / enzyme can act only for a limited time

period   = 1 + 1

(c) [As there is no permanent cure at the age of five hence 1 mark of this answer allocated

to part (b)]

[2 + 1 = 3 marks]

20. Draw a labelled diagram to show interrelationship of four accessory ducts in a human

male reproductive system.
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Correct diagram with :  1 labelling = ½ ,    2 labellings = 1 ,  3 labellings = 2 ,  4 labellings = 3

[3 marks]

OR

Draw a sectional view of the human ovary showing the different stages of developing

follicles, corpus luteum and ovulation.

Ans.

 = ½

Ovulation 

= ½

= ½

/secondary oocyte

= ½

Secondary 
follicle   /

= ½

= ½

= ½ × 6

[3 marks]
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21. Compare in any three ways the chromosomal theory of inheritance as proposed by Sutton

and Bovery with that of experimental results on pea plant presented by Mendel.

Sutton and Boveri Mendel

1. Chromosomes occur in pairs 1. Factors occur in pairs

2. Chromosomes segregate at 2. Factors segregate at gamete formation

the time of gamete formation stage and only one of each pair is

such that only one of each transmitted to a gamete

pair is transmitted to a gamete

3. Independent pairs of 3. One pair of  factors segregate

chromosomes segregate independently of  another pairs

independently of each other

 = 1×3

[3 marks]

OR

(a) Explain linkage and recombination as put forth by T.H. Morgan based on his

observations with Drosophila melanogaster crossing experiment.

(b) Write the basis on which Alfred Sturtevant explained gene mapping.

Ans. (a) Linkage : - Physical association of genes on a chromosome ,

- Two genes did not segregate independently of each other

- F
2
 (phenotypic) ratio deviates (significantly) from 9:3:3:1 (Any two)= ½ × 2

Recombination: -Tightly linked genes tend to show fewer recombinant frequency / 1.3% = ½

-Loosely linked genes show higher percentage of recombinant frequency /37.2%= ½

(b) He used the frequency of recombination between gene pairs on the same chromosome as a

measure of distance between genes and mapped their position on the chromosome = 1

[2 + 1 = 3 marks]

22. Describe the formation of recombinant DNA by the action of EcoRI.

Ans. EcoRI identifies its palindromic sequence on both vector DNA and foreign DNA / 5’ GAATTC3’,

cuts strands of DNA little away from the centre of palindromic sites , but between same two bases

(G and A) , this leaves single stranded portion at the end (sticky ends) on each strand , for

recombination both vector DNA  and foreign DNA , with similar sticky ends are joined by the

enzyme DNA ligase = ½ × 6
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The following diagram can be considered in lieu of the explanation

//

 = ½ = ½

 = ½

 = ½

 = ½

 = ½

OR

Describe the process of amplification of “gene of interest” using PCR technique.

Ans. Ans. Denaturation of desired DNA into two strands, each acting as a template, for each strand

separate set of primer ( two sets of primer) used, with the help of deoxy(ribo)nucleotides and Taq

polymerase (DNA polymerase isolated from Thermus aquaticus ), extension of DNA template

occurs, resulting in replication of desired  DNA (amplification) = ½ × 6

The following diagram can be considered in lieu of the explanation

//
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 = ½

 = ½

[3 marks]

23. (a) Match the microbes listed under Column-A with the products mentioned under Column-

B.

Column - A Column - B

(H) Penicillium notatum (i) Statin

(I) Trichoderma polysporum (ii) ethanol

(J) Monascus purpurea (iii) antibiotic

(K) Saccharomyces cerevisiae (iv) Cyclosporin-A

(b) Why does ‘Swiss Cheese’ develop large holes ?

(a) (H)  Penicillium notatum (iii)  antibiotic

(I)   Trichoderma polysporum (iv) Cyclosporin-A
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(J)   Monascus purpureus (i) Statin

(K)  Saccharomyces cerevisiae (ii)   ethanol

= ½ × 4

(b) Due to production of large amount of CO
2
 (by Propionibacterium sharmanii) = 1

[3 marks]

24. Explain any two most important levels of biological organisation showing biodiversity with

the help of an example each.

Ans. (i) Genetic diversity :  High diversity at the genetic level over its distributional range = 1

Example : Rouwolfia vomitoria growing in different himalayan ranges might be in terms of

the potency and concentration of the active chemical that the plant produce / India has more

than 50,000 genetically different strains of rice / 1,000 varieties of mango = ½

(ii) Species diversity :  Diversity at the species level = 1

Example : The Western Ghats have a greater amphibian species diversity than Eastern

Ghats = ½

(iii) Ecological diversity :  At the ecosystem level = 1

Example  : India for instance with its deserts / rain forests / mangroves / coral reefs / wetlands/

estuaries / alpine meadows have a greater ecosystem diversity than a Scandinavian country

like Norway (Any two examples of ecological diversity) = ½

                (Any two levels of diversity) = 1½ + 1½

[3 marks]

SECTION D

(Q. Nos. 25 - 27 are of five marks each)

25. Differentiate between spermatogenesis and Oogenesis on the basis of

(i) Time of initiation of the process

(ii) Site of completion of the process

(iii) Nature of meiotic division undergone by gamete mother cells

(b) Name the hormones and state their role involved in controlling spermatogenesis in

humans.
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Ans. (a) Spermatogenesis Oogenesis

Time of initiation At puberty During foetal stage /

embryonic stage

Site of completion Seminiferous tubule Fallopian tube /

Ampullary - isthmic junction

/  Ampullary region

Nature of meiotic Equal cell division/ Unequal cell division /

division Continuous cell division/ Suspended/ arrested

at early embryonic stage/

Formation of four Formation of one egg / Ovum

daughter cells / spermatids

 = ½ × 6

(b) GnRH acts on anterior pituitary to secrete LH and FSH , LH acts on Leydig cell and stimulates

synthesis  and secretion of androgens , androgen stimulates spermatogenesis , FSH acts on

sertoli cells which stimulate secretion of some factors which helps in the process of

spermiogenesis = ½ × 4

[3  + 2 = 5 marks]

OR

(a) Explain the process of double fertilization in angiosperms.

(b) Why does the development of endosperm preceeds that of embryo ?

(c) List the parts of a typical dicot embryo.

Ans. (a) (i) One male gamete fuses with egg cell  in the embryo sac to form zygote (2n) , called

syngamy = ½ + ½

        (ii) Other male gamete  fuses with two polar nuclei to form PEN (primary endosperm

nucleus) (3n) , triple fusion = ½ + ½

(iii) Both syngamy and triple fusion together called as double fertilisation = ½

(b) Endosperm contains the reserve food material which is used for the nutrition of developing

embryo = 1

(c) Radicle , Plumule , Cotyledons  = ½ × 3

[2½ + 1 + 1½   = 5 marks]
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26. (a) What is “population” according to you as a biology student ?

(b) “The size of a population for any species is not a static parameter.” Justify the

statement with specific reference to fluctuations in the population density of a region

in a given period of time.

Ans. (a) Total number of organisms of a species in a particular area at a particular time = 1

(b) The size of a population for any species is not a static parameter because of the factors like :-

Birth rate/ Natality = ½ , number of births during a given period = ½

Death rate/ Mortality= ½ , number of deaths during a given period= ½

Immigration = ½ , number of individuals of the same species that have come into the habitat

from elsewhere during the time period under consideration= ½

Emigration = ½  ,  number of individuals of the population who left the habitat and gone

elsewhere during the time period under consideration = ½

[1 + 4 = 5 marks]

OR

(a) What is hydrarch succession ?

(b) Compare the pioneer species and climax communities of hydrarch and xerarch

succession respectively.

(c) List the factors upon which the type of invading pioneer species depend in secondary

hydrarch succession. Why is the rate of this succession faster than that of primary

succession ?

Ans. (a) The gradual and fairly predictable changes in the species composition in a water body /

wetter areas = 1

(b) Hydrarch :  Pioneer species  –  Phytoplanktons = ½

Climax community  – Forest / trees = ½

Xerarch   :  Pioneer species  – Lichens = ½

Climax community – Forest / trees = ½

(c) Condition of soil, availability of water, seeds or other propagules = 1

Because (some) soil / sediment is already there, the rate of secondary succession is much

faster than primary succession = 1

[1 + 2 + 1 + 1 = 5 marks]
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27. Differentiate between incomplete dominance and co-dominance. Substantiate you answer

with one example of each.

Ans. Incomplete Dominance Co-dominance

F1 generation does not resemble Both dominant alleles express themselves F1

either of the parent but show an

intermediate trait = ½ + ½

Example : Snapdragon / Antirrhinum  sp /        Example  AB blood group in human = 1

dog flower / Mirabilis jalapa /

Four O’clock plant = 1

Incomplete dominance - When homozygous dominant and homozygous recessive parents are crossed

all members of F1 progeny will show intermediate trait = 1

//

 = 1

Co dominance - When IA and IB are present together they both produce their own sugar /

antigen = 1

//
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(AB Blood Group)
=1

// (Any other suitable cross showing occurance of IA & IB together in offsprings)

With     IAi & IBi    /   IA IA & IBi    /   IAi  & IB IB    /   IAIB  & IAIB  /  IAIB  & IBi   /

IAIB  & IAi

[5 marks]

OR

(a) Write the contributions of the following scientists in deciphering the genetic code.

Georce Gamow; Hargobind Khorana ; Marshall Nirenberg ; Severo Ochoa

(b) State the importance of a Genetic code in protein biosynthesis.

Ans. (a) George Gamow : Proposed that the Genetic code is constituted of  3 nucleotides / provided

proof that the codon is a triplet = 1

Hargobind Khorana : Synthesized RNA molecule with a defined combination of bases

(homopolymers and copolymers) = 1

Marshall Nirenberg :  Cell free system for protein synthesis  / helped the genetic code to be

deciphered = 1

Severo Ochoa :  Described enzyme (Polynucleotide phosphorylase )which polymerises RNA

with defined sequence in a template independent manner (enzymatic synthesis of RNA) = 1

(b) Genetic code - Codes for a specific amino acid which is required for protein synthesis /

provides information about the specific amino acid that form a  particular protein /

polypeptide = 1

[4 + 1 = 5 marks]
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Question Paper Code 57/2/1

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one marks each)

1. Give one reason to justify statutory ban on amniocentesis.

Ans. Check/prevent female foeticide.
[1 Mark]

2. Name a human genetic disorder due to the following :

(a) An additional X-chromosome in a male

(b) Deletion of one X-chromosome in a female

Ans. a) Klinefelter’s Syndrome

b) Turner’s Syndrome
= ½ + ½
[1 Mark]

OR

State what does aneuploidy lead to.

Individuals with abnormal number of chromosomes / Down’s Syndrome / Turner’s Syndrome /
Klinefelter’s Syndrome (or any other correct example)

[1Mark]

3. Mention one example each from plants and animals exhibiting divergent evolution.

Ans. Thorn  of  Bougainvillea and tendrils of Cucurbita ,
forelimbs of whales , bats, cheetah and humans (all mammals) / vertebrate hearts / vertebrates brains
(Any one)  /Any other correct example = ½ + ½

[1Mark]

4. Name any two physiological barriers that provide innate immunity ?

Ans Acid in Stomach/Saliva in mouth/tears in eyes (Any two) =  ½ + ½

[1 Mark]
OR

Select two disease resistant crop varieties from the list of crop varieties given
below:
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Himgiri, Pusa Gaurav, Pusa Komal, Pusa A-4

Ans Himgiri; Pusa Komal = ½ + ½
[1 Mark]

5. Give two reasons as to why a weed such a Calotropis flourishes in abandoned fields.

Ans. Dry hairy seeds helps in dissemination / having xerophytic adaptations (thick hair on leaves & stems)
/ not grazed by animals as it produces poisonous substances / cardiac glycosides ( any two)

½ + ½ = 1
[1 Mark]

SECTION B

(Q Nos. 6-10 are of two marks each)

6. Mosses and frogs both need water as a medium for fertilisation. Where does syngamy
occur and how is it ensured in both these organisms ?

Ans Frog -External fertilization / in water / outside the body , release of  motile gametes / large number
of gametes/ synchronised maturation of ova and sperms  =½+½

Moss - Internal fertilization / inside the body of organism , male gametes are motile / large number
of gametes. = ½ + ½

[2 Marks]

OR

Write the basis of categorising animals as oviparous or viviparous, giving one
example of each.

Ans. Egg laying (fertilised or unfertilised) , e.g. reptiles / birds / any other correct example = ½+ ½

Give birth to young ones , e.g. majority of mammals / humans / any other correct example= ½ + ½

[2 Marks]

7. (a) You are given castor and bean seeds. Which one of the two would you select to
observe the endosperm ?

(b) The development of endosperm precedes that of embryo in plants. Justify.

Ans. (a) Castor  = 1

(b) endosperm  stores reserve food materials / provides nutrition to the developing embryo  =1

[2 Marks]
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8. A segment of DNA molecule comprises of 546 nucleotides. How many cytosine nucleotides
would be present in it if the number of adenine nucleotides is 96 ?

Ans.  A+ T = C+G , Given A=96  so T = 96, and  A+ T = 192

Given total Nucleotides =546

G +C = 546 -192=354  because G =C  so C = 354 / 2  , 1

Cytosine = 177 1

[2 Marks]

9. How is 'somatic hybridization' carried out ? Mention one example of a somatic hybrid.

Ans. Isolation of  protoplast by digesting cell wall , Fusion of isolated protoplast of different varieties of
plants with desired traits , Formation of  hybrid protoplast which  is further grown to form to new
hybrid plant  ,e.g Pomato ( fusion of potato & tomato) =½× 4

[2 Marks]

10. How are DNA fragments visualised during gel-electrophoresis ? What is elution ?

Ans. Separated DNA fragments stained with ethidium bromide ,followed by exposure to UV radiations
,removal of DNA bands  from agarose gel, and its extraction from gel is elution  =½× 4

[2 Marks]

11. A corn farmer has perennial problem of corn-borer infestation in his crop. Being
environmentally conscious he does not want to spray insectides. Suggest solution based on
your knowledge of biotechnology. Write the steps to be carried out to achieve it.

Ans. Isolation of Bt toxin genes from Bacillus thuringiensis , incorporated into corn,toxin coded by gene
cry IAb in corn, kills the pests/ pest dies. =½× 4

[2 Marks]

12.    State 'two' observations made by German naturalist, Alexender von Humboldt during his
extensive explorations in South American jungles.

Ans Within a region species richness increases with increasing explored area  but only upto a limit, this
relation for a wide variety of taxa turns out to be a rectangular hyperbola.

= 1 + 1
[2 Marks]

OR
If in a population of size 'N' the birth rate is represented as 'b' and the death rate as
'd', the increase or decrease in 'N' during a unit time period 't' will be :

Ndb
dT

dN
 )(

The equation given above can also be represented as :
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Nr
dT

dN
  where r = (b — d)

What does 'r' represent ? Write any one significance of calculating 'r' for any population.

Ans r = intrinsic rate of natural increase , it is an important parameter for assessing impacts of any biotic
or abiotic factor on population growth . = 1 + 1

[2 Marks]
SECTION C

(Q Nos. 13 - 24 are of three marks each)

13. When and where do tapetum and synergids develop in flowering plants ? Mention their
functions.

Ans Tapetum- Microsporogenesis ,Microsporangium(Anther), nourishes the developing pollen grains.

Synergids -Megasporogenesis, Megasporangium(ovule), synergids have filiform apparatus to guide
the pollen tube into it. ½ × 6

[3 Marks]
OR

Where are the following structures present in a male gametophyte of an angiosperm ?
Mention the function of each one of them.

(a) Germ pore

(b) Sporopollenin

(c) Generative cell

Ans (a) Germ pore- Pollen grain exine , site from where pollen tube emerges .

(b) Sporopollenin-Exine of pollengrains , protects the pollen grains from high temperature / and
strong acids & alkali / enzymes / adverse condition

(c) Generative Cells - Pollen grains , give rise to two male gametes ½ × 6
[3 Marks]

14 Construct a flow chart exhibiting sequential events of oogenesis.

Ans
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1 × 3

[3 Marks]

15. Draw L.S. of an embryo of grass and label its parts.

Ans

1 × 3

[3 Marks]

(Any Three Correctly Labelled Parts)
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OR

Draw a diagrammatic sectional view of a seminiferous tubule (enlarged) in humans and
label its parts.

(Any Three  Labelled Parts)  = 1 × 3

[3 Marks]

16. (a) How does mutation occur ?

(b) Differentiate between point mutation and frameshift mutation.

Ans (a) Loss(deletion) or gain ( insertion / duplication /addition) or change in position of DNA
segments / chromosome = 1

(b) mutation due to change in a single base pair of DNA is point mutation,  =1

Insertion or deletion of one or two bases changes the reading frame from the point of
insertion or deletion = 1

[3 Marks]

17. "Use of heavy isotope of nitrogen by Meselson and Stahl demonstrated semi-
conservative mode of replication of a DNA molecule." Explain how did they arrive at this
conclusion.

Ans Grown E.coli  in 15NH
4
Cl for many generations to get 15N incorporated into DNA , then the cells

are transferred into 14NH
4
Cl , The extracted DNA are centrifuged in CsCl  and measured to get their

densities , DNA extracted from the culture after one generation (20 minutes) , showed intermediate
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hybrid density , DNA extracted after two generations (40 minutes) showed light DNA and hybrid
DNA = ½ × 6  = 3

//
A correctly labelled diagramatic representation in lieu of the above explanation of experiment to be
considered = 3

= ½

= ½

= ½

= ½

= ½= ½

[3 Marks]

OR

Explain the mechanism of translation that occurs in the ribosomes in a prokaryote.

Ans Charging of tRNA / aminoacylation of tRNA ,

small subunit of ribosome binds to mRNA (5’end)  ,

for initiation  the ribosome binds to the mRNA at the start codon (AUG)  that is recognised only by
initiator tRNA,

In the elongation  phase  amino acid with tRNA sequentially bind to the appropriate codon on
mRNA(forming complimentary base pairs with tRNA anticodon),

Ribosome moves from codon to codon along the mRNA and amino acids are added one by one in
the two  sites of the large subunit  joined by peptide bond ,

Termination occurs when a release factor binds to the stop codon and releases the complete polypep-
tide.

½ × 6

[3 Marks]
18. According to Darwinian theory of natural selection the rate of appearance of new forms is

linked to the life-cycle or the life-span of an organism. Explain with the help of an example.

Ans  A colony of bacteria (say A) growing in a given medium has built in variation in terms of ability to
utilise a feed component, a change in the medium composition would bring out only that part of the
population(say B) that can survive under the new conditions ,= 1+1
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In due course of time this variant population outgrows the others and appears as new species thus
organisms with shorter life-cycle or life-span will undergo evolution faster / for the same thing to
happen in fish or fowl would take millions of years as life spans of these animals are in years. =1

[3 Marks]

19. (a) Name the causative agents of pneumonia and common cold.

(b) How do these differ in their symptoms ?

(c) Mention two symptoms common to both.

Ans (a) Streptococcus pneumoniae/ Haemophilus influenzae,Rhinoviruses = ½ + ½

(b) Different symptoms ( any two) = ½ + ½

Pneumonia                                         Common cold

Infects alveoli of lungs Infects nose & respiratory passage

chills Sore throat

Lips /fingers may turn grey to black Hoarseness

(c) Common symptoms (any two ) = ½ + ½

      Pneumonia Common cold

Cough Cough

Headache Headache

[ 3 Marks]

OR

(a) Write the scientific names of the causative agent and vector of malaria, and write its
symptoms.

(b) Name any two diseases spread by Aedes sp.

Ans (a) Plasmodium vivax / P. falciparum  / P.malariae, vector-Female Anopheles
mosquito =  ½ + ½

Symptoms - chill , high fever = ½ + ½

(b) Dengue, Chikungunya ( or any other correct example )  = ½ + ½

[3 Marks]
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20. (a) Differentiate between inbreeding and outbreeding.

 (b) List any three advantages and one important disadvantage of inbreeding practice
in animal husbandry.

Ans (a)  Inbreeding - Mating of more closely related individuals within the same breed for 4-6 genera
tions.

Outbreeding- Breeding of unrelated animals may be of the same breed , but having no common
ancestors for 4-6 generations/ different breeds/ different species. = ½ + ½

(b) Advantages- develops pureline / increase homozygosity, accumulation of superior genes,
elimination of less desired genes. = ½ × 3

Disadvantages- Reduces fertility/  causes inbreeding depression. = ½

[3 Marks]

21. Name the most commonly used bioreactor in biotechnology labs. Mention the most essen-
tial components this bioreactor must have so as to provide the optimum conditions to the
culture medium, resulting in production of large volume of desired product.

Ans Stirring type =½

agitator system, O
2  
delivery system, foam control system, temperature control  system, pH control

system ½ × 5

[3 Marks]

22. A child is born with ADA-deficiency

(a) Suggest and explain a procedure for possible life-long (permanent) cure.

(b) Name any other possible treatment for this disease.

Ans (a) Gene therapy, lymphocytes from the blood of a patient are grown in a culture outside the
body, functional ADA cDNA is introduced into these lymphocytes, these cells are returned to
the patient’s body at early embryonic stage. =½× 4

(b) Bone marrow transplantation , enzyme replacement therapy ½+½

[3 Marks]

23. Differentiate between an 'Expanding age pyramid' and a 'Stable age pyramid'. Substanti-
ate your answer with diagrams.
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Ans
Expanding age pyramid Stable age pyramid 

Population of pre-reproductive age is greater 
than population of reproductive age   

Population of pre-reproductive age equals to  
population of reproductive age   

 

= ½ +½

1+1

[3 Marks]

24. Analyse the effects of 'Alien species invasion' on the biodiversity of a given area. Provide
two examples.

Ans Introduction of alien species causes decline or extinction of indigenous species due to tough compe-
tition for utilization of resources =1

Examples:

Introduction of Nile perch in lake Victoria led to extinction of more than 200 species of Cichlid fish
/ Introduction of African cat fish (Clarias gariepinus) for aquaculture poses threat to indigenous
catfish/ Threat posed to native species by invasive exotic weeds like carrot grass (Parthenium) /
Lantana and water hyacinth (Eichhornia) /Extinction of Abingdon tortoise by introduction of goat.
 (any two) 1+1=2

[3 Marks]

SECTION D

(Q. Nos. 25 - 27 are of  five marks each)

25. Mendel crossed a homozygous pea plant having yellow and round seeds with another pea
plant bearing green and wrinkled seeds. He found that in some of the F

2 
population new

combination of parental characters were observed.

How will you explain the appearance of a new combination of parental characters in F2-
offsprings ? Support your answer with the help of Punnett square.

Ans
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½

½

½

½

2  marks for Punnett Square

When two pairs of traits are combined in a hybrid  segregation of one pair of character is inde-
pendent of the other pair of the characters. = 1

[5 Marks]

OR

Describe S.L. Miller's experiment. Comment on the observations he made and his contri-
bution towards the origin of life on Earth.

Ans High temperature  (800 0 C) , high energy radiation ,  reducing atmosphere created , by electric
discharge in a  closed flask , containing CH

4  
+

 
H

2  
 + NH

3  
,
 
and water vapours in the experimental

setup .

//
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(Labelling on diagram to be awarded marks in lieu of explanation )

½×6=3

Observation and Contribution -

- Formation of amino acids

- The first form of life arose slowly through evolutionary forces from non- living molecules/
abiogenesis.

1+1

[5 Marks]

26. (a) Differentiate between active and passive immunity.

(b) Comment on the role of vaccination and immunization in keeping human population
healthy.

Ans (a) Active immunity  Passive immunity  

Production of antibodies on exposure to antigen in 
host body  

Introduction of readymade antibodies to protect 
against pathogen 

Slow process and takes time to give full effective 
response  

T lymphocyte production is fast and responds 
quickly by checking growth of pathogen 

Natural infection induces active immunity  Inoculation of pathogen in other organisms 
synthesizes antibodies which are isolated and used 
for vaccination  

(Any two )1 + 1

(b) Role of vaccination / immunization:
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- Antibodies produced in body against antigen neutralizes pathogenic agents.

- Vaccines also generate memory cell ( B and T cells) that recognize quickly on subsequent
exposure and controls growth of pathogen with massive production of antibodies

- preformed antibodies/ antitoxin protect our body from deadly microbes like tetanus and
against snake venom 1×3 = 3

[5 Marks]

OR

Describe the process of secondary treatment given to municipal waste water (sewage)
before it can be released into fresh waterbodies. Mention another benefit provided by this
process.

Ans Process of secondary treatment :

Passing of primary effluent into large aeration tank which is constantly agitated mechanically & air is
pumped into it that  allows vigorous growth of useful aerobic microbes into flocs


Microbes consume major part of organic matter in effluent which significantly reduces BOD


Now  effluent is passed into settling tank where flocs are allowed to settle/ sediment called activated
sludge


Digestion of activated sludge by anaerobic microbes and  effluents from secondary treatment can be
released into river/ stream.


Resulted in production of Bio gas (CH

4
, H

2
S and CO

2
)   which can be used as source of energy

1 × 5 = 5

[5 Marks]

27.    A plastic sack manufacturer in Bengaluru, Ahmed Khan has managed to find an ideal
solution to the problem of plastic waste. Explain in five steps the efforts of Ahmed Khan
to meet the challenges of solid waste management.

Ans Developed polyblend- a fine powder of recycled modified plastic 1

Polyblend mixed with bitumen and used to lay roads (in collaboration with R V engineering college
and Bangalore city corporation) 1

It enhanced water repellant property of bitumen and increase the road life . 1
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Khan offered a price to rag pickers which  enhanced their income and improved their livelihood.
1

Thus solid waste  management was achieved by removal and proper disposal of plastic waste from
the city 1

[5 Marks]

OR

(a) What does an ecological pyramid represent ? State any two limitations that these
pyramids have.

(b) Describe an inverted pyramid of biomass with the help of an example.

Ans (a) Ecological pyramids represent the relationship between different trophic levels in terms of
number ,biomass or energy 1

Limitations of pyramid:

It does not takes into account the same species belonging to two or more trophic levels / It assumes
a single food chain which almost never exists in nature / It does not accommodate a food web /
Saprophytes are not given any place even though they play vital role in the ecosystem.

( any two) 1×2=2

(b) The pyramids of biomass in aquatic ecosystem/ sea is generally inverted

//

          

1

e.g     biomass of  fishes is  much more than biomass of phytoplanktons. 1

[ 5 Marks]
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Question Paper Code 57/2/2

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. Name any two physiological barriers that provide innate immunity.

Ans Acid in Stomach/Saliva in mouth/tears in eyes (Any two) =  ½ + ½

[1 Mark]
OR

Select two disease resistant crop varieties from the list of crop varieties given below :
Himgiri, Pusa Gaurav, Pusa Komal, Pusa A-4

Ans Himgiri; Pusa Komal = ½ + ½
[1 Mark]

2. Mention one example each from plants and animals exhibiting divergent evolution.

Ans Thorn  of  Bougainvillea and tendrils of Cucurbita ,
forelimbs of whales , bats, cheetah and humans (all mammals) / vertebrate hearts / vertebrates brains
(Any one)  /Any other correct example = ½ + ½

[1Mark]

3. Name a human genetic disorder due to the following :

(a) An additional X-chromosome in a male

(b) Deletion of one X-chromosome in a female

Ans. a) Klinefelter’s Syndrome

b) Turner’s Syndrome
= ½ + ½
[1 Mark]

OR

State what does aneuploidy lead to.

Individuals with abnormal number of chromosomes / Down’s Syndrome / Turner’s Syndrome /
Klinefelter’s Syndrome (or any other correct example)

[1Mark]

4. Give one reason to justify statutory ban on amniocentesis.
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Ans Check/prevent female foeticide.
[1 Mark]

5. Name the pioneer species that invade in primary succession on bare rock and in water.

Ans Lichens, small phytoplanktons  = ½ +½

[1 Mark]

SECTION – B

(Q. Nos. 6 - 12 are of two marks each)

6 State two' observations made by German naturalist, Alexender von Humboldt during his
extensive explorations in South American jungles.

Ans Within a region species richness increases with increasing explored area  but only upto a limit, this
relation for a wide variety of taxa turns out to be a rectangular hyperbola. = 1 + 1

[2 Marks]

OR

If in a population of size 'N' the birth rate is represented as 'b' and the death rate as
'd', the increase or decrease in 'N' during a unit time period 't' will be :

Ndb
dT

dN
 )(

The equation given above can also be represented as :

Nr
dT

dN
  where r = (b — d)

What does 'r' represent ? Write any one significance of calculating 'r' for any population.

Ans r = intrinsic rate of natural increase , it is an important parameter for assessing impacts of any biotic
or abiotic factor on population growth . = 1 + 1

[2 Marks]
7. A segment of DNA molecule comprises of 546 nucleotides. How many cytosine nucleotides

would be present in it if the number of adenine nucleotides is 96 ?

Ans Ans.  A+ T = C+G , Given A=96  so T = 96, and  A+ T = 192

Given total Nucleotides =546
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G +C = 546 -192=354  because G =C  so C = 354 / 2  , 1

Cytosine = 177 1

[2 Marks]

8. (a) You are given castor and bean seeds. Which one of the two would you select to
observe the endosperm ?

 (b) The development of endosperm precedes that of embryo in plants. Justify.

Ans (a) Castor = 1

(b) endosperm  stores reserve food materials / provides nutrition to the developing embryo  =1

[2 Marks]

9. "For a common man both mango and strawberry are fruits, but not for a biology student.
Justify.

Ans Mango is a true fruit as it develops from the ovary ,  strawberry is a false fruit as it is formed by the
thalamus =1 + 1

[2 Marks]

10. Explain the process of gel-electrophoresis technique.

Ans Separation of DNA fragments under an electric filed in agarose gel , negatively changed DNA move
towards anode and smaller fragments move farther , separated DNA fragments are stained with
ethidium bromide followed by UV radiations , extraction of DNA bands by elution =½×4

[2 Marks]

11. Why is the genetically engineered insulin by American company Eli Lilly preferred to the
one produced by conventional methods ? Explain.

Ans Genetically engineered insulin does not develop Allergy, other type of reactions to the foreign
proteins. 1+1

[2 Marks]

12. Mosses and frogs both need water as a medium for fertilisation. Where does syngamy
occur and how is it ensured in both these organisms ?

Ans Frog -External fertilization / in water / outside the body , release of  motile gametes / large number
of gametes/ synchronised maturation of ova and sperms  =½+½

Moss - Internal fertilization / inside the body of organism , male gametes are motile / large number
of gametes. = ½ + ½
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[2 Marks]

OR

Write the basis of categorising animals as oviparous or viviparous, giving one
example of each.

Ans. Egg laying (fertilised or unfertilised) , e.g. reptiles / birds / any other correct example = ½+ ½

Give birth to young ones , e.g. majority of mammals / humans / any other correct example= ½ + ½

[2 Marks]

SECTION C

(Q Nos. 13-24  are of three marks each)

13. Differentiate between an 'Expanding age pyramid' and a 'Stable age pyramid'.
Substantiate your answer with diagrams.

Ans Expanding age pyramid Stable age pyramid 

Population of pre-reproductive age is greater 
than population of reproductive age   

Population of pre-reproductive age equals to  
population of reproductive age   

 

=½+½

1+1
[3 Marks]

14. A child is born with ADA-deficiency.

(a) Suggest and explain a procedure for possible life-long (permanent) cure.

(b) Name any other possible treatment for this disease.

Ans Gene therapy, lymphocytes from the blood of a patient are grown in a culture outside the
body, functional ADA cDNA is introduced into these lymphocytes, these cells are returned to
the patients body at early embryonic stage. =½× 4

(b) Bone marrow transplantation , enzyme replacement therapy ½+½

[3 Marks]

15. Name the most commonly used bioreactor in biotechnology labs. Mention the most essen-
tial components this bioreactor must have so as to provide the optimum conditions to the
culture medium, resulting in production of large volume of desired product.

Ans Stirring type = ½

agitator system, O
2  
delivery system, foam control system, temperature control  system, pH

control system ½ ×5
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[3 Marks]

16. Name the enzyme that transcribes hnRNA in eukaryotes. Explain the steps that the hnRNA
undergoes before it is processed into mRNA.

Ans RNA polymerase II  =1

Capping- unusual nucleotide ( methyl guanosine triphosphate) is added to the 5’ end of the hnRNA,=1

Tailing-adenylate residues are added at 3’ end in a template independent manner =1

[3 Marks]

17. (a) Differentiate between inbreeding and outbreeding.

(b) List any three advantages and one important disadvantage of inbreeding practice in
animal husbandry.

Ans (a) Inbreeding - Mating of more closely related individuals within the same breed for 4-6 genera
tions.

Outbreeding- Breeding of unrelated animals may be of the same breed but having no common
ancestors for 4-6 generations/ different breeds/ different species. = ½ + ½

(b) Advantages -develops pureline / increase homozygosity, accumulation of superior genes,
elimination of less desired genes. = ½ × 3

Disadvantages- Reduces fertility/  causes inbreeding depression. = ½

[3 Marks]

18. Darwin on his voyage to Galapagos Islands had observed finches having different variet-
ies of beaks. Write the explanation he gave for his observations and the conclusions he
arrived at.

Ans Many varieties of finches in the same island , original seed eating finches were altered to become
insectivorous and vegetarian finches, this process of evolution starting from a point and radiating to
other area of geography(habitat) is called adaptive radiation. 1×3

[3 Marks]

19. When and where do tapetum and synergids develop in flowering plants ? Mention their
functions.

Ans Tapetum- Microsporogenesis ,Microsporangium(Anther), nourishes the developing pollen grains.

Synergids -Megasporogenesis, Megasporangium(ovule), synergids have filiform apparatus to guide
the pollen tube into it. ½ × 6

[3 Marks]
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OR

Where are the following structures present in a male gametophyte of an angiosperm ?
Mention the function of each one of them.

(a) Germ pore

(b) Sporopollenin

(c) Generative cell

Ans (a) Germ pore- Pollen grain exine , site from where pollen tube emerges .

(b) Sporopollenin-Exine of pollengrains , protects the pollen grains from high temperature / and
strong acids & alkali / enzymes / adverse condition

(c) Generative Cells - Pollen grains , give rise to two male gametes ½ × 6
[3 Marks]

20. Construct a flow chart exhibiting sequential events of oogenesis.

Ans

 21. Draw L.S. of an embryo of grass and label its parts.

Ans
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1 × 3

[3 Marks]

(Any Three Correctly Labelled Parts)

OR

Draw a diagrammatic sectional view of a seminiferous tubule (enlarged) in humans and
label its parts.

(Any Three  Labelled Parts)  = 1 × 3

[3 Marks]

22. “Use of heavy isotopes of nitrogen by Melson and Stahl demonstrated semi-conservative
mode of replication of a DNA molecule.”Explain how did they arrive at this conclusion.
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ns Grown E.coli  in 15NH
4
Cl for many generations to get 15N incorporated into DNA , Then the cells

are transferred into 14NH
4
Cl , The extracted DNA are centrifuged in CsCl  and measured to get their

densities , DNA extracted from the culture after one generation (20 minutes) , showed intermediate
hybrid density , DNA extracted after two generations (40 minutes) showed light DNA and hybrid
DNA = ½ × 6  = 3

//
A correctly labelled diagramatic representation in lieu of the above explanation of experiment to be
considered = 3

= ½

= ½

= ½

= ½

= ½= ½

[3 Marks]
OR

Explain the mechanism of translation that occurs in the robosomes in a prokaryote.

Ans Charging of tRNA / aminoacylation of tRNA ,

small subunit of ribosome binds to mRNA (5’end)  ,

for initiation  the ribosomes binds to the mRNA at the start codon (AUG)  that is recognised only
by  initiator tRNA,

In the elongation  phase  amino acid with tRNA sequentially bind to the appropriate codon on
mRNA(forming complimentary base pairs with tRNA anticodon),

Ribosome moves from codon to codon along the mRNA and amino acids are added one by one
in the two  sides of the large subunit  joined by peptide bond ,

Termination occurs when a release factor binds to the stop codon and releases the complete
polypeptide.

½ × 6

[3 Marks]
23. (a) Name the causative agents of pneumonia and common cold.
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(b) How do these differ in their symptoms ?

(c) Mention two symptoms common to both.

Ans (a) Streptococcus pneumoniae/ Haemophilus influenzae,Rhinoviruses = ½ + ½

(b) Different symptoms ( any two) = ½ + ½

Pneumonia                                         Common cold

Infects alveoli of lungs Infects nose & respiratory passage

chills Sore throat

Lips /fingers may turn grey to black Hoarseness

(c) Common symptoms (any two ) = ½ + ½

 Pneumonia Common cold

Cough Cough

Headache Headache

[ 3 Marks]

OR

(a) Write the scientific names of the causative agent and vector of malaria, and write
its symptoms.

(b) Name any two diseases spread by Aedes sp.

Ans (a) Plasmodium vivax / P. falciparum  / P.malariae, vector-Female Anopheles
mosquito =  ½ + ½

Symptoms - chill , high fever = ½ + ½

(b) Dengue, Chikungunya ( or any other correct example )  = ½ + ½

[3 Marks]

24. What is productivity in an ecosystem ? Explain the relationship between gross primary
productivity and net primary productivity in an ecosystem.

Ans Productivity in an ecosystem is the rate of biomass production , = 1

GPP- Rate of production of organic matter during photosynthesis. =1
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NPP- Gross primary production minus respirtation losses ‘R’   /  GPP-R = NPP  only (if ‘R’  is
not expanded ½ may be given)

1+1+1

[3 Marks]

SECTION D

(Q No. 25  to 27 is of five marks each)

25. (a) Work out a cross upto F
2
-generation between true breeding tall pea plants bearing

violet flowers and dwarf pea plants bearing white flowers.

(b) Explain Mendel's laws of segregation and independent assortment on the basis of
the cross.

Ans (a) ½

½

½

½

½

½

½

½

½

½

½

½

Correct Cross [3 Marks]

(b) When the  parent contains 2 alleles  during gamete formation and the factor segregate from
each other(and do not blend) such that a gamete recieves only one of the two factors is called
as law of segregation , =1
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when two pairs of traits are combined in a hybrid then segregation of onepair of characters is inde-
pendent of the other pair of characters is the law of Independent Assortment  = 1

[5 Marks]

OR

Answer the following questions based on the experiment conducted by S.L. Miller in
1953 :

(a) Name the gases present in the closed flask.

(b) Why was the flask fitted with electrodes ?

(c) Write the observation he made.

(d) State the significance of the observation made by him.

Ans (a) Methane, carbon dioxide, ammonia , hydrogen.

(b) Electric discharge to provide high temperature (800 0C)

(c) Formation of amino acids.

(d) Life could have evolved from non-living organic molecules which would have been giant
molecules(RNA, Proteins, Polysaccharides / Abiogenesis / chemical origin of life

2+1+1+1=5

26.  A plastic sack manufacturer in Bengaluru, Ahmed Khan has managed to find an ideal
solution to the problem of plastic waste. Explain in five steps the efforts of Ahmed Khan to
meet the challenges of solid waste management.

Ans Developed polyblend- a fine powder of recycled modified plastic 1

Polyblend mixed with bitumen and used to lay roads (in collaboration with R V engineering college
and Bangalore city corporation) 1

It enhanced water repellant property of bitumen and increase the road life . 1

Khan offered a price to rag pickers which  enhanced their income and improved their livelihood.
1

Thus solid waste  management was achieved by removal and proper disposal of plastic waste from
the city 1

OR
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(a) What does an ecological pyramid represent ? State any two limitations that these
pyramids have.

(b) Describe an inverted pyramid of biomass with the help of an example.

Ans (a) Ecological pyramids represent the relationship between different trophic levels in terms of
number ,biomass or energy 1

Limitations of pyramid:

It does not takes into account the same species belonging to two or more trophic levels / It assumes
a single food chain which almost never exists in nature / It does not accommodate a food web /
Saprophytes are not given any place even though they play vital role in the ecosystem.

( any two) 1×2=2

(b) The pyramids of biomass in aquatic ecosystem/ sea is generally inverted

//

                       

1

e.g     biomass of  fishes is  much more than biomass of phytoplanktons. 1

[ 5 Marks]

27. (a)  Differentiate between active and passive immunity.

(b) Comment on the role of vaccination and immunization in keeping human population
healthy.
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Ans (a)
Active immunity  Passive immunity  

Production of antibodies on exposure to antigen in 
host body  

Introduction of readymade antibodies to protect 
against pathogen 

Slow process and takes time to give full effective 
response  

T lymphocyte production is fast and responds 
quickly by checking growth of pathogen 

Natural infection induces active immunity  Inoculation of pathogen in other organisms 
synthesizes antibodies which are isolated and used 
for vaccination  

(Any two )1 + 1

(b) Role of vaccination / immunization:

- Antibodies produced in body against antigen neutralizes pathogenic agents.

- Vaccines also generate memory cell ( B and T cells) that recognize quickly on subsequent
expo sure and controls growth of pathogen with massive production of antibodies

- preformed antibodies/ antitoxin protect our body from deadly microbes like tetanus and
against snake venom 1×3 = 3

[5 Marks]

OR

Describe the process of secondary treatment given to municipal waste water (sewage)
before it can be released into fresh waterbodies. Mention another benefit provided by this
process.

Ans Process of secondary treatment :

Passing of primary effluent into large aeration tank which is constantly agitated mechanically & air is
pumped into it that  allows vigorous growth of useful aerobic microbes into flocs


Microbes consume major part of organic matter in effluent which significantly reduces BOD


Now  effluent is passed into settling tank where flocs are allowed to settle/ sediment called activated
sludge


Digestion of activated sludge by anaerobic microbes and  effluents from secondary treatment can be
released into river/ stream.


Resulted in production of Bio gas (CH

4
, H

2
S and CO

2
)   which can be used as source of energy

1 × 5

[5 Marks]
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Question Paper Code 57/2/3

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. Mention one example each from plants and animals exhibiting divergent evolution.

Ans Thorn  of  Bougainvillea and tendrils of Cucurbita ,
forelimbs of whales , bats, cheetah and humans (all mammals) / vertebrate hearts / vertebrates brains
(Any one)  /Any other correct example = ½ + ½

[1Mark]

2. Give one reason to justify statutory ban on amniocentesis.

Ans Check/prevent female foeticide.
[1 Mark]

3. Name any two physiological barriers that provide innate immunity ?

Ans Acid in Stomach/Saliva in mouth/tears in eyes (Any two) =  ½ + ½

[1 Mark]
OR

Select two disease resistant crop varieties from the list of crop varieties given
below:

Himgiri, Pusa Gaurav, Pusa Komal, Pusa A-4

Ans Himgiri; Pusa Komal = ½ + ½
[1 Mark]

4. Name a human genetic disorder due to the following :

(a) An additional X-chromosome in a male

(b) Deletion of one X-chromosome in a female

Ans. a) Klinefelter’s Syndrome

b) Turner’s Syndrome
= ½ + ½
[1 Mark]

OR

State what does aneuploidy lead to.
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Individuals with abnormal number of chromosomes / Down’s Syndrome / Turner’s Syndrome /
Klinefelter’s Syndrome (or any other correct example)

[1Mark]

5. Why is the rate of secondary succession much faster than that of primary succession ?

Ans Some soil or sediment is already present ( due to destruction of natural biotic communities present
earlier.)

[1 Marks]

SECTION – B

(Q. Nos. 6- 12 are of two marks each)

6. State two' observations made by German naturalist, Alexender von Humboldt during his
extensive explorations in South American jungles.

Ans Within a region species richness increases with increasing explored area  but only upto a limit, this
relation for a wide variety of taxa turns out to be a rectangular hyperbola.

= 1 + 1
[2 Marks]

OR

If in a population of size 'N' the birth rate is represented as 'b' and the death rate as
'd', the increase or decrease in 'N' during a unit time period 't' will be :

Ndb
dT

dN
 )(

The equation given above can also be represented as :

Nr
dT

dN
  where r = (b — d)

What does 'r' represent ? Write any one significance of calculating 'r' for any population.

Ans r = intrinsic rate of natural increase , it is an important parameter for assessing impacts of any biotic
or abiotic factor on population growth . = 1 + 1

[2 Marks]
7. A segment of DNA molecule comprises of 546 nucleotides. How many cytosine nucleotides

would be present in it if the number of adenine nucleotides is 96 ?

Ans A+ T = C+G , Given A=96  so T = 96, and  A+ T = 192

Given total Nucleotides =546

G +C = 546 -192=354  because G =C  so C = 354 / 2  , 1
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Cytosine = 177 =1

[2 Marks]

8. (a) You are given castor and bean seeds. Which one of the two would you select to
observe the endosperm ?

(b) The development of endosperm precedes that of embryo in plants. Justify.

Ans (a) Castor  = 1

(b) endosperm  stores reserve food materials / provides nutrition to the developing embryo  =1

[2 Marks]

9. Name a distinguishing structure seen in a  mature black pepper seed and not in a pea seed.
State how does it develop.

Ans Perisperm is seen in a mature black pepper seed , the residual persistent nucellus is perisperm.

=1+1

[2 Marks]

10. Why  does the insecticidal protein produced by Bacillus thuringiensis not kill the
bacterium , but kills the cotton bollworm ? Explain

Ans The Bt toxin protein exist as inactive protoxins , it becomes active due to alkaline pH of the gut of
cotton bollworm. =1+1

 [2 Marks]

11. Write the palindromic nucleotide sequence that EcoRI reads , and indicate the site of its
action .

Ans 5’ - G AATTC - 3’

3’-CTTAAG  5 ’ 1+1

 [2 Marks]

12. Mosses and frogs both need water as a medium for fertilisation. Where does syngamy
occur and how is it ensured in both these organisms ?

Ans Frog -External fertilization / in water / outside the body , release of  motile gametes / large number
of gametes/ synchronised maturation of ova and sperms  =½+½

Moss - Internal fertilization / inside the body of organism , male gametes are motile / large number
of gametes. = ½ + ½

[2 Marks]
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OR

Write the basis of categorising animals as oviparous or viviparous, giving one
example of each.

Ans. Egg laying (fertilised or unfertilised) , e.g. reptiles / birds / any other correct example = ½+ ½

Give birth to young ones , e.g. majority of mammals / humans / any other correct example= ½ + ½

[2 Marks]

SECTION  C

(Q Nos. 13-24   are of 3 marks each)

13. Differentiate between an 'Expanding age pyramid' and a 'Stable age pyramid'.
Substantiate your answer with diagrams.

Ans
Expanding age pyramid Stable age pyramid 

Population of pre-reproductive age is greater 
than population of reproductive age   

Population of pre-reproductive age equals to  
population of reproductive age   

 

= ½ +½

1+1

[3 Marks]

14. A child is born with ADA-deficiency

(a) Suggest and explain a procedure for possible life-long (permanent) cure.

 (b) Name any other possible treatment for this disease.

Ans (a) Gene therapy, lymphocytes from the blood of a patient are grown in a culture outside the
body, functional ADA cDNA is introduced into these lymphocytes, these cells are returned to
the patient’s body at early embryonic stage. =½× 4

(b) Bone marrow transplantation , enzyme replacement therapy ½+½

[3 Marks]
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15. Name the most commonly used bioreactor in biotechnology labs. Mention the most
essential components this bioreactor must have so as to provide the optimum conditions to
the culture medium, resulting in production of large volume of desired product.

Ans Stirring type =½

agitator system, O
2  
delivery system, foam control system, temperature control  system, pH control

system =½ × 5

[3 Marks]

16.  A tall pea plant bearing violet flowers is crossed with a tall pea plant bearing white flowers.
In the F

1  
Progeny , there were tall pea plants with white flowers, tall pea plants with violet

flowers, dwarf pea plants with violet flowers and dwarf pea plants with white flowers.Work
out the cross to show how is it possible.

Ans

[3 Marks]

17. (a) Differentiate between inbreeding and outbreeding.

(b) List any three advantages and one important disadvantage of inbreeding practice
in animal husbandry.

Ans (a)  Inbreeding - Mating of more closely related individuals within the same breed for 4-6 genera
tions. =½

Outbreeding- Breeding of unrelated animals may be of the same breed but having no common
ancestors for 4-6 generations/ different breeds/ different species. = ½

(b) Advantages develops pureline / increase homozygosity, accumulation of superior genes,
elimination of less desired genes. = ½ × 3
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Disadvantages- Reduces fertility/  causes inbreeding depression. = ½

[3 Marks]

18. Explain Hardy-Weinberg principle

Ans The frequency of occurence of  alleles of a gene is constant from generation to generation , it is
expressed as p2 + 2pq + q2 = 1 ,

p and q represent the frequency of different alleles 1+1+1=3

19. "Use of heavy isotope of nitrogen by Meselson and Stahl demonstrated semi-
conservative mode of replication of a DNA molecule." Explain how did they arrive at this
conclusion.

Grown E.coli  in 15NH
4
Cl for many generations to get 15N incorporated into DNA , then the cells are

transferred into 14NH
4
Cl , The extracted DNA are centrifuged in CsCl  and measured to get their

densities , DNA extracted from the culture after one generation (20 minutes) , showed intermediate
hybrid density , DNA extracted after two generations (40 minutes) showed light DNA and hybrid
DNA = ½ × 6  = 3

//
A correctly labelled diagramatic representation in lieu of the above explanation of experiment to be
considered = 3

= ½

= ½

= ½

= ½

= ½= ½

[3 Marks]

OR

Explain the mechanism of translation that occurs in the ribosomes in a prokaryote.

Ans Charging of tRNA / aminoacylation of tRNA ,

small subunit of ribosome binds to mRNA (5’end)  ,
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for initiation  the ribosome binds to the mRNA at the start codon (AUG)  that is recognised only by
initiator tRNA,

In the elongation  phase  amino acid with tRNA sequentially bind to the appropriate codon on
mRNA(forming complimentary base pairs with tRNA anticodon),

Ribosome moves from codon to codon along the mRNA and amino acids are added one by one in
the two  sites of the large subunit  joined by peptide bond ,

Termination occurs when a release factor binds to the stop codon and releases the complete polypep-
tide.

½ × 6

[3 Marks]
20. (a) Name the causative agents of pneumonia and common cold.

(b) How do these differ in their symptoms ?

(c) Mention two symptoms common to both.

Ans (a) Streptococcus pneumoniae/ Haemophilus influenzae,Rhinoviruses = ½ + ½

(b) Different symptoms ( any two) = ½ + ½

Pneumonia                                         Common cold

Infects alveoli of lungs Infects nose & respiratory passage

chills Sore throat

Lips /fingers may turn grey to black Hoarseness

(c) Common symptoms (any two ) = ½ + ½

      Pneumonia Common cold

Cough Cough

Headache Headache

[ 3 Marks]

OR

(a) Write the scientific names of the causative agent and vector of malaria, and write its
symptoms.

(b) Name any two diseases spread by Aedes sp.
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Ans (a) Plasmodium vivax / P. falciparum  / P.malariae, vector-Female Anopheles
mosquito =  ½ + ½

Symptoms - chill & high fever = ½ + ½

(b) Dengue, Chikungunya ( or any other correct example )  = ½ + ½

[3 Marks]

21. Draw L.S of an embryo of grass and label its parts.

1 × 3

[3 Marks]

(Any Three Correctly Labelled Parts)

OR

Draw a diagrammatic sectional view of a seminiferous tubule (enlarged) in humans and
label its parts.
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(Any Three  Labelled Parts)  = 1 × 3

[3 Marks]

22. Construct a flow chart exhibiting sequential events of oogenesis.

Ans

1 × 3

[3 Marks]

23. When and where do tapetum and synergids develop in flowering plants ? Mention their
functions.

Ans Tapetum- Microsporogenesis , Microsporangium(Anther), nourishes the developing pollen grains.
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Synergids -Megasporogenesis, Megasporangium(ovule), synergids have filiform apparatus to guide
the pollen tube into it. ½ × 6

[3 Marks]
OR

Where are the following structures present in a male gametophyte of an angiosperm ?
Mention the function of each one of them.

(a) Germ pore

(b) Sporopollenin

(c) Generative cell

Ans (a) Germ pore- Pollen grain exine , site from where pollen tube emerges .

(b) Sporopollenin-Exine of pollengrains , protects the pollen grains from high temperature / and
strong acids & alkali / enzymes / adverse condition

(c) Generative Cells - Pollen grains , give rise to two male gametes ½ × 6
[3 Marks]

24. Draw the carbon cycle in nature. How does deforestation affect this cycle ?

Ans

For marking the diagram -

Sources -respiration/ burning of forest / combustion of fuel (Any Two)   ½ + ½

CO
2    

Fixation-Photosynthesis / limestone / Dolomite / oil , gas coal  (Any Two)   ½ + ½
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Effect of  deforestation is enhanced CO
2 
concentration  in the atmosphere (because trees  hold a

lot of carbon in their biomass  by photosynthesis).
=½+½

SECTION  D

(Q Nos. 25-27  are of 5 marks each)

25. A normal couple has a colour-blind child, whereas a child suffering from thalassemia is
born to normal parents.

Compare the pattern of inheritance of these two traits in the said cases. State the rea-
sons how is it possible.

Ans XC X                    × XY 1

Carrier  mother Normal Father

XC X

X XC X XX

Y XC Y XY 1

Colourblind Son

Colourblindness -Sex linked  recessive , mother carrier(XC X) = 1 + ½

Thalassemia - Autosomal recessive , both the parents are carrier = 1 + ½

[5 Marks]

OR

(a) State the reasons for which Hershey and Chase carried out their experiments.

(b) Answer the following questions based on the experiments of Hershey and Chase :

(i) Name the different radioactive isotopes they used, and explain how they used them

(ii) Why did they need to agitate and spin their culture ?

(iii) Write their observations and the conclusions they arrived at.

Ans (a) To find out that DNA is the genetic material . 1

(b)  P32 labelled DNA  , S35 labelled protein capsule of Bacteriophage ½+½

(ii) To remove virus coat from bacteria, separation of virus particles from bacteria by agitation
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and spinning. ½+½

(iii) S35 Radioactive detected in supernatent ,  Radioactive  P32   detected in the cell , the proteins
did not enter the bacteria from the viruses therefore DNA is the genetic material
( that is passed from virus to bacteria) 1+1

[5 Marks]

26. A plastic sack manufacturer in Bengaluru, Ahmed Khan has managed to find an ideal
solution to the problem of plastic waste. Explain in five steps the efforts of Ahmed Khan
to meet the challenges of solid waste management.

Ans Developed polyblend- a fine powder of recycled modified plastic 1

Polyblend mixed with bitumen and used to lay roads (in collaboration with R V engineering college
and Bangalore city corporation) 1

It enhanced water repellant property of bitumen and increase the road life . 1

Khan offered a price to rag pickers which  enhanced their income and improved their livelihood.
1

Thus solid waste  management was achieved by removal and proper disposal of plastic waste from
the city 1

[5 Marks]

OR

(a) What does an ecological pyramid represent ? State any two limitations that these
pyramids have.

(b) Describe an inverted pyramid of biomass with the help of an example.

Ans (a) Ecological pyramids represent the relationship between different trophic levels in terms of
number ,biomass or energy 1

Limitations of pyramid:

It does not takes into account the same species belonging to two or more trophic levels / It assumes
a single food chain which almost never exists in nature / It does not accommodate a food web /
Saprophytes are not given any place even though they play vital role in the ecosystem.

( any two) 1×2=2

(b) The pyramids of biomass in aquatic ecosystem/ sea is generally inverted
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//

          

1

e.g     biomass of  fishes is  much more than biomass of phytoplanktons. 1

[ 5 Marks]

27. (a) Differentiate between active and passive immunity.

(b) Comment on the role of vaccination and immunization in keeping human population
healthy.

OR

Describe the process of secondary treatment given to municipal waste water (sewage)
before it can be released into fresh waterbodies. Mention another benefit provided by this
process.

Ans (a) Active immunity  Passive immunity  

Production of antibodies on exposure to antigen in 
host body  

Introduction of readymade antibodies to protect 
against pathogen 

Slow process and takes time to give full effective 
response  

T lymphocyte production is fast and responds 
quickly by checking growth of pathogen 

Natural infection induces active immunity  Inoculation of pathogen in other organisms 
synthesizes antibodies which are isolated and used 
for vaccination  

(Any two )1 + 1

 (b) Role of vaccination / immunization:

- Antibodies produced in body against antigen neutralizes pathogenic agents.

- Vaccines also generate memory cell (B and T cells) that recognize quickly on subsequent
exposure and controls growth of pathogen with massive production of antibodies
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- preformed antibodies/ antitoxin protect our body from deadly microbes like tetanus and
against snake venom 1×3 = 3

[5 Marks]

OR

Describe the process of secondary treatment given to municipal waste water (sewage)
before it can be released into fresh waterbodies. Mention another benefit provided by this
process.

Ans Process of secondary treatment :

Passing of primary effluent into large aeration tank which is constantly agitated mechanically & air is
pumped into it that  allows vigorous growth of useful aerobic microbes into flocs


Microbes consume major part of organic matter in effluent which significantly reduces BOD


Now  effluent is passed into settling tank where flocs are allowed to settle/ sediment called activated
sludge


Digestion of activated sludge by anaerobic microbes and  effluents from secondary treatment can be
released into river/ stream.


Resulted in production of Bio gas (CH

4
, H

2
S and CO

2
)   which can be used as source of energy

1 × 5

[5 Marks]
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Strictly Confidential: (For Internal and Restricted use only) 
Senior School Certificate Examination 

March 2019 
Marking Scheme – BIOLOGY (SUBJECT CODE 044) 

 (PAPER CODE –  57/3-1,2,3) 
General Instructions: - 
 

1. You are aware that evaluation is the most important process in the actual and correct 
assessment of the candidates. A small mistake in evaluation may lead to serious 
problems which may affect the future of the candidates, education system and teaching 
profession. To avoid mistakes, it is requested that before starting evaluation, you must 
read and understand the spot evaluation guidelines carefully. Evaluation is a 10-12 
days mission for all of us. Hence, it is necessary that you put in your best efforts 
in this process. 

2. Evaluation is to be done as per instructions provided in the Marking Scheme. It should 
not be done according to one’s own interpretation or any other consideration. Marking 
Scheme should be strictly adhered to and religiously followed. However, while 
evaluating, answers which are based on latest information or knowledge and/or 
are innovative, they may be assessed for their correctness otherwise and marks 
be awarded to them. 

3. The Head-Examiner must go through the first five answer books evaluated by each 
evaluator on the first day, to ensure that evaluation has been carried out as per the 
instructions given in the Marking Scheme. The remaining answer books meant for 
evaluation shall be given only after ensuring that there is no significant variation in the 
marking of individual evaluators.  

4. If a question has parts, please award marks on the right-hand side for each part. Marks 
awarded for different parts of the question should then be totaled up and written in the 
left-hand margin and encircled.  

5. If a question does not have any parts, marks must be awarded in the left hand margin 
and encircled. 

6. If a student has attempted an extra question, answer of the question deserving more 
marks should be retained and the other answer scored out. 

7. No marks to be deducted for the cumulative effect of an error. It should be penalized 
only once. 

8. A full scale of marks 0-70 has to be used. Please do not hesitate to award full marks if 
the answer deserves it. 

9. Every examiner has to necessarily do evaluation work for full working hours i.e. 8 hours 
every day and evaluate 25 answer books per day. 

10. Ensure that you do not make the following common types of errors committed by the 
Examiner in the past:- 
 Leaving answer or part thereof unassessed in an answer book. 
 Giving more marks for an answer than assigned to it. 
 Wrong transfer of marks from the inside pages of the answer book to the title page. 
 Wrong question wise totaling on the title page. 
 Wrong totaling of marks of the two columns on the title page. 
 Wrong grand total. 
 Marks in words and figures not tallying. 
 Wrong transfer of marks from the answer book to online award list. 
 Answers marked as correct, but marks not awarded. (Ensure that the right tick mark 

is correctly and clearly indicated. It should merely be a line. Same is with the X for 
incorrect answer.) 

 Half or a part of answer marked correct and the rest as wrong, but no marks 
awarded.  
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11. While evaluating the answer books if the answer is found to be totally incorrect, it should 
be marked as (X) and awarded zero (0) Marks. 
  

12. Any unassessed portion, non-carrying over of marks to the title page, or totaling error 
detected by the candidate shall damage the prestige of all the personnel engaged in the 
evaluation work as also of the Board. Hence, in order to uphold the prestige of all 
concerned, it is again reiterated that the instructions be followed meticulously and 
judiciously. 
 

13. The Examiners should acquaint themselves with the guidelines given in the Guidelines 
for spot Evaluation before starting the actual evaluation. 
 

14. Every Examiner shall also ensure that all the answers are evaluated, marks carried over 
to the title page, correctly totaled and written in figures and words. 
 

15. The Board permits candidates to obtain photocopy of the Answer Book on request in an 
RTI application and also separately as a part of the re-evaluation process on payment of 
the processing charges.  
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Question Paper Code 57/3/1

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. Why are no variations seen in clones ? State two reasons.

Ans. • Clones are produced from one parent / produced by mitosis / product of asexual reproduction

= ½

• No fusion of gametes / no syngamy/ no meiosis / no recombination = ½

[1 Mark]

2. Differentiate between a DNA and a RNA nucleotide.

Ans. DNA NUCLEOTIDE RNA NUCLEOTIDE

Deoxyribose sugar Ribose sugar

Pyrimidine - Thymine Pyrimidine - Uracil

(Note - corresponding 2 differences)

                           = ½ + ½

[1 Mark]

3. What is 'Saltation' according to de Vries ?

Ans. Single step large mutation  / random and directionless mutation  / mutation related to speciation =1

[1 Mark]

4. Write the scientific name of the organism Alexander Fleming worked on and discovered

the first antibiotic. Was the organism he worked on a fungus or a bacterium ?

Ans. Staphylococci  =  ½

Bacteria = ½ [1 Mark]

OR

Suggest a method to overcome excessive inbreeding depression.

Ans. Out cross // mating with unrelated superior animal of the same breed                             [1 Mark]
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5. Name the pollutant attributed to be the cause of 'ozone-hole' over the Antarctica region.

Ans. CFC / Chloroflourocarbon [1 Mark]

OR

List the greenhouse gases other than carbon dioxide.

Ans.  , CFC ,  N
2
O /  oxides of N

2
  (All three gases = 1 Mark)

(One  / Two gases = ½ Mark)

                                                           [1 Mark]

SECTION B

       (Q. Nos. 6 -12 are of two marks each)

6. (a) List any two characteristic features of wheat flowers that make it a good example of

wind pollination.

(b) It is observed that plant breeders carrying out wheat hybridisation often take pollen

grains from the 'pollen banks'. Do you agree ? Give one reason in support of your

answer.

Ans. (a) Light pollen grains / pollen grains more in number / exposed stamen / feathery stigma / single

ovule / numerous flowers packed into an inflorescence (Any two) =  ½ + ½

(b) • Yes = ½

• Viability of wheat pollen grain is only 30 minutes and so it can be stored in pollen bank

 for a long period of time = ½

[1+1= 2 Marks]

7. Differentiate between Turner's syndrome and Down's syndrome.
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Ans. TURNER’S SYNDROME        DOWN’S SYNDROME

(i) Absence of one X chromosome / 44+X0 (i) Trisomy of  21st chromosome / Extra

X0 condition / monosomy of sex chromosome copy of 21st Chromosome = 1

in females / 45  withX0

(ii) Only females are affected (ii) Both Male and female are affected

(iii) females sterile / ovary rudimentary / (iii) short stature with small round head /

lack of secondary sexual character / short stature furrowed tongue and partially open

mouth / palm is broad with characteristic

palm crease

Any one corresponding difference either from (ii) or from (iii)  = 1

                                                                                                                        [2 Marks]

8. Explain the relationship between B-lymphocytes and T-lymphocytes in developing an

immune response.

Ans. B-lymphocytes- produce antibodies to fight pathogen = 1

T - lymphocytes - do not produce antibodies but help B cells to produce them  /

can  also destroy pathgen directly  = 1

[2 Marks]

9. Why has the Indian Government set up the organisation named GEAC ? Give any two

reasons.

Ans. To check the Validity of GM crops , safety of introduction of GM organism for public services

=  1 + 1

[2 Marks]

OR
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Give a schematic representation of the transformation of a pro-insulin into insulin.

Ans.

} = ½

= 1

= ½

}

[2 Marks]

10. What is 'Ori' ? State its importance during cloning of a vector.

Ans. • Specific sequences of DNA where replication starts  = 1

•  Helps in the replication of alien DNA when attached to Ori  = ½

• controls copy number = ½

[2 Marks]

OR

Explain the importance of 'selectable marker', with the help of a suitable example.

Ans. It helps in identifying and eliminating non-transformants , selectively permitting the growth of

transformants = ½ + ½

Genes coding for antibiotic resistance such as ampicillin / tetracycline/kenamycin/chloramphenicol

or (any other antibiotic) are used as selectable marker (Any two)  = ½ + ½

    [2 Marks]

11. What is 'carrying capacity' of a species in a habitat ? Why is logistic growth model

considered more realistic ?

Ans. Maximum number of individuals a habitat can support (at given time) = 1

Since resources are limited  / finite and sooner or later they become limiting (so logistic growth model

is more realistic)  = 1

[2 Marks]
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12. Justify the statement, "Pyramid of energy is always upright, and can never be inverted."

Ans. Energy flow is always in one direction /  Energy is always more at the producer level /  Energy is

lost at each successive trophic level in the form of heat (Any two correct points) = 1 + 1

[2 Marks]

SECTION –C

(Q. Nos. 13-24 are of three marks each)

13. Explain any three remedial measures to overcome the acute air pollution in our cities.

Ans. Electrostatic precipitators to remove paritculate matter present in the exhaust from thermal power

plant / Scrubber to remove SO
2

 from the exhaust of thermal power plant /  Alternative sources of

energy in place of petrol / Lead free petrol or diesel / Catalytic convertors - to reduce lead pollution

/ Use of CNG /  Use of low sulphur petrol and diesel / Phasing out of old vehicles /Stringent

enforcement of  pollution level  norms   (Any three) =1×3

[3 Marks]

OR

Write any three ways by which noise pollution affects the human body adversely. List any

three steps that should be followed in order to reduce noise pollution.

Ans. Sleeplessness / Increased heart beat / Altered breathing pattern /Damage hearing ability / Damage

ear drum (Any three) =  ½ × 3

Τhree steps to be followed to reduce noise pollution

Following of stringent laws laid down in relation to noise level / Delimitation of  horn free zones

around hospitals and schools / To adopt permissible sound level of crackers and loudspeakers /

Adhereing to time limit for loudspeakers beyond which it cannot be played / Use of  sound absorbent

material in industries / muffling of noise (Any three)   =  ½ × 3

[3 Marks]

14. (a) What is the primary productivity of an ecosystem and how is it expressed ?

(b) Explain what does the equation given below show : NPP = GPP — R

Ans. (a) • Primary Productivity is defined as Rate of biomass production = 1

• Expressed as g-2yr-1 / (kcal m-2)yr-1 = ½

(b) • Gross primary productivity minus respiratory loss is the net primary productivity = 1

• Which is available to the next trophic level = ½

[1½ + 1½  = 3 Marks]
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OR

(a)  Name the type of detritus that decomposes faster. List any two factors that enhance

the rate of decomposition.

(b) Write the different steps taken in humification and mineralisation during the process

of decomposition.

Ans. (a) • Detritus rich in , water soluble substance  like sugar  =  ½ + ½

• Factors -

Warm temperature / moist environment / availability of oxygen (Any two)=  ½ + ½

(b) Humification - Accumulation of dark coloured amorphous substance called humus which is

resistant to micorbial action and undergoes decomposition at a very slow rate = ½

Mineralisation - humus is further degraded by microbes releasing inorganic nutrients  = ½

[2+1 = 3 Marks]

15. (a) Compare the characteristics of the following :

(i) Eurythermal and Stenothermal organisms

(ii) Euryhaline and Stenohaline organisms

(b) How does our body get acclimatized to 'altitude sickness' ?

Ans. (a) (i) Organism that tolerate wide range of temperature , Organism that are restricted to

narrow range of temperature = ½ + ½

(ii) Organism that tolerate wide range of salinity, Organism restricted to narrow range of

salinity = ½ + ½

(b) Increase of RBC production / decrease binding affinity of Hb to oxygen / increase of breathing

rate (Any two) = ½ + ½

[2+1= 3 Marks]

16. Write any two biochemical/molecular diagnostic procedures for early detection of viral

infection. Explain the principle of any one of them.

Ans. ELISA, PCR = 1 + 1

ELISA – antigen antibody interaction / PCR – amplification of nucleic acid  for its identification

(Any one) = 1

[3 Marks]
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OR

Describe the steps that are followed during secondary treatment of sewage.

Ans. In Aeration tank effluent agitated mechanically  , air pumped allows the growth of flocs , consumes

organic matter , reduces BOD , Effluent pumped to settling tank to allow sedimentation of bacterial

flocs called activated sludge , a small part of which is used as inoculum and the rest is pumped into

anaerobic sludge digester for complete digestion of anaerobic bacteria and effluent is released into

the natural water body (steps should be in correct sequence) = ½ × 6

[3 Marks]

17. How did the plant breeders produce suitable varieties of sugarcane for cultivation in North

India ? Why did they do it ?

Ans. • Saccharum barberi indigenous to North India with low sugar content and yield  , crossed

with South Indian Saccharum officinarum having thick stem and high sugar content= 1 + 1

• To improve the yield = 1

[3 Marks]

18. While on an excursion to a hill station, some of the children developed allergic symptoms.

(a) List any two allergic symptoms.

(b) Name any two allergens.

(c) List any two antiallergens.

Ans. (a) Sneezing / watery eyes /  running nose / difficulty in breathing (Any two)   = ½ + ½

(b) Dust / pollen / animal dander / mites (Any two) = ½ + ½

(c) Anti-histamine / adrenalin / steroids (Any two) = ½ + ½

[ 1+1+1= 3 Marks]

19. "Appearance of melanised moths post-industrialisation in England is a classic example of

evolution by natural selection." Explain.

Ans. Before industrialisation more white winged moth than dark winged moth existed in England ,  post

industrialisation tree trunks became dark as  smoke and soot deposited , lichens could not grow due

to pollution , due to higher predation of white winged moth on a darker background , dark winged

moth survived , nature selected the fittest organism  = ½ × 6 (correct sequence)

[3 Marks]
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20. Write any six salient features of the human genome as drawn from the human genome

project.

Ans. (i) The human genome contains 3164.7 million nucleotide bases

(ii) The average gene consists of 3000 bases  but sizes vary greatly  with the largest known human

gene being dystrophin at 2.4 million  bases

(iii) The total number of genes is estimated at 30,000 - much lower than previous estimates

(iv) Almost all (99.9 per cent) nucleotide bases are exactly the same in all people

(v) The functions are unknown for over 50 per cent of discovered  genes

(vi) Less than 2 per cent of the genome codes for proteins

(vii) Repeated sequences make up very large portion of the human genome

(viii) Repetitve sequences are thought to have no direct coding function  but they shed light on

chromosome strucutre dynamics and evolution

(ix) Chromosome 1 has most genes (2968) and the Y has the fewest (231)

(x) Scientists have identified about 1.4 million locations where single base DNA difference (SNPs

- single nucleotide polymorphism, pronounced as ‘snips’) occurs in humans and this

information promises to revolutionise the processes of finding chromosomal locations for

disease - associated sequencces and tracing human history

Any six features ( ½× 6   )

[3 Marks]

21. What is heterogamety ? Explain the mechanism of sex determination in Drosophila.

Ans. • Heterogamety is production of two different types of gametes (either in male / female) = 1

• Sex determination in Drosophila X X   (female) /  X Y (male) type =½

Female (XX) produces only one type of gamete with X chromosome but the male produces

two different types of gametes with either X or Y chromosome=½

When a male gamete with X fuses with the female gamete it produces a female progeny (XX)

=½

When a male gamete with Y fuses with the female gamete it produces male progeny (XY)=½

//
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Diagram / Explanation  = 2

[3 Marks]

OR

Explain the process of making heterogeneous nuclear RNA (hnRNA) into a fully

functional mRNA in eukaryotes. Where does this process occur in the cell ?

Ans. • hnRNA undergoes capping at 5’ end (methyl guanosine triphosphate) and tailing at 3’ end

(with poly A tail)  = 1

• Further Splicing is carried out , where the non- coding sequences called introns are

removed , and coding sequences called exons are joined together in a defined manner

= ½ × 3

(either explanation or diagram )

//
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Site of processing of hnRNA

• This process occurs in the Nucleus = ½

[3 Marks]

22. (a) Name and explain the mode of action of any two types of IUDs.

(b) List the advantages of using ̀ Saheli' as a contraceptive.

Ans. (a) • Non- medicated (e.g. lippes loop) , phagocytosis of sperms = ½ + ½

• Copper releasing IUDs (CuT , Cu7, Multiload 375) ,  suppress sperm motility / reduces

fertilizing capacity of sperm= ½ + ½

• Hormone releasing IUDs (Progestasert , LNG - 20) , makes uterus unsuitable for

implantation / cervix hostile to sperms  =  ½ + ½

(Any two)
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Advantages of Saheli

(b) Non -steroidal /once a week / high contraceptive value / less side effects (Any two) = ½ + ½

[2+1= 3 Marks]

23. (a) Why should a bacterium be made 'competent' ?

(b) Explain the role of ̀ microinjection' and 'gene gun' in biotechnology.

Ans. (a) The bacterial cell must be made competent in order to receive the hydrophilic rDNA /

plasmid  , which cannot otherwise pass through the cell membrane = ½ + ½

(b) Microinjection - rDNA is directly injected into the animal cell nucleus  = 1

Biolistics (gene gun) - Plant cells are bombarded with high velocity microparticles of gold /

tungsten coated with  rDNA = 1

[1 + 2 = 3 Marks]

24. Draw a T.S. of a young anther of an angiosperm. Label the different layers of the wall and

write their functions.

Ans.

(Correct diagram with labelling of four wall layers)

Function

Epidermis , Endothecium, Middle layers – protection and dehiscence = ½

Tapetum – nourishment of developing pollen grains = ½

[3 Marks]
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SECTION –D

(Q Nos. 25-27 are of five marks each)

25. (a) Explain the role of stigma in pollen-pistil interactions.

(b) Describe the post-pollination events leading to double fertilization in angiosperms,

starting with a two-celled pollen grain.

Ans. (a) Role of Stigma

Landing platform for the pollen grain , enables  continuous chemical dialogue between pollen

and pistil , rejects incompatiable pollen grain , promotes the growth of  pollen tube of the

compatible pollen grain leading to fertilization = ½ × 4

(b) Post Pollination Changes

• Vegetative cell of pollen grain helps in the growth of pollen tube = ½

• Nucleus of generative cell divides into two male gametes  = ½

• One male gamete fuses with the egg cell resulting in a zygote and the process is called

syngamy = 1

• other male gamete fuses with the two polar nuclei to form primary endosperm

nucleus and the process is called triple fusion = 1

[2+3 = 5 Marks]

OR

(a) Mention the events that, lead to the development of placenta during pregnancy in

human females.

(b) Explain the role of placenta during pregnancy including its action as an endocrine

organ.

Ans. (a) After implantation, finger like projections appear on the trophoblast called chorionic villi ,

which are surrounded by the uterine tissue and maternal blood , chorionic villi interdigitate with

uterine tissue to form the structural and  functional unit between developing embryo and

maternal body called placenta = ½ × 4

(b) Role of Placenta

Supply oxygen  and nutrients = 1

Removes carbon-di-oxide and excretory products = 1

Secretes hormones - estrogen / progesterone / hCG / hPL  (Any two) = 1

[2+3 = 5 Marks]
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26. (a) How would you find out whether a given tall garden pea plant is homozygous or

heterozygous ? Substantiate your answer with the help of Punnett squares.

(b) Given below are the F2-phenotypic ratios of two independently carried monohybrid

crosses :

(i) 1 : 2 : 1

(ii)  3 : 1

Mention what does each ratio suggest.

Ans. (a) By Test Cross / crossing the plant with unknown genotype with the recessive parent = 1

(b) (ι) Incomplete dominance = 1

(ιι) Dominance  = 1

[3+2= 5 Marks]

OR

(a) Why did Hershey and Chase use radioactive 32P and 35S in their experiments ?

Explain.
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(b) Following the experiments conducted by them, write what conclusion did they arrive

at and how.

Ans. (a) • Since bacteriophage contains only DNA and Protein the scientists wanted to identify

whether it is DNA or the Protein from the Virus  that entered the bacterium during

infection =1

• therefore they labelled DNA with 32P and Protein coat with 35S= 1

Conclusion

(b) Conclusion - DNA is the genetic material = 1

Experiment

Bacteria which were infected with viruses having radioactive DNA [32P] were found to be

radioactive , indicating that DNA was the material that passed from the virus to bacterium

= ½ + ½

Bacteria which were infected with viruses having radioactive protein [35S] were not found to

be radioactive , indicating that protein did not enter bacterium from the virus = ½ +½

//
                                                     (diagram in lieu of experiment)
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[2 + 3 = 5 Marks]

27. (a)  Write the specific name of the genus Plasmodium that causes one of the most

serious types of diseases in humans. Name the disease.

(b) Describe the events in the life cycle of Plasmodium which take place in the female

Anopheles.

(c) Explain what happens in the RBCs of the humans when Plasmodium gains entry into

them. How does the human body get affected ?

Ans. (a) Plasmodium falciparum , malignant malaria = ½ + ½
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 (b) • Gametocytes / Male and Female gametes - enter female Anopheles mosquito = ½

• fertilisatioin and development in the female mosquito gut / stomach = ½

• sporozoites are transported to salivary glands = ½

//

(c) • Parasite multiplies asexually in RBC  = ½

• RBC rupture   = ½

• release toxic haemozoin      = ½

• chill and fever recurring every 3 - 4 days   = ½

• parasites enter fresh RBC and repeat the cycle = ½

[1 + 1½ + 2½ = 5 Marks]
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OR

Explain the interrelationship between organic farming and biofertilizers, with the help of

any three suitable examples.

Ans. Organic farmers use organisms / biofertiliser  instead of chemical fertilizer, to enrich the nutrient

quality of the soil and increase the yield     = 1 + 1

Examples

Rhizobium in the root nodules of leguminous plants (symbiotic) will fix atmospheric N
2
 and

enrich the soil / Azotobacter / Azospirillium (free living) fix atmospheric N
2
 in the soil /

Mycorrhiza is symbiotic association between fungus of genus Glomus and roots of higher

plants , which absorb phosphorous from soil / they also make the plant resistant to root borne

pathogens / Cyanobacteria fix atmospheric nitrogen /  increases organic matter in the soil

(Anabaena / Nostoc / Oscillatoria)     (Any three examples) =1 × 3

[2 + 3 = 5 Marks]
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Question Paper Code 57/3/2

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. Why are cucurbit plants said to be monoecious?

Ans. Cucurbits have both male and female flowers on the same plant  =1

[1 Marks]

2. Name the pollutant attributed to be the cause of 'ozone-hole' over the Antarctica region.

Ans. CFC / Chloroflourocarbon [1 Mark]

OR

List the greenhouse gases other than carbon dioxide.

Ans.  , CFC ,  N
2
O /  oxides of N

2
 (All three gases = 1Mark)

(One  / Two gases = ½ Mark)

[1 Mark]

3. Write the scientific name of the organism Alexander Fleming worked on and discovered

the first antibiotic. Was the organism he worked on a fungus or a bacterium ?

Ans. Staphylococci  =  ½

Bacteria = ½ [1 Mark]

OR

Suggest a method to overcome excessive inbreeding depression.

Ans. Out cross // mating with unrelated superior animal of the same breed                             [1 Mark]

4. What is 'Saltation' according to de Vries ?

Ans. Single step large mutation  / random and directionless mutation  / mutation related to speciation =1

[1 Mark]
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5. Differentiate between a DNA and a RNA nucleotide.

Ans. DNA NUCLEOTIDE RNA NUCLEOTIDE

Deoxyribose sugar Ribose sugar

Pyrimidine - Thymine Pyrimidine - Uracil

(Note - corresponding 2 differences)  = ½ + ½

[1 Mark]

SECTION –B

(Q. Nos. 6-12 are of two marks each)

6. Where  exactly is the filiform  apparatus  present  in the embryo-sac  of an angiosperm  ?

State its function.

Ans. In synergids,  it guides the entry of pollen tube into the synergid = 1 + 1

[2 Marks]

7. Explain the role of histones in forming a nucleosome.

Ans. •  Histones are positively charged proteins =  ½ ́

• they form a unit of eight molecules - Histone Octamer =  ½

• negatively charged DNA, is wrapped around the octomer =  ½ + ½

[2 Marks]

8. What is 'Ori' ? State its importance during cloning of a vector.

Ans. • Specific sequences of DNA where replication starts  = 1

•  Helps in the replication of alien DNA when attached to Ori  = ½

• controls copy number = ½

[2 Marks]

OR

Explain the importance of 'selectable marker', with the help of a suitable example.

Ans. It helps in identifying and eliminating non-transformants , selectively permitting the growth of

transformants = ½ + ½

Genes coding for antibiotic resistance such as ampicillin / tetracycline/kenamycin/chloramphenicol

or (any other antibiotic) are used as selectable marker (Any two) = ½ + ½

           [2 Marks]
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9. What is 'carrying capacity' of a species in a habitat ? Why is logistic growth model

considered more realistic ?

Ans. Maximum number of individuals a habitat can support (at given time) = 1

Since resources are limited  / finite and sooner or later they become limiting (so logistic growth model

is more realistic)  = 1

[2 Marks]

10. Why has the Indian Government set up the organisation named GEAC ? Give any two

reasons.

Ans. To check the Validity of GM crops , safety of introduction of GM organism for public services

=  1 + 1

 [2 Marks]

OR

Give a schematic representation of the transformation of a pro-insulin into insulin.

Ans.

} = ½

= 1

= ½

}

[2 Marks]

11. Explain the relationship between B-lymphocytes and T-lymphocytes in developing an

immune response.

Ans. B-lymphocytes- produce antibodies to fight pathogen= 1

T - lymphocytes - do not produce antibodies but help B cells to produce them  /

can  also destroy pathgen directly = 1

[2 Marks]

12. “The pyramid of biomass is not always upright.” Explain the statement.
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Ans. Pyramid of biomass is usually upright in terrestrial Ecosystem  as the biomass  keeps on decreasing

from first Trophic level (producers) to the last trophic level (Top Carnivores)  = 1

Whereas in aquatic ecosystem , it is inverted as the Biomass of the Phytoplanktons (Producers) is

very little (because they are short lived)  in comparison to that of fishes (consumers) = 1

[2 Marks]

SECTION –C

(Q. Nos. 13-24 are of three marks each)

13. Draw a T.S. of a young anther of an angiosperm. Label the different layers of the wall

and write their functions.

Ans.

(Correct diagram with labelling of four wall layers)

Function

Epidermis , Endothecium, Middle layers – protection and dehiscence = ½

Tapetum – nourishment of developing pollen grains = ½

[3 Marks]

14. (a) Why should a bacterium be made 'competent' ?

(b) Explain the role of ̀ microinjection' and 'gene gun' in biotechnology.

Ans. (a) The bacterial cell must be made competent in order to receive the hydrophilic rDNA /
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plasmid  , which cannot otherwise pass through the cell membrane = ½ + ½

(b) Microinjection - rDNA is directly injected into the animal cell nucleus  = 1

Biolistics (gene gun) - Plant cells are bombarded with high velocity microparticles of gold /

tungsten coated with  rDNA = 1

[1 + 2 = 3 Marks]

15. How do desert lizards cope with the variations in their environment  ? Explain.

Ans. - They cope up with high temperature of desert by behavioural changes (manage to keep body

temperature fairly constant) = 1

- they bask in sun and absorb heat when body temperature drops below the comfort

zone / move to shade when ambience temperature rises / Some species burrow into

the soil  (Any two points) =1+1

      [3 Marks]

16. a) Name and explain the mode of action of any two types of IUDs.

(b) List the advantages of using ̀ Saheli' as a contraceptive.

Ans. (a) • Non -medicated (e.g. lippes loop) , phagocytosis of sperms = ½ + ½

• Copper releasing IUDs (CuT , Cu7, Multiload 375) ,  suppress sperm motility / reduces

fertilizing capacity of sperm= ½ + ½

• Hormone releasing IUDs (Progestasert , LNG - 20) , makes uterus unsuitable for

implantation / cervix hostile to sperms  =  ½ + ½

(Any two )

Advantages of Saheli

(b) Non-steroidal /once a week / high contraceptive value / less side effects (Any two) = ½ + ½

[2+1 = 3 Marks]

17. (a) Write the scientific name of the source plant and the part from which opioids are

extracted. What is it commonly and chemically called ?

(b) Where in the human body are its specific receptors located ? How do opioids affect

the human body ?

Ans. (a) Papaver somniferum,latex (from the fruit) =  ½ + ½
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Common name:

Heroin / smack =½

Chemical name

diacetylmorphine  = ½

       (b) CNS / GI tract = ½

Depressant / slows down body function=  ½

[2+1 = 3 Marks]

18. (a) How does the human body respond when vaccine is introduced into it ?

(b) It is said that vaccinations  are a must for a healthy  society. Justify.

Ans. (a) B-cells assisted by T-cells  produce  antibodies against weakened antigens (Vaccine)  and

neutralise the pathogens (during actual infection) , also generate memory B and T cells

= 1 + 1

(b) These B & T memory cells recognise the pathogen (in case of actual infection/pathogen) , and

produce antibodies (to kill the pathogen) thus the population will remain healthy = ½ × 2

[2 +1 = 3 Marks]

19. What is heterogamety ? Explain the mechanism of sex determination in Drosophila.

Ans. • Heterogamety is production of two different types of gametes (either in male / female) = 1

• Sex determination in Drosophila X X   /  X Y  type =½

Sex determination in Drosophila X X   (female) /  X Y (male) type =½

Female (XX) produces only one type of gamete with X chromosome but the male produces

two different types of gametes with either X or Y chromosome=½

When a male gamete with X fuses with the female gamete it produces a female progeny (XX)

=½

When a male gamete with Y fuses with the female gamete it produces male progeny (XY)=½

//
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Diagram / explanation  = 2

[ 3 Marks]

OR

Explain the process of making heterogeneous nuclear RNA (hnRNA) into a fully

functional mRNA in eukaryotes. Where does this process occur in the cell ?

Ans. • hnRNA undergoes capping at 5’ end (methyl guanosine triphosphate) and tailing at 3’ end

(with poly A tail)  = 1

• Further Splicing is carried out , where the non-coding sequences called introns are

removed , and coding sequences called exons are joined together in a defined manner

= ½ × 3

(either explanation or diagram )

//
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Site of processing of hnRNA

• This process occurs in the Nucleus = ½

[3 Marks]

20. Write any six salient features of the human genome as drawn from the human genome

project.

Ans. (i) The human genome contains 3164.7 million nucleotide bases

(ii) The average gene consists of 3000 bases but sizes vary greatly  with the largest known human

gene being dystrophin at 2.4 million  bases

(iii) The total number of genes is estimated at 30,000 - much lower than previous estimates

(iv) Almost all (99.9 per cent) nucleotide bases are exactly the same in all people

(v) The functions are unknown for over 50 per cent of discovered  genes

(vi) Less than 2 per cent of the genome codes for proteins
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(vii) Repeated sequences make up very large portion of the human genome

(viii) Repetitve sequences are thought to have no direct coding function but they shed light on

chromosome strucutre dynamics and evolution

(ix) Chromosome 1 has most genes (2968) and the Y has the fewest (231)

(x) Scientists have identified about 1.4 million locations where single base DNA difference

(SNPs - single nucleotide polymorphism, pronounced as ‘snips’) occurs in humans and this

information promises to revolutionise the processes of finding chromosomal locations for

disease - associated sequencces and tracing human history

Any six features ( ½ × 6 )

[ 3 Marks]

21. "Appearance of melanised moths post-industrialisation in England is a classic example of

evolution by natural selection." Explain.

Ans. Before industrialisation more white winged moth than dark winged moth existed in England ,  post

industrialisation tree trunks became dark as  smoke and soot deposited , lichens could not grow due

to pollution , due to higher predation of white winged moth on a darker background , dark winged

moth survived , nature selected the fittest organism  = ½ × 6 (Correct sequence)

[3 Marks]

22. Explain any three remedial measures to overcome the acute air pollution in our cities.

Ans. Electrostatic precipitators to remove paritculate matter present in the exhaust from thermal power

plant / Scrubber to remove SO
2

 from the exhaust of thermal power plant/ Alternative sources of

energy in place of petrol / Lead free petrol or diesel / Catalytic convertors - to reduce lead pollution

/ Use of CNG / Use of low sulphur petrol and diesel / Phasing out of old vehicles /Stringent

enforcement of  pollution level  norms (Any three)

[ 3 Marks]

OR

Write any three ways by which noise pollution affects the human body adversely. List any

three steps that should be followed in order to reduce noise pollution.

Ans. Sleeplessness / Increased heart beat / Altered breathing pattern /Damage hearing ability / Damage

ear drum (Any three) =  ½ × 3

Τhree steps to be followed to reduce noise pollution

Following of stringent laws laid down in relation to noise level / Delimitation of  horn free zones

around hospitals and schools / To adopt permissible sound level of crackers and loudspeakers /
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Adhereing to time limit for loudspeakers beyond which it cannot be played / Use of  sound absorbent

material in industries / muffling of noise (Any three)   =  ½ × 3

[3 Marks]

23. (a) What is the primary productivity of an ecosystem and how is it expressed ?

(b) Explain what does the equation given below show : NPP = GPP — R

Ans. (a) • Primary Productivity is defined as Rate of biomass production = 1

• Expressed as g-2yr-1 / (kcal m-2)yr-1 = ½

(b) • Gross primary productivity minus respiratory loss is the net primary productivity = 1

• Which is available to the next trophic level = ½

[1½ + 1½  = 3 Marks]

OR

(a)  Name the type of detritus that decomposes faster. List any two factors that enhance

the rate of decomposition.

(b) Write the different steps taken in humification and mineralisation during the process

of decomposition.

Ans. (a) • Detritus rich in , water soluble substance  like sugar  =  ½ + ½

• Factors -

Warm temperature / moist environment / availability of oxygen (Any two) =  ½ + ½

(b) Humification - Accumulation of dark coloured amorphous substance called humus which is

resistant to micorbial action and undergoes decomposition at a very slow rate = ½

Mineralisation - humus is further degraded by microbes releasing inorganic nutrients  = ½

[2+1 = 3 Marks]

24. Write any two biochemical/molecular diagnostic procedures for early detection of viral

infection. Explain the principle of any one of them.

Ans. ELISA, PCR = 1 + 1

ELISA – antigen antibody interaction / PCR – amplification of nucleic acid  for its identification

(Any one) = 1

[3 Marks]

OR
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Describe the steps that are followed during secondary treatment of sewage.

Ans. In Aeration tank effluent agitated mechanically  , air pumped allows the growth of flocs , consumes

organic matter , reduces BOD ,  Effluent pumped to settling tank to allow sedimentation of bacterial

flocs called activated sludge , a small part of which is used as inoculum and the rest is pumped into

anaerobic sludge digester for complete digestion of anaerobic bacteria and effluent is released into

the natural water body (steps should be in correct sequence) = ½ × 6

[3 Marks]

SECTION –D

(Q Nos. 25-27 are of five marks each)

25. Explain the changes that occur in the ovary and uterus during menstrual cycle in human

females. Mention the influence of pituitary and ovarian hormones in bringing these

changes.

Ans. Phase Ovary Uterus

Menstrual Corpus luteum regenerates In absence of fertilisation menstrual

and follicular development flow occurs due to breakdown of

begins = ½ endometrial lining of uterus = ½

Follicular / Proliferative Primary follicle grow and mature Endometrium regenerates through

into Graafian follicle and rupture  proliferation = ½

during middle phase of the cycle

releasing ovum

/ secondary oocyte = ½

Luteal / Secretory Follicular cells of the ruptured Endometrium is matained

Graafian follicle transform into (by progesterone) to receive

corpus luteum which secretes the fertilised egg for implantation = ½

progesterone = ½

Pituitary hormones- FSH and LH induces follicular

growth (in the begining of the cycle) =½

LH induces ovulation (mid cycle) = ½

Ovarian hormones- (i) Estrogen (from the growing follicle) repairs and induces proliferation of

endometrium = ½

(ii) Progesterone (released from corpus luteum) maintains endometrium to

enable implantation = ½

[5 Marks]

OR

Compare  the  characteristic features  of  insect  pollinated   and  wind pollinated flowers.
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Explain how the respective features assist in pollination.

Ans. Insect Pollination Wind Pollination

Feature Role Feature Role

(i) Flowers are large/ To attract pollinating  Flowers are small/ The pollinating agent

colourful/fragrant agents = ½ inconspicous/ is abiotic so no extra

/ fowl odour = ½  with no fragance = ½ adpation = ½

(ii) Sticky pollen = ½ To be carried by Pollen light/non-sticky/ To be easily carried

by the pollinator = ½ large in number = ½ by wind = ½

(iii) Flowers provide as rewards to the Well exposed stamens/ Pollen can be

nectar/pollen/safe pollinator = ½ easily dispersed

place to lay eggs into wind current

(for the pollinator) = ½ feathery stigma = ½ can easily trap air

borne pollen = ½

(Five characteristics with relevent explanation of roles)

[5 Marks]

26. (a) Write the specific name of the genus Plasmodium that causes one of the most

serious types of diseases in humans. Name the disease.

(b) Describe the events in the life cycle of Plasmodium which  take place in the female

Anopheles.

(c) Explain what happens in the RBCs of the humans when Plasmodium gains entry into

them. How does the human body get affected ?

Ans. (a) Plasmodium falciparum ,  malignant malaria = ½ + ½

 (b) • Gametocytes / Male and Female gametes - enter female Anopheles mosquito = ½

• Fertilisatioin and development in the female mosquito gut / stomach = ½

• Sporozoites are transported to salivary glands = ½

//
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(c) • Parasite multiplies asexually in RBC = ½

• RBC rupture   = ½

• release toxic haemozoin  = ½

• chill and fever recurring every 3 - 4 days  = ½

• parasites enter fresh RBC and repeat the cycle  = ½

[1 + 1½ + 2½ = 5 Marks]

OR

Explain the interrelationship between organic farming and biofertilizers, with the help of

any three suitable examples.
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Ans. Organic farmers use organisms / biofertiliser  instead of chemical fertilizer, to enrich the nutrient

quality of the soil and increase the yield   = 1 + 1

Examples

Rhizobium in the root nodules of leguminous plants (symbiotic) will fix atmospheric N
2
 and

enrich the soil / Azotobacter / Azospirillium (free living) fix atmospheric N
2
 in the soil /

Mycorrhiza is symbiotic association between fungus of genus Glomus and roots of higher

plants , which absorb phosphorous from soil / they also make the plant resistant to root borne

pathogens / Cyanobacteria fix atmospheric nitrogen /  increases organic matter in the soil

(Anabaena / Nostoc / Oscillatoria)     (Any three examples) =1 × 3

[2 + 3 = 5 Marks]

27. (a) How would you find out whether a given tall garden pea plant is homozygous or

heterozygous ? Substantiate your answer with the help of Punnett squares.

(b) Given below are the F2-phenotypic ratios of two independently carried monohybrid

crosses :

(i) 1 : 2 : 1

(ii)  3 : 1

 Mention what does each ratio suggest.

Ans. (a) By Test Cross / crossing the plant with unknown genotype with the recessive parent = 1
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(b) (ι) Incomplete dominance = 1

(ιι) Dominance  = 1

[ 3+2= 5 Marks]

OR

(a) Why did Hershey and Chase use radioactive 32P and 35S in their experiments ?

Explain.

(b) Following the experiments conducted by them, write what conclusion did they arrive

at and how.

Ans. (a) • Since bacteriophage contains only DNA and Protein the scientists wanted to identify

whether it is DNA or the Protein from the Virus  that entered the bacterium during

infection =1

• therefore they labelled DNA with 32P and Protein coat with 35S= 1

Conclusion

(b) Conclusion - DNA is the genetic material = 1

Experiment

Bacteria which were infected with viruses having radioactive DNA [32P] were found to be

radioactive , indicating that DNA was the material that passed from the virus to bacterium

= ½ + ½

Bacteria which were infected with viruses having radioactive protein [35S] were not found to

be radioactive , indicating that protein did not enter bacterium from the virus = ½ +½

//
(diagram in lieu of experiment)
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[2 + 3 = 5 Marks]
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Question Paper Code 57/3/3

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. Why are papaya plants said to be dioecious ?

Ans. Male and female  plants are separate  /  bear male and female flowers on two separate plants

[1 Mark]

2. Name the pollutant attributed to be the cause of 'ozone-hole' over the Antarctica region.

Ans. CFC / Chloroflourocarbon [1 Mark]

OR

List the greenhouse gases other than carbon dioxide.

Ans.  , CFC ,  N
2
O /  oxides of N

2
 (All three gases = 1 Mark)

(One  / Two gases = ½ Mark)

[1 Mark]

3. Write the scientific name of the organism Alexander Fleming worked on and discovered

the first antibiotic. Was the organism he worked on a fungus or a bacterium ?

Ans. Staphylococci  =  ½

Bacteria = ½ [1 Mark]

OR

Suggest a method to overcome excessive inbreeding depression.

Ans. Out cross // mating with unrelated superior animal of the same breed                             [1 Mark]

4. What is 'Saltation' according to de Vries ?

Ans. Single step large mutation  / random and directionless mutation  / mutation related to speciation

     [1 Mark]
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5. Differentiate between a DNA and a RNA nucleotide.

Ans. DNA NUCLEOTIDE RNA NUCLEOTIDE

Deoxyribose sugar Ribose sugar

Pyrimidine - Thymine Pyrimidine - Uracil

(Note - corresponding 2 differences)     = ½ + ½

[1 Mark]

SECTION –B

(Q. Nos. 6 - 12 are of two marks each)

6. State the importance of emasculation and bagging in carrying out artifical hybridization.

Ans. Emasculation is needed to prevent self pollination and to promote cross pollination in bisexual

flowers = 1

Bagging to prevent contamination of stigma from undesirable pollen = 1

[2 Marks]

7. Mention the causes of chromosomal disorders in humans. How do these disorders occur ?

Ans • Absence or excess or abnormal arrangement of one or more chromosomes = 1

• Failure of segregation of chromatids during cell division/Aneuploidy / Nondisjunction = 1

 [2 Marks]

8. What is 'carrying capacity' of a species in a habitat ? Why is logistic growth model

considered more realistic ?

Ans. Maximum number of individuals a habitat can support (at given time) = 1

Since resources are limited  / finite and sooner or later they become limiting (so logistic growth model

is more realistic)   = 1

[2 Marks]

9. What is 'Ori' ? State its importance during cloning of a vector.

Ans. • Specific sequences of DNA where replication starts  = 1

•  Helps in the replication of alien DNA when attached to Ori  = ½

• controls copy number = ½

[ 2 Marks]

OR
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Explain the importance of 'selectable marker', with the help of a suitable example.

Ans. It helps in identifying and eliminating non-transformants , selectively permitting the growth of

transformants = ½ + ½

Genes coding for antibiotic resistance such as ampicillin / tetracycline/kenamycin/chloramphenicol

or (any other antibiotic) are used as selectable marker (Any two)  = ½ + ½

   [2 Marks]

10. Why has the Indian Government set up the organisation named GEAC ? Give any two

reasons.

Ans. To check the Validity of GM crops , safety of introduction of GM organism for public services

=  1 + 1

[2 Marks]

OR

Give a schematic representation of the transformation of a pro-insulin into insulin.

Ans.

} = ½

= 1

= ½

}

[2 Marks]

11. Explain the relationship between B-lymphocytes and T-lymphocytes in developing an

immune response.

Ans. B-lymphocytes- produce antibodies to fight pathogen = 1

T - lymphocytes - do not produce antibodies but help B cells to produce them  /

can  also destroy pathgen directly = 1

[2 Marks]
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12. Why is the pyramid of biomass upright in most of the ecosystems ? Compare it with the

pyramid of biomas in sea.

Ans.  Biomass of producers is more than that of the herbivores and the biomass of herbivores is more than

that of carnivores (hence the pyramid of biomass is erect in most ecosystems) = 1

Pyramid of biomass in sea is generally inverted because the biomass of fishes (consumers) far

exceeds that of phytoplanktons (producers) = 1

[2 Marks]

SECTION –C

(Q. Nos. 13-24 are of three marks each)

13. "Appearance of melanised moths post-industrialisation in England is a classic example of

evolution by natural selection." Explain.

Ans. Before industrialisation more white winged moth than dark winged moth existed in England ,  post

industrialisation tree trunks became dark as  smoke and soot deposited , lichens could not grow due

to pollution , due to higher predation of white winged moth on a darker background , dark winged

moth survived , nature selected the fittest organism  = ½ × 6 (Correct sequence)

[3 Marks]

14. Write any six salient features of the human genome as drawn from the human genome

project.

Ans. (i) The human genome contains 3164.7 million nucleotide bases

(ii) The average gene consists of 3000 bases but sizes vary greatly with the largest known human

gene being dystrophin at 2.4 million  bases

(iii) The total number of genes is estimated at 30,000 - much lower than previous estimates

(iv) Almost all (99.9 per cent) nucleotide bases are exactly the same in all people

(v) The functions are unknown for over 50 per cent of discovered  genes

(vi) Less than 2 per cent of the genome codes for proteins

(vii) Repeated sequences make up very large portion of the human genome

(viii) Repetitve sequences are thought to have no direct coding function but they shed light on

chromosome strucutre dynamics and evolution

(ix) Chromosome 1 has most genes (2968)  and the Y has the fewest (231)

(x) Scientists have identified about 1.4 million locations where single base DNA difference

(SNPs - single nucleotide polymorphism, pronounced as ‘snips’) occurs in humans and this

information promises to revolutionise the processes of finding chromosomal locations for

disease - associated sequencces and tracing human history

Any six features ( ½ × 6 )

[3 Marks]
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15. Explain with the help of an example each, any two ways by which the animals cope with the

stressful conditions lasting for a short period in their habitat.

Ans. - Migrate = ½

Example - Migratiory birds from from Siberia come to Keolado Nationa Park (Bharatpur) in

Rajasthan to avoid extreme cold climate in the northern regions = 1

(any other correct example)

- Suspend = ½

Example

Bacteria  fungi and lower plants form various kinds of thick walled spores to survive the

unfavourable condition and germinate on availability of suitable environment / Higher plants

form seeds and some other vegetative reproductive structures to tide  over stressful period

by reducing their metabolic activity and going into state of dormancy / In some animals the

organism avoid stress by escaping in time - bear goes into hibernation during  winter / Snails

and fish go into aestivation to avoid summer related problem - heat and dessication /

Zooplankton species enter diapuase a state of suspended development under unfavourable

conditions (Any one example) = 1

[3 Marks]

16. What is heterogamety ? Explain the mechanism of sex determination in Drosophila.

Ans. • Heterogamety is production of two different types of gametes (either in male / female) = 1

• Sex determination in Drosophila X X   (female) /  X Y (male) type =½

Female (XX) produces only one type of gamete with X chromosome but the male produces

two different types of gametes with either X or Y chromosome=½

When a male gamete with X fuses with the female gamete it produces a female progeny (XX)

=½

When a male gamete with Y fuses with the female gamete it produces male progeny (XY)=½

//
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                           Diagram / explanation  = 2

[3 Marks]

OR

Explain the process of making heterogeneous nuclear RNA (hnRNA) into a fully

functional mRNA in eukaryotes. Where does this process occur in the cell ?

Ans. • hnRNA undergoes capping at 5’ end (methyl guanosine triphosphate) and tailing at 3’ end

(with poly A tail)  = 1

• Further Splicing is carried out , where the non- coding sequences called introns are

removed , and coding sequences called exons are joined together in a defined manner  = ½ ×3

(either explanation or diagram )

//
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Site of processing of hnRNA

• This process occurs in the Nucleus = ½

[3 Marks]

17. (a) What is inbreeding?

(b) Inbreeding of cattle is carried with a purpose, but is not continued for many

generations. Do you agree ? Give reasons in support of you answer.

Ans. (a) Inbreeding is mating of more closely related individuals with the same breed for 4-6 generation

to produce pure line / increase Homozygosity = 1

(b) • Yes = ½

• Results in inbreeding depression = ½

• Reduces fertility ,  and productivity = ½ + ½

[1+2=3 Marks]
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18. (a) Differentiate between humoral and cell mediated immune response.

(b) Why is a patient who has undergone organ transplant put on immunosuppressants ?

Explain.

Ans. (a) Humoral Immune response

Elicited / Carried out by B-lymphocytes , which produce antibodies in the blood in response

to a pathogen = ½ + ½

Cell mediated immune response

Elicited / Carried out by T-lymphocytes , which help the B-cells to produce antibodies/or

destroy pathogen by themselves = ½ + ½

(b) To prevent T-cells from recognising foreign tissue / graft as ‘non self’ and prevent

rejection = 1

[2+1=3 Marks]

19. (a) Name and explain the mode of action of any two types of IUDs.

(b) List the advantages of using ̀ Saheli' as a contraceptive.

Ans. (a) • Non -medicated (e.g. lippes loop) , phagocytosis of sperms = ½ + ½

• Copper releasing IUDs (CuT , Cu7, Multiload 375) ,  suppress sperm motility / reduces

fertilizing capacity of sperm= ½ + ½

• Hormone releasing IUDs (Progestasert , LNG - 20) , makes uterus unsuitable for

implantation / cervix hostile to sperms  =  ½ + ½

(Any two )

Advantages of Saheli

(b) Non -steroidal /once a week / high contraceptive value / less side effects (Any two) = ½ + ½

[2+1 = 3 Marks]

20. (a) Why should a bacterium be made 'competent' ?

(b) Explain the role of ̀ microinjection' and 'gene gun' in biotechnology.

Ans. (a) The bacterial cell must be made competent in order to receive the hydrophilic rDNA /

plasmid  , which cannot otherwise pass through the cell membrane = ½ + ½

(b) Microinjection - rDNA is directly injected into the animal cell nucleus  = 1
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Biolistics (gene gun) - Plant cells are bombarded with high velocity microparticles of gold /

tungsten coated with  rDNA  = 1

[1 + 2 = 3 Marks]

21. Draw a T.S. of a young anther of an angiosperm. Label the different layers of the wall and

write their functions.

Ans.

                                   (Correct diagram with labelling of four wall layers)

Function

Epidermis , Endothecium, Middle layers – protection and dehiscence = ½

Tapetum – nourishment of developing pollen grains = ½

[3 Marks]

22. Write any two biochemical/molecular diagnostic procedures for early detection of viral

infection. Explain the principle of any one of them.

Ans. ELISA, PCR = 1 + 1

ELISA – antigen antibody interaction / PCR – amplification of nucleic acid  for its identification

(Any one) = 1

[3 Marks]

OR

Describe the steps that are followed during secondary treatment of sewage.
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Ans. In Aeration tank effluent agitated mechanically  , air pumped allows the growth of flocs , consumes

organic matter , reduces BOD , Effluent pumped to settling tank to allow sedimentation of bacterial

flocs called activated sludge , a small part of which is used as inoculum and the rest is pumped into

anaerobic sludge digester for complete digestion of anaerobic bacteria and effluent is released into

the natural water body (Steps should be in correct sequence) = ½ × 6

[3 Marks]

23. (a) What is the primary productivity of an ecosystem and how is it expressed ?

(b) Explain what does the equation given below show : NPP = GPP — R

Ans. (a) • Primary Productivity is defined as Rate of biomass production = 1

• Expressed as g-2yr-1 / (kcal m-2)yr-1 = ½

(b) • Gross primary productivity minus respiratory loss is the net primary productivity = 1

• Which is available to the next trophic level = ½

[1½ + 1½  = 3 Marks]

OR

(a)  Name the type of detritus that decomposes faster. List any two factors that enhance

the rate of decomposition.

(b) Write the different steps taken in humification and mineralisation during the process

of decomposition.

Ans. (a) • Detritus rich in , water soluble substance  like sugar =  ½ + ½

• Factors -

Warm temperature / moist environment / availability of oxygen (Any two) =  ½ + ½

(b) Humification - Accumulation of dark coloured amorphous substance called humus which is

resistant to micorbial action and undergoes decomposition at a very slow rate = ½

Mineralisation - humus is further degraded by microbes releasing inorganic nutrients  = ½

[2+1 = 3 Marks]

24. Explain any three remedial measures to overcome the acute air pollution in our cities.

Ans. Electrostatic precipitators to remove paritculate matter present in the exhaust from thermal power

plant / Scrubber to remove SO
2

 from the exhaust of thermal power plant /  Alternative sources of
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energy in place of petrol / Lead free petrol or diesel / Catalytic convertors - to reduce lead pollution

/ Use of CNG /  Use of low sulphur petrol and diesel  / Phasing out of old vehicles /Stringent

enforcement of  pollution level  norms       (Any three)

[3 Marks]

OR

Write any three ways by which noise pollution affects the human body adversely. List any

three steps that should be followed in order to reduce noise pollution.

Ans. Sleeplessness / Increased heart beat / Altered breathing pattern /Damage hearing ability / Damage

ear drum (Any three) =  ½ × 3

Τhree steps to be followed to reduce noise pollution

Following of stringent laws laid down in relation to noise level / Delimitation of  horn free zones

around hospitals and schools / To adopt permissible sound level of crackers and loudspeakers /

Adhereing to time limit for loudspeakers beyond which it cannot be played / Use of  sound absorbent

material in industries / muffling of noise (Any three)   =  ½ × 3

[ 3 Marks]

SECTION –D

(Q Nos. 25-27 are of five marks each)

25. (a) Where is microsporangium located in an angiosperm ? State the functions of tapetum

and the other three layers of microsporangium?

(b) Describe the structure of the male gametophyte produced as a result of

microsporogenesis.

(c) State the functions of each part of the male gametophyte.

Ans. (a) Microsporangium located in the anther lobe = ½

Tapetum - nourishes the developing pollen grain = ½

Epidermis , Endothecium , middle layers - protection and dehiscence

(of microsporangium) = ½

(b) Structure of Pollen grain / male gemetophyte

(i) Outer wall layer - Exine = ½

(ii) Inner wall layer - Intine = ½

(iii) Vegetative cell  = ½

(iv) Generative cell  = ½

//
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 = ½×4

(c) Function

(i) Exine and Intine - Protection = ½

(ii) Vegetative cell - reserve food material / formation of pollen tube = ½

(iii) Generative cell - formation of two male gametes = ½

[1½ + 3½= 5 Marks]

OR

When and how do the following get to form in human females ? State their functions.

(a) Corpus luteum

(b) Placenta

Ans. (a) Corpus luteum  -

• In the luteal phase / immediately after ovulation / secretory / phase = ½

• Follicular cells of the ruptured Graafin follicle form the corpus luteum = 1

• Releases progestrone to maintaine the endometrium = 1

(b) Placenta

• Formed after implantation  of the embryo (Uterine wall) = ½

• Chorionic villi (of the blastocyst / embryo) and uterine tissue interdigitate together to

form the placenta = 1

• It supplies oxygen and nutrient and removes carbon dioxide and excretory material ,

also acts as an endocrine tissue (produces several horomones) - hCG ,

hPL etc = ½ +½

[2½+2½=5 Marks]

26. (a)  Write the specific name of the genus Plasmodium that causes one of the most

serious types of diseases in humans. Name the disease.

(b) Describe the events in the life cycle of Plasmodium which take place in the female

Anopheles.

(c) Explain what happens in the RBCs of the humans when Plasmodium gains entry into

them. How does the human body get affected ?
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Ans. (a) Plasmodium falciparum , malignant malaria = ½ + ½

 (b) • Gametocytes / Male and Female gametes - enter female Anopheles mosquito = ½

• fertilisatioin and development in the female mosquito gut / stomach = ½

• sporozoites are transported to salivary glands = ½

//

(c) • Parasite multiplies asexually in RBC   = ½

• RBC rupture     = ½

• release toxic haemozoin   = ½
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• chill and fever recurring every 3 - 4 days  = ½

• parasites enter fresh RBC and repeat the cycle = ½

[1 + 1½ + 2½ = 5 Marks]

OR

Explain the interrelationship between organic farming and biofertilizers, with the help of

any three suitable examples.

Ans. Organic farmers use organisms / biofertiliser  instead of chemical fertilizer, to enrich the nutrient

quality of the soil and increase the yield      = 1 + 1

Examples

Rhizobium in the root nodules of leguminous plants (symbiotic) will fix atmospheric N
2
 and

enrich the soil / Azotobacter / Azospirillium (free living) fix atmospheric N
2
 in the soil /

Mycorrhiza is symbiotic association between fungus of genus Glomus and roots of higher

plants , which absorb phosphorous from soil / they also make the plant resistant to root borne

pathogens / Cyanobacteria fix atmospheric nitrogen /  increases organic matter in the soil

(Anabaena / Nostoc / Oscillatoria)     (Any three examples) =1 × 3

[2 + 3 = 5 Marks]

27. (a) How would you find out whether a given tall garden pea plant is homozygous or

heterozygous ? Substantiate your answer with the help of Punnett squares.

(b) Given below are the F2-phenotypic ratios of two independently carried monohybrid

crosses :

(i) 1 : 2 : 1

(ii)  3 : 1

Mention what does each ratio suggest.

Ans. (a) By Test Cross / crossing the plant with unknown genotype with the recessive parent = 1
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(b) (ι) Incomplete dominance = 1

(ιι) Dominance = 1

[3 + 2= 5 Marks]

OR

(a) Why did Hershey and Chase use radioactive 32P and 35S in their experiments ?

Explain.

(b) Following the experiments conducted by them, write what conclusion did they arrive

at and how.

Ans. (a) • Since bacteriophage contains only DNA and Protein the scientists wanted to identify

whether it is DNA or the Protein from the Virus  that entered the bacterium during

infection =1

• therefore they labelled DNA with 32P and Protein coat with 35S= 1

Conclusion

(b) Conclusion - DNA is the genetic material = 1
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Experiment

Bacteria which were infected with viruses having radioactive DNA [32P] were found to be

radioactive , indicating that DNA was the material that passed from the virus to bacterium

= ½ + ½

Bacteria which were infected with viruses having radioactive protein [35S] were not found to

be radioactive , indicating that protein did not enter bacterium from the virus = ½ +½

//
(diagram in lieu of experiment)

[2 + 3 = 5 Marks]
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in this process. 
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not be done according to one’s own interpretation or any other consideration. Marking 
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5. If a question does not have any parts, marks must be awarded in the left hand margin 
and encircled. 

6. If a student has attempted an extra question, answer of the question deserving more 
marks should be retained and the other answer scored out. 

7. No marks to be deducted for the cumulative effect of an error. It should be penalized 
only once. 

8. A full scale of marks 0-70 has to be used. Please do not hesitate to award full marks if 
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9. Every examiner has to necessarily do evaluation work for full working hours i.e. 8 hours 
every day and evaluate 25 answer books per day. 
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 Leaving answer or part thereof unassessed in an answer book. 
 Giving more marks for an answer than assigned to it. 
 Wrong transfer of marks from the inside pages of the answer book to the title page. 
 Wrong question wise totaling on the title page. 
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 Wrong transfer of marks from the answer book to online award list. 
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11. While evaluating the answer books if the answer is found to be totally incorrect, it should 
be marked as (X) and awarded zero (0) Marks. 
  

12. Any unassessed portion, non-carrying over of marks to the title page, or totaling error 
detected by the candidate shall damage the prestige of all the personnel engaged in the 
evaluation work as also of the Board. Hence, in order to uphold the prestige of all 
concerned, it is again reiterated that the instructions be followed meticulously and 
judiciously. 
 

13. The Examiners should acquaint themselves with the guidelines given in the Guidelines 
for spot Evaluation before starting the actual evaluation. 
 

14. Every Examiner shall also ensure that all the answers are evaluated, marks carried over 
to the title page, correctly totaled and written in figures and words. 
 

15. The Board permits candidates to obtain photocopy of the Answer Book on request in an 
RTI application and also separately as a part of the re-evaluation process on payment of 
the processing charges.  
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Question Paper Code 57/4/1

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. State from where do the signals for parturition originate in human females.

Ans Fully developed foetus , the placenta = ½+½

[1 Mark]

2. Name the pattern of inheritance where F
1
 phenotype

(a) resembles only one of the two parents.

(b) does not resemble either of the two parents and is in between the two.

Ans  a) (Complete) dominance / Mendelian inheritance

 b) Incomplete dominance = ½+½

[1 Mark]

3. According to the Hardy-Weinberg principle, the allele frequency of a population remains
constant. How do you interpret the change of frequency of alleles in a population ?

Ans i) Resulting in  evolution /Speciation / original drifted population becomes founders

[1 Mark]

OR

Coelacanth was caught in South Africa. State the significance of discovery of Coelacanth
in the evolutionary history of vertebrates.

Evolved as first amphibian ( lived on both land and water) / ancestor of modern day frogs and
salamanders [1 Mark]

4. State the functions of mast cells in allergy response.

Ans Release of chemicals like histamine,   serotonin = ½+½

[1 Mark]

OR

State the function of interpherons.
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Ans Protects the non infected cells from viral infection( in the body) [1 Mark]

5. What is the cell that receives a recombinant gene called ?

Ans (Competent) host cell / recipient cell [1 Mark]

SECTION B

(Q. Nos. 6 - 12 are of two marks each)

6. Name a disorder a human suffers from as a result of monosomy of the sex chromosome.
Give the karyotype and write the symptoms.

Ans Turner’s Syndrome , 45 with XO/ 44+ XO  = ½+½

 female sterility/ rudimentary ovaries/ absence of secondary sexual characters (any two) = ½+½

[2 Marks]

7. In the T.S. of a mature anther given below, identify “a” and “b” and mention their
functions.

Ans a- Sporogenous tissue / Microspore mother cells / Pollen Mother cells =½

 give rise to microspores  or pollen grains  = ½

 b-Tapetum = ½

 provides nourishment to developing pollen grains. = ½

[2 Marks]

OR

What is cleistogamy ? Write one advantage and one disadvantage of it, to the plant.

Ans Pollination occurring in closed flowers =1

Advantage : Ensures self pollination / Assured seed set formation in absence of pollinators = ½

Disadvantage :does not allow cross pollination / genetic variation /can cause inbreeding depression
= ½

[2 Marks]
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8. State the role of thymus as a lymphoid organ. Name the cells that are released from it and
mention their function.

Ans Differentiates immature lymphocytes into antigen sensitive lymphocytes/ development and maturation
of lymphocytes =1
T-lymphocytes, provide cell mediated immunity / stimulate B-cells to produce antibodies. = ½+½

[2 Marks]

9. “Artificial insemination helps overcome several problems of normal mating in cattle”. Do
you agree ? Support your answer with any three reasons.

Ans Yes =½

desirable mating can be carried , semen can be used immediately , can be frozen for later use, can
be transported in frozen form  where female is housed (Any Three  reasons) =½×3

[2 Marks]

10. Name and explain the interaction that is seen between clownfish and sea anemones.

Ans Commensalism = 1

Clown fish gets protection from predators which stay away from stinging tentacles of sea anemone,
sea anemone is neither harmed nor benefitted. =½+½

[2 Marks]

11. Write the relationship between productivity, gross primary productivity, net primary
productivity and secondary productivity.

Ans The rate of production of biomass is productivity , whereas rate of formation of  organic matter
during photosynthesis is Gross primary productivity , Gross primary productivity minus respiratory
losses(NPP=GPP-R) is net primary productivity, formation of new organic matter by consumers
is secondary productivity. =½×4

[2 Marks]

12. Justify the need for signing of ‘Montreal Protocol’ by the participating nations in 1987.

Ans Control the emission of ozone depleting substances (which results in thinning of ozone layer) ,
which allows the UV rays to penetrate the earths surface / causing deleterious effects (cataract /
skin cancer / ageing of skin.) 1+1

[2 Marks]

OR

Write the effective remedy found by Ahmed Khan of Bengaluru for the efficient use of the
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plastic waste generated by big cities.

Ans He used plastic waste to produce polyblend , polybend mixed with bitumen , enhanced the water
repellant properties of  bitumen , ( laid on the roads) to increase the roadlife.=½×4

[2 Marks]

SECTION C

(Q. Nos. 13 - 24 are of  three marks each)

13. Emasculation and bagging are the two important steps carried during artificial hybridisation
to obtain superior varieties of desired plants. Explain giving reasons, in which types of
flowers and at what stages are the two processes carried out.

Ans Emasculation  is carried out  only in bisexual flowers , bagging is done in unisexual female flower  as
well as bisexual flowers  , emasculation is done before the anther dehisces / matures , bagging is
done before the stigma becomes receptive , it is done to prevent contamination of stigma with
unwanted pollen , to allow the pollination to occur with desired pollens. =½×6

[3 Marks]

OR

State what is apomixis. Write its significance. How can it be commercially used ?

Ans It is a special mechanism of asexual reproduction that mimics sexual reproduction (to produce
seeds without fertilization) , there is no segregation of characters in the progeny , farmers can
develop apomicts of hybrids and use them year after year to cut the cost. 1+1+1=3

[3 Marks]

14. (a) Draw a sectional view of human ovary. Label the following parts :

(i) Primary follicle

(ii) Secondary oocyte

(iii) Graafian follicle

(iv) Corpus luteum

(b) Name the hormones influencing follicular development of corpus luteum.
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Ans

=½×4

Ans LH / Luteinising hormone  & FSH /Follicle stimulating hormone ½+½

[3 Marks]

OR

(a) Draw an L.S. of pistil showing pollen tube entering into the embryo sac. Label the
following :

(i) Nucellus

(ii) Antipodals

(iii) Synergids

(iv) Micropyle

(b) Write the functions of the following :

(i) Synergids

(ii) Micropyle

Ans (a)
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=½×4

(b) (i) Synergids have Filiform apparatus which guides the entry of pollen tube to the embryo
sac =½

(ii) Micropyle allows the entry of pollen tube to embryo sacs.= ½

[2+1=3 Marks]

15 Given below is the representation of a relevant part of amino acid composition of the

 -chain of haemoglobin, related to the shape of human red blood cells.

 

(a) Is this representation of the sequence of amino acids indicating a normal human or a
sufferer from a certain blood related genetic disease ? Give reason in Support of
your answer.

(b) Why is the disease referred to as a Mendelian disorder ? Explain.

Ans (a) Normal human , because at 6th position of the chain Glutamic Acid is present. =1+1

(b) Alteration / mutation occurs in a single gene , at 6th position Valine replaces Glutamic
acid.=½+½

[2+1=3 Marks]

OR

Name the kind of diseases/disorders and any two symptoms that are likely to occur
in humans if

(a) Mutation in the gene that codes for an enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase occurs.

(b) The karyotype is XXY.

Ans (a) Phenylketonuria = ½

 Accumulation of phenyl pyruvic acid  in brain results in mental retardation /
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phenyl pyruvic acid is excreted through urine / skin pigmentation / reduction in hair (any two)
½+½

(b) Klinefelter’s Syndrome  = ½,

Deveopment of breast in male / Gynaecomastia ,  Individuals are  sterile ½+½

[1½+1½=3 Marks]

16. Name the technique and the property of plant cells that can help to grow somaclones of
certain desired variety of apple. Explain how somaclones of apple can be obtained in the
lab so as to get the desired variety on a large scale.

Ans Tissue Culture /Micropropagation , = ½

Totipotency = ½

Explants of apple plant ( any small part) ,taken grown in a test tube  under sterile conditions , in
(special) nutrient media (Containing sucrose , inorganic salts , amino acids and vitamins) , with
growth regulators =½×4

[3 Marks]

17. Study the graph given below and answer the questions that follow :

(i) The curve ‘b’ is described by the following equation :







 


K

NK
rN

dt

dN

What does ‘K’ stand for in this equation ? Mention its significance.

(ii) Which one of the two curves is considered a more realistic one for most of the animal
populations ?

(iii) Which curve would depict the population of a species of deer if there are no predators
in the habitat ? Why is it so ?
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Ans i) K- Carrying capacity = ½

Any habitat having enough resources can support a maximum number of organisms, = 1

ii) Curve ‘b’ = ½

iii) Curve ‘a’,  deer population will reach enormous numbers. = ½+½

[1½+½+1=3 Marks]

18. “A very small sample of tissue or even a drop of blood can help determine paternity.”
Provide a scientific explanation to substantiate how it is possible.

Ans DNA from all cells of an organism show the same degree of polymorphism, which is inheritable ,
thus DNA finger printing of the given sample can be useful for determining paternity.  =1+1+1

[3 Marks]

19. Explain the phenomena of dominance, multiple allelism and co-dominance taking human
ABO blood group as an example.

Ans Dominance -In A-blood group, IA  is dominant over ‘i’ /B-blood group,IB is dominant over‘i’ =
½+½

Multiple allelism - Human blood groups are controlled by the gene I , which  has three alleles IA IB

and ‘i’  (showing multiple allelism) =  ½+½

Co-dominance -In Blood group AB  , both alleles IA and IB express themselves.
=  ½+½

[3 Marks]

20. Name the genus to which baculoviruses belong. Describe their role in the integrated pest
management programmes.

Ans Nucleopolyhedrovirus   = 1

They are species specific, have narrow spectrum insecticidal application, no negative effect on non
target insects or organisms , desirable when beneficial insects are conserved / when used in ecologically
sensitive area. = ½×4

[3 Marks]

21. Give reasons why :

(a) DNA cannot pass into a host cell through the cell membrane.

(b) Proteases are added during isolation of DNA for genetic engineering.

(c) Single cloning site is preferred in a vector.
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Ans (a) DNA is a hydrophilic molecule  ( cell membrane is hydrophobic) =1

(b) proteases are added to remove the proteins =1

(c) presence of more than  one recognition site will generate several fragments which will complicate
the gene cloning.  = 1

[1+1+1=3 Marks]

22. State the medicinal value and the bioactive molecules produced by Penicillium notatum,
Monascus perpureus and Trichoderma polysporum.

Ans Penicillium notatum:  Penicillin , effective antibiotic =½+½

Monascus purpureus:Statins , blood cholesterol lowering agents. =½+½

Trichoderma polysporum: Cyclosporin A ,  immunosuppressive agent =½+½

[3 Marks]

23. Describe the roles of (a) high temperature, (b) primers, and (c) bacterium Thermus
aquaticus in carrying the process of polymerase chain reaction.

Ans (a) High temperature- denaturation of double stranded DNA. = 1

(b) Primers -Initiates the process of polymerization =1

 (c) Bacterium Thermus aquaticus- source of thermo stable DNA polymerase /Taq polymerase
which remain active during the high temperature =½+½

[3 Marks]

OR

How does  -galactosidase coding sequence act as a selectable marker ?

Why is it a preferred selectable marker to antibiotic resistance genes ? Explain.

Ans When a recombinant DNA is inserted within the coding sequence of the enzyme  -galactosidase,

it results into insertional inactivation / inactivation of the enzyme formation , the presence of
chromogenic substrate gives blue coloured colonies if plasmid does not have an insert (non
recombinant) , in the presence of insert no colour is produced (recombinant) . =½×4

selection of recombinant due to inactivation of antibiotic is a cumbersome procedure ,because it
requires simultaneous plating having different antibiotics . =½×2

[3 Marks]

24. Answer the following questions ‘ based on Meselson and Stahl’s experiment on E. coli :

(a) Write the name of the chemical substance used as the only source of nitrogen in the
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experiment.

(b) Why did they allow the synthesis of the light and the heavy DNA molecules in the
organism ?

(c) How did they distinguish the heavy DNA molecules from the light DNA molecules ?
Explain.

(d) Write the conclusion the scientists arrived at, at the end of the experiment.

Ans a) NH
4
Cl   = ½

b) To distingish between the hybrid / newly synthesized and the parent DNA  = 1

c) the heavy and the light DNA molecules formed different bands on centrifugation in a cesium
chloride density gradient. = 1

c) DNA replication is semi conservative  = ½

[3 Marks]

SECTION D

(Q. Nos. 25 - 27 are of  five marks  each)

25. Describe the process of megasporogenesis upto fully developed embryo sac formation in
an angiosperm.

Ans A single large cell of nucellus with dense cytoplasm and prominent nucleus differentiated as megaspore
mother cell (MMC) , in the micropylar region, the megaspore mother cell undergoes meiosis to
form 4 megaspores, 3 cells degenerates and one is functional, functional megaspore undergoes
three successive mitotic divisions , to develop 8 nuleated (7 celled) embryo sac, with 3 antipodals,
one egg cell ( female gamete) , 2 synergids , two polar nuclei =½×10

//

In lieu of above explanation the following diagram can be considered
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[5 Marks]

OR

Given below is the diagram of a human ovum surrounded by a few sperms. Study the
diagram and answer the following questions :

 

(a) Which one of the sperms would reach the ovum earlier ?

(b) Identify ‘D’ and ‘E’. Mention the role of E

(c) Mention what helps the entry of sperm into the ovum and write the changes occurring
in the ovum during the process.

(d) Name the specific region in the female reproductive system where the event
represented in the diagram takes place.

Ans a) Sperm ‘A’  = ½

b) D= Cells of corona radiata = ½

E= zona pellucida , undergoes changes ( when comes in contact with sperm) and ensures that only
one sperm can fertilize the ovum = ½ + ½

c) the secretion of acrosome ( enzymes) helps the entry of sperm into the ovum , induces the
completion of meiotic division of secondary oocyte = 1+1

d)  Ampulla /ampullary - isthmic junction of the fallopian tube  = 1

[5 Marks]

26. Study the schematic representation of the genes involved in the lac operon given below
and answer the questions that follow :
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(a) Identify and name the regulatory gene in this operon. Explain its role in ‘switching
off the operon.

(b) Why is the lac operon’s regulation referred to as negative regulation ?

(c) Name the inducer molecule and the products of the genes ‘z’ and ‘y’ of the operon.
Write the functions of these gene products.

Ans  a)  ‘i’ gene ,  produces repressor that binds to the operator , prevents RNA polymerase from
transcribing the operon = ½ +½ + ½

b) repressor binds to the operator , to switch off the operon  = ½ +½

c) Lactose / Allolactose , z=  -galactosidase ( -gal) hydrolyses lactose / disaccharide into

glucose and galactose , y = permease , increases the permeability of the cell to lactose / beta
galactosides = ½ × 5

[5 Marks]

OR

(a) How does the Hardy-Wienberg equation explain genetic equilibrium ?

(b) Describe how this equilibrium is disturbed that may lead to founder effect.

Ans a) Allelic frequencies  in a population are stable and remains constant from generation to
generation / the sum total of all the allelic frequencies is one. =1

b) gene migration / gene flow / genetic drift / mutation / gene recombination / natural selection
leads to disturbance in equilibrium , when changes in allelic frequencies occur many times in
a population , leads to the formation of a new species ,  original drifted population becomes
the founders and the effect is called founders effect = 1 × 4

[5 Marks]

27. (a) Study the flow chart given below and complete the equation that follows by identifying
1, 2, 3 and 4.
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N 
 t + 1

 = N 
 t 
+ {(1 + 2) - ( 3+ 4 )}

(b) Mention the different ways by which the population density of different species can
be measured.

Ans

a)  1- B ( Natality)  = ½

2- I ( Immigration) = ½

3- D ( Mortality) = ½

4- E- Emigration) = ½

b) i) percentage cover for trees with large canopy

ii) Number of  fishes caught per trap

iii) Pug marks and feacal pellets for tiger census

iv) Biomass for laboratory culture of bacteria

v) Number for Siberian crane ( any three)

1+1+1=3

//

Any other correct example (at least three)

[5 Marks]

OR

(a) The pyramid of energy is always upright.’ Explain.

(b) Explain with the help of labelled diagrams, the difference between an upright pyramid
of biomass and an inverted pyramid of biomass.

(a) As the energy always flows from a particular trophic level to the next trophic level ,
some energy is always lost as heat at each step = ½+½.
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(b)

1

Pyramid of biomass shows a sharp decrease in biomass at higher trophic level in most of the
ecosystem.

1

Inverted Pyramid of biomass in  sea ecosystem

Upright pyramid of biomass Inverted pyramid of biomass

Biomass of producer is more than In  a sea consumer  i .e fish has more

the consumer of successive trophic biomass than the producers i.e

level in most of the ecosystem phytoplanktons.

1+1 =2

[5 Marks]
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Question Paper Code 57/4/2

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. Name the pattern of inheritance where F
1
 phenotype

(a) resembles only one of the two parents.

(b) does not resemble either of the two parents and is in between the two

Ans  a) (Complete) dominance / Mendelian inheritance

 b) Incomplete dominance = ½+½

[1 Mark]

2. According to the Hardy-Weinberg principle, the allele frequency of a population remains
constant. How do you interpret the change of frequency of alleles in a population ?

Ans i) Resulting in evolution /Speciation / original drifted population becomes founders
[1 Mark]

OR

Coelacanth was caught in South Africa. State the significance of discovery of Coelacanth
in the evolutionary history of vertebrates.

Evolved as first amphibian ( lived on both land and water) / ancestor of modern day frogs and
salamanders

[1 Mark]

3. State the functions of mast cells in allergy response.

Ans Release of chemicals like histamine,  serotonin = ½+½

[1 Mark]

OR

State the function of interpherons.

Ans Protects the non infected cells from viral infection( in the body) [1 Mark]

4. State from where do the signals for parturition originate in human females.
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Ans Fully developed foetus , the placenta = ½+½

[1 Mark]

5. Write the specific point in the palindrome and the bond that is cut by EcoRI

Ans Between G and A , Phosphodiester bond = ½ +½

[1 Mark]

SECTION – B

(Q. Nos. 6 - 12 are of two marks  each)

6. Explain polygenic inheritance with the help of an example.

Ans Trait controlled by three or more genes = ½

Skin colour is controlled by three genes (A, B, C), all dominant genes show darkest skin, and all
recessive genes show lightest skin , the mix of dominant and recessive gene will show many varia-
tions of skin colour = ½ × 3

[2 Marks]

7. Write the relationship between productivity, gross primary productivity, net primary
productivity and secondary productivity.

Ans The rate of production of biomass is productivity , whereas rate of formation of  organic matter
during photosynthesis is Gross primary productivity , Gross primary productivity minus respiratory
losses(NPP=GPP-R) is net primary productivity, formation of new organic matter by consumers
is secondary productivity. =½×4

[2 Marks]

8. Write the scientific name of the source from where cocaine is obtained. How does its use
affect the human body

Ans Erythroxylum coca = 1
Stimulating action on central nervous system / producing a sense of euphoria / interferes transport of
dopamine /increased energy / hallucination ( Any two) = ½ + ½

[2 Marks]

9. Justify the need for signing of ‘Montreal Protocol’ by the participating nations in 1987.

Ans Control the emission of ozone depleting substances (which results in thinning of ozone layer) ,
which allows the UV rays to penetrate the earths surface / causing deleterious effects (cataract /
skin cancer / ageing of skin.) 1+1=2
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[2 Marks]

OR

Write the effective remedy found by Ahmed Khan of Bengaluru for the efficient use of the
plastic waste generated by big cities.

Ans He used plastic waste to produce polyblend , polybend mixed with bitumen , enhanced the water
repellant properties of  bitumen , ( laid on the roads) to increase the roadlife.=½×4

[2 Marks]

10. How is an alien species invasion considered as one of the causes of biodiversity loss ?
Support your answer with the help of  example.

Ans They become invasive , cause decline /  extinction of indigenous species  = ½ + ½

E.g Nile perch/ Lantana/ Carrot grass / water hyacinth /African catfish (Clarias gariepinus)  = 1

[2 Marks]

11. In the T.S. of a mature anther given below, identify “a” and “b” and mention their
functions.

Ans a- Sporogenous tissue / Microspore mother cells / Pollen Mother cells =½

 give rise to microspores  or pollen grains  = ½

 b-Tapetum = ½

 provides nourishment to developing pollen grains. = ½

[2 Marks]

OR

What is cleistogamy ? Write one advantage and one disadvantage of it, to the plant.
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Ans Pollination occurring in closed flowers =1

Advantage : Ensures self pollination / Assured seed set formation in absence of pollinators = ½

Disadvantage :does not allow cross pollination / genetic variation /can cause inbreeding depression
= ½

[2 Marks]

12. “Artificial insemination helps overcome several problems of normal mating in cattle”.
Do you agree ? Support your answer with any three reasons.

Ans Ans Yes =½

desirable mating can be carried , semen can be used immediately , can be frozen for later use, can
be transported in frozen form  where female is housed (Any Three  reasons) =½×3

[2 Marks]

SECTION – C

(Q. Nos. 13 - 24 are of three marks  each)

13. Describe the roles of (a) high temperature, (b) primers, and (c) bacterium Thermus
aquaticus in carrying the process of polymerase chain reaction.

Ans (a) High temperature- denaturation of double stranded DNA. = 1

(b) Primers -Initiates the process of polymerization =1

 (c) Bacterium Thermus aquaticus- source of thermo stable DNA polymerase /Taq polymerase
which remain active during the high temperature =½+½

[3 Marks]

OR

How does  -galactosidase coding sequence act as a selectable marker ?

Why is it a preferred selectable marker to antibiotic resistance genes ? Explain.

Ans When a recombinant DNA is inserted within the coding sequence of the enzyme  -galactosidase,

it results into insertional inactivation / inactivation of the enzyme formation , the presence of
chromogenic substrate gives blue coloured colonies if plasmid does not have an insert (non
recombinant) , in the presence of insert no colour is produced (recombinant) . =½×4

selection of recombinant due to inactivation of antibiotic is a cumbersome procedure ,because it
requires simultaneous plating having different antibiotics . =½×2

[3 Marks]

14. State the medicinal value and the bioactive molecules produced by Penicillium
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notatum, Monascus perpureus and Trichoderma polysporum.

Ans Penicillium notatum:  Penicillin , effective antibiotic =½+½

Monascus purpureus:Statins , blood cholesterol lowering agents. =½+½

Trichoderma polysporum: Cyclosporin A ,  immunosuppressive agent =½+½

[3 Marks]

15. Answer the following questions ‘ based on Meselson and Stahl’s experiment on E. coli :

(a) Write the name of the chemical substance used as the only source of nitrogen in the
experiment.

(b) Why did they allow the synthesis of the light and the heavy DNA molecules in the
organism ?

(c) How did they distinguish the heavy DNA molecules from the light DNA molecules ?
Explain.

(d) Write the conclusion the scientists arrived at, at the end of the experiment.

Ans a) NH
4
Cl  = ½

b) To distingish between the hybrid / newly synthesized and the parent DNA = 1

c) the heavy and the light DNA molecules formed different bands on centrifugation in a cesium
chloride density gradient.  = 1

c) DNA replication is semi conservative = ½

[3 Marks]

16. “A very small sample of tissue or even a drop of blood can help determine paternity.”
Provide a scientific explanation to substantiate how it is possible.

Ans DNA from all cells of an organism show the same degree of polymorphism, which is inheritable ,
thus DNA finger printing of the given sample can be useful for determining paternity.  =1+1+1

[3 Marks]

17. Name the technique and the property of plant cells that can help to grow somaclones of
certain desired variety of apple. Explain how somaclones of apple can be obtained in the
lab so as to get the desired variety on a large scale.

Ans Tissue Culture /Micropropagation , = ½

Totipotency = ½
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Explants of apple plant ( any small part) ,taken grown in a test tube  under sterile conditions , in
(special) nutrient media (Containing sucrose , inorganic salts , amino acids and vitamins) , with
growth regulators =½×4

[3 Marks]

18. Study the graph given below and answer the questions that follow :

(i) The curve ‘b’ is described by the following equation :







 


K

NK
rN

dt

dN

What does ‘K’ stand for in this equation ? Mention its significance.

(ii) Which one of the two curves is considered a more realistic one for most of the animal
populations ?

(iii) Which curve would depict the population of a species of deer if there are no predators
in the habitat ? Why is it so ?

Ans i) K- Carrying capacity = ½

Any habitat having enough resources can support a maximum number of organisms, = 1

ii) Curve ‘b’ = ½

iii) Curve ‘a’,  deer population will reach enormous numbers. = ½+½

[1½+½+1=3 Marks]

19. Effluent from the primary treatment of the sewage is passed through large aeration tanks
for biological treatment. Explain the complete process that follows till the water is ready
to be released into the natural water bodies.
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Ans. - During treatment (after adding small amount of inoculum) primary  effluent is constantly agitated
mechanically and air is pumped into it

- This allows the vigorous growth of useful microbes into flocs

- The microbes consume the major part of the organic matter in the effluent

- It reduces the BOD of the effluent

- The effluent is then passed into settling tank where the bacterial flocs are allowed to sediment

- Major part of the activated sludge is pumped into aerobic sludge digester (and remaining
water is released into natural water bodies)

[½× 6 = 3 marks]

20. Expand ‘BAC’ and YAC’. What are they and what is the purpose for which they are
used ?

Ans BAC- Bacterial Artificial Chromosomes =1

YAC- Yeast Artificial Chromosomes =1

They are commonly used as host , act as vectors  for sequencing the DNA  = ½+½

[3 Marks]

21. (a) Mention the importance of gel-electrophoresis in biotechnology .

(b) Explain the process of this technique .

Ans a) It helps in cutting of ( desired ) DNA / seperation of DNA fragments for biotechnology
experiments, = ½

b) DNA being negatively charged moves  towards anode, under electric field through a matrix
/ agarose medium , DNA fragments separate according to their size ( smaller the size
farther they move), separated DNA fragments stained with ethidium bromide , and visualised
by exposing them to UV radiation and are cut.  = ½ × 5

[3 Marks]

22. Given below is the representation of a relevant part of amino acid composition of the
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(3-chain of haemoglobin, related to the shape of human red blood cells.

      

Ans  (a) Normal human , because at 6th position of the chain Glutamic Acid is present. =1+1

(b) Alteration / mutation occurs in a single gene , at 6th position Valine replaces Glutamic
acid.=½+½

[3 Marks]

OR

Name the kind of diseases/disorders and any two symptoms that are likely to occur in humans if

(a) Mutation in the gene that codes for an enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase occurs.

(b) The karyotype is XXY.

Ans (a) Phenylketonuria = ½

 Accumulation of phenyl pyruvic acid  in brain results in mental retardation /
phenyl pyruvic acid is excreted through urine / skin pigmentation / reduction in hair (any two)

= ½+½

(b) Klinefelter’s Syndrome  = ½,

Deveopment of breast in male / Gynaecomastia ,  Individuals are  sterile ½+½

[1½+1½=3 Marks]

23 Emasculation and bagging are the two important steps carried during artificial hybridisation
to obtain superior varieties of desired plants. Explain giving reasons, in which types of
flowers and at what stages are the two processes carried out.
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Ans Emasculation  is carried out  only in bisexual flowers , bagging is done in unisexual female flower  as
well as bisexual flowers  , emasculation is done before the anther dehisces / matures , bagging is
done before the stigma becomes receptive , it is done to prevent contamination of stigma with
unwanted pollen , to allow the pollination to occur with desired pollens. =½×6

[3 Marks]

OR

State what is apomixis. Write its significance. How can it be commercially used ?

Ans It is a special mechanism of asexual reproduction that mimics sexual reproduction (to produce
seeds without fertilization) , there is no segregation of characters in the progeny , farmers can
develop apomicts of hybrids and use them year after year to cut the cost. 1+1+1=3

[3 Marks]

24. (a) Draw a sectional view of human ovary. Label the following parts :

(i) Primary follicle

(ii) Secondary oocyte

(iii) Graafian follicle

(iv) Corpus luteum

(b) Name the hormones influencing follicular development of corpus luteum.

Ans (a)

=½×4

(b) LH /  Luteinising  hormone  & FSH /Follicle stimulating hormone = ½+½

[3 Marks]
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OR

(a) Draw an L.S. of pistil showing pollen tube entering into the embryo sac. Label the
following :

(i) Nucellus

(ii) Antipodals

(iii) Synergids

(iv) Micropyle

(b) Write the functions of the following :

(i) Synergids

(ii) Micropyle

Ans (a)

 =½×4

(b) (i) Synergids have Filiform apparatus which guides the entry of pollen tube to the embryo
sac =½

(ii) Micropyle allows the entry of pollen tube to embryo sacs.= ½ =2+1

[3 Marks]

SECTION – D

(Q. Nos. 25- 27are of five marks  each)

25. (a) Why and how must the ozone layer in the stratosphere be protected ? Explain .
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(b) How do deforestation and green house gases negatively affect our enviornment ?
Explain

Ans (a) Ozone layer acts as shield , absorbs ultraviolet radiation from the sun ,  UV rays beinghighly
injurious to living organism , causing skin cancer / aging / snow blindness / cataract / damag
ing DNA and proteins ( Any One) = ½ × 4

Ozone layer can be protected by reducing the use / emission of chloroflorocarbons
(CFCs) =1

(b) Defrorestation leads to  increase in carbon dioxide concentration in the atmosphere / loss
of biodiversity due to habitat destruction / disturbs hydrological cycle / causes soil erosion /
leads to desertification in extreme cases. ( any two) = ½ + ½

Increase in the level of green house gases leads to the increase in earth’s temperature
leading to global warming  =½

/deleterious changes in the environment resulting in odd climatic changes (El Nino efffect) /
Increased melting of polar ice cap/Himalayan snow caps/ rise in sea level/ submerge many
coastal areas =½

[5 Marks]

OR
Biomagnification and accelerated eutrophication are both caused due to indiscriminate
use of chemicals and irresponsible human activities. Do you agree ? Support your answer
with explanation and an example of each .

Ans Yes =½
Biomagnification is the increase in concentration of toxic susbtance  at successive trophic
levels , e.g In the aquatic food chain the concentration of DDT increases at each trophic
level (starts at 0.003 ppb and reaches to 25 ppm) in fish eating birds , causing thinning of
egg shell , premature breaking of egg shell -decline in bird population = ½ × 4

Accelerated eutrophication is caused due to accumulation of  industrial and domestic waste
into  water bodies , prime contaminants are nitrates and phosphates  which act as plant nutri
ents , overstimulate the growth of algae causing  scum / unpleasant odour , reducing dissolved
oxygen in water bodies , leading to fish mortality / death of the lake .= ½ × 5

[5 Marks]

26.  Describe the process of megasporogenesis upto fully developed embryo sac

Ans A single large cell of nucellus with dense cytoplasm and prominent nucleus differentiated as megaspore
mother cell (MMC) , in the micropylar region, the megaspore mother cell undergoes meiosis to
form 4 megaspores, 3 cells degenerates and one is functional, functional megaspore undergoes
three successive mitotic divisions , to develop 8 nuleated (7 celled) embryo sac, with 3 antipodals,
one egg cell ( female gamete) , 2 synergids , two polar nuclei =½×10
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//

In lieu of above explanation the following diagram can be considered

[5 Marks]

OR

Given below is the diagram of a human ovum surrounded by a few sperms. Study the
diagram and answer the following questions :

(a) Which one of the sperms would reach the ovum earlier ?

(b) Identify ‘D’ and ‘E’. Mention the role of E
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(c) Mention what helps the entry of sperm into the ovum and write the changes occurring
in the ovum during the process.

(d) Name the specific region in the female reproductive system where the event
represented in the diagram takes place.

Ans a) Sperm ‘A’  = ½

b) D= Cells of corona radiata = ½

E= zona pellucida , undergoes changes ( when comes in contact with sperm) and ensures that only
one sperm can fertilize the ovum = ½ + ½

c) the secretion of acrosome ( enzymes) helps the entry of sperm into the ovum , induces the
completion of meiotic division of secondary oocyte = 1+1

d)  Ampulla /ampullary - isthmic junction of the fallopian tube  = 1

[5 Marks]

27. Study the schematic representation of the genes involved in the lac operon given below
and answer the questions that follow :

(a) Identify and name the regulatory gene in this operon. Explain its role in ‘switching
off the operon.

(b) Why is the lac operon’s regulation referred to as negative regulation ?

(c) Name the inducer molecule and the products of the genes ‘z’ and ‘y’ of the operon.
Write the functions of these gene products.

Ans  a)  ‘i’ gene ,  produces repressor that binds to the operator , prevents RNA polymerase from
transcribing the operon = ½ +½ + ½

b) repressor binds to the operator , to switch off the operon  = ½ +½

c) Lactose / Allolactose , z=  -galactosidase, -gal hydrolyses lactose / disaccharide into

glucose and galactose , y = permease , increases the permeability of the cell to lactose / beta
galactosides = ½ × 5

[5 Marks]

OR

(a) How does the Hardy-Wienberg equation explain genetic equilibrium ?
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(b) Describe how this equilibrium is disturbed that may lead to founder effect.

Ans a) Allelic frequencies  in a population are stable and remains constant from generation to
generation / the sum total of all the allelic frequencies is one. =1

b) gene migration / gene flow / genetic drift / mutation / gene recombination / natural selection
leads to disturbance in equilibrium , when changes in allelic frequencies occur many times in
a population , leads to the formation of a new species ,  original drifted population becomes
the founders and the effect is called founders effect . = 1 × 4

[5 Marks]
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Question Paper Code 57/4/3

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. According to the Hardy-Weinberg principle, the allele frequency of a population remains
constant. How do you interpret the change of frequency of alleles in a population ?

Ans i) Resulting  evolution /Speciation / original drifted population becomes founders
[1 Mark]

OR

Coelacanth was caught in South Africa. State the significance of discovery of Coelacanth
in the evolutionary history of vertebrates.

Evolved as first amphibian ( lived on both land and water) / ancestor of modern day frogs and
salamanders [1 Mark]

2. State the functions of mast cells in allergy response.

Ans Release of chemicals like histamine,  serotonin = ½+½

[1 Mark]

OR

State the function of interpherons.

Ans Protects the non infected cells from viral infection( in the body) [1 Mark]

3. Name the pattern of inheritance where F 1 phenotype

(a) resembles only one of the two parents.

(b) does not resemble either of the two parents and is in between the two.

Ans  a) (Complete) dominance / Mendelian inheritance

 b) Incomplete dominance = ½+½

[1 Mark]

4. State from where do the signals for parturition originate in human females.

Ans Fully developed foetus , the placenta = ½+½
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[1 Mark]

5. Write the two specific ‘cry’ genes that encode the proteins which control cotton bollworms.

Ans cry I  Ac ,      cry II  Ab =½+½

[1 Mark]

SECTION B

(Q. Nos. 6 - 12 are of two mark each)

6. Write the genotypes of the parents of a child suffering from thalassemia. State the cause
of this disease.

Ans Both parents are heterozygous  / Carrier /Aa 1

         Due to mutation/ deletion of ( one or more of the four genes causing thalassemia),

         Reducing the rate of synthesis of one of the globin chain of haemoglobin. =½+½

[2 Marks]

7. Justify the need for signing of ‘Montreal Protocol’ by the participating nations in 1987.

Ans Control the emission of ozone depleting substances (which results in thinning of ozone layer) ,
which allows the UV rays to penetrate the earths surface / causing deleterious effects (cataract /
skin cancer / ageing of skin.) =1+1

[2 Marks]

OR

Write the effective remedy found by Ahmed Khan of Bengaluru for the efficient use of the
plastic waste generated by big cities.

Ans He used plastic waste to produce polyblend , polybend mixed with bitumen , enhanced the water

repellant properties of  bitumen , ( laid on the roads) to increase the roadlife.=½×4

[2 Marks]

8. List any four common approaches for treatment of cancer .

Ans Surgery, radio therapy / radiationtherapy , chemo therapy, immuno therapy .=½×4

[2 Marks]

9. Write the relationship between productivity, gross primary productivity, net primary
productivity and secondary productivity.
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Ans The rate of production of biomass is productivity , whereas rate of formation of  organic matter
during photosynthesis is Gross primary productivity , Gross primary productivity minus respiratory
losses(NPP=GPP-R) is net primary productivity, formation of new organic matter by consumers
is secondary productivity. =½×4

[2 Marks]

10. State Gause’s  ‘Competitive Exclusion Principle.’ How have the recent studies modified
this principle ?

Ans It states that two closely related species competing for the same resources cannot exist

         indefinitely and the competitively inferior one will be eventually  eliminated .       =1

         Recent studies modify species facing competition might evolve mechanisms that promote

         co-existence rather than exclusion./ If two species compete for the same resource they could avoid
competition by choosing different times for feeding different foraging pattern ( resource partioning)
=1

[2 Marks]

11. In the T.S. of a mature anther given below, identify “a” and “b” and mention their func-
tions.

Ans a- Sporogenous tissue / Microspore mother cells / Pollen Mother cells =½

 give rise to microspores  or pollen grains  = ½

 b-Tapetum = ½

 provides nourishment to developing pollen grains. = ½

[2 Marks]

OR

What is cleistogamy ? Write one advantage and one disadvantage of it, to the plant.

Ans Pollination occurring in closed flowers =1
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Advantage : Ensures self pollination / Assured seed set formation in absence of pollinators = ½

Disadvantage :does not allow cross pollination / genetic variation /can cause inbreeding depression
= ½

[2 Marks]

12. “Artificial insemination helps overcome several problems of normal mating in cattle”. Do
you agree ? Support your answer with any three reasons.

Ans Yes =½

desirable mating can be carried , semen can be used immediately , can be frozen for later use, can
be transported in frozen form  where female is housed (Any Three  reasons) =½×3

[2 Marks]

SECTION – C

(Q. Nos. 13 - 24 are of three marks  each)

13. State the medicinal value and the bioactive molecules produced by Penicillium
notatum, Monascus perpureus and Trichoderma polysporum.

Ans Penicillium notatum:  Penicillin , effective antibiotic =½+½

Monascus purpureus:Statins , blood cholesterol lowering agents. =½+½

Trichoderma polysporum: Cyclosporin A ,  immunosuppressive agent =½+½

[3 Marks]

14. Describe the roles of (a) high temperature, (b) primers, and (c) bacterium Thermus
aquaticus in carrying the process of polymerase chain reaction.

Ans (a) High temperature- denaturation of double stranded DNA. = 1

(b) Primers -Initiates the process of polymerization =1

(c) Bacterium Thermus aquaticus- source of thermo stable DNA polymerase /Taq polymerase
which remain active during the high temperature =½+½

[3 Marks]

OR

How does  -galactosidase coding sequence act as a selectable marker ?

Why is it a preferred selectable marker to antibiotic resistance genes ? Explain.
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Ans When a recombinant DNA is inserted within the coding sequence of the enzyme  -galactosidase,

it results into insertional inactivation / inactivation of the enzyme formation , the presence of
chromogenic substrate gives blue coloured colonies if plasmid does not have an insert (non
recombinant) , in the presence of insert no colour is produced (recombinant) . =½×4

selection of recombinant due to inactivation of antibiotic is a cumbersome procedure ,because it
requires simultaneous plating having different antibiotics . =½×2

[3 Marks]

15. Answer the following questions ‘ based on Meselson and Stahl’s experiment on E. coli :

(a) Write the name of the chemical substance used as the only source of nitrogen in the
experiment.

(b) Why did they allow the synthesis of the light and the heavy DNA molecules in the
organism ?

(c) How did they distinguish the heavy DNA molecules from the light DNA molecules ?
Explain.

(d) Write the conclusion the scientists arrived at, at the end of the experiment.

Ans a) NH
4
Cl  = ½

b) To distingish between the hybrid / newly synthesized and the parent DNA = 1

c) the heavy and the light DNA molecules formed different bands on centrifugation in a cesium
chloride density gradient.  = 1

c) DNA replication is semi conservative = ½

[3 Marks]

16. Emasculation and bagging are the two important steps carried during artificial hybridisation
to obtain superior varieties of desired plants. Explain giving reasons, in which types of
flowers and at what stages are the two processes carried out.

Ans Emasculation  is carried out  only in bisexual flowers , bagging is done in unisexual female flower  as
well as bisexual flowers  , emasculation is done before the anther dehisces / matures , bagging is
done before the stigma becomes receptive , it is done to prevent contamination of stigma with
unwanted pollen , to allow the pollination to occur with desired pollens. =½×6

[3 Marks]

OR
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State what is apomixis. Write its significance. How can it be commercially used ?

Ans It is a special mechanism of asexual reproduction that mimics sexual reproduction (to produce
seeds without fertilization) , there is no segregation of characters in the progeny , farmers can
develop apomicts of hybrids and use them year after year to cut the cost. 1+1+1=3

[3 Marks]

17. (a) Draw a sectional view of human ovary. Label the following parts :

(i) Primary follicle

(ii) Secondary oocyte

(iii) Graafian follicle

(iv) Corpus luteum

(b) Name the hormones influencing follicular development of corpus luteum.

Ans a.

=½×4

b. LH /  Luteinising  hormone  & FSH /Follicle stimulating hormone =½+½

[3 Marks]

OR

(a) Draw an L.S. of pistil showing pollen tube entering into the embryo sac. Label the
following :

(i) Nucellus

(ii) Antipodals
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(iii) Synergids

(iv) Micropyle

(b) Write the functions of the following :

(i) Synergids

(ii) Micropyle

Ans (a)

 

              =½×4

(b) (i) Synergids have Filiform apparatus which guides the entry of pollen tube to the embryo
sac =½

(ii) Micropyle allows the entry of pollen tube to embryo sacs.= ½ =2+1

[3 Marks]

18. Name the technique and the property of plant cells that can help to grow somaclones of
certain desired variety of apple. Explain how somaclones of apple can be obtained in the
lab so as to get the desired variety on a large scale.

Ans Tissue Culture /Micropropagation , = ½

Totipotency = ½
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Explants of apple plant ( any small part) ,taken grown in a test tube  under sterile conditions , in
(special) nutrient media (Containing sucrose , inorganic salts , amino acids and vitamins) , with
growth regulators =½×4

[3 Marks]

19. Explain the phenomenon of evolution by natural selection as supported by the variations
observed in white winged and dark winged moth populations in England between 1850-
1920 .

Ans Before industrialization set in  thick growth of almost white coloured lichens covered the trees , in
that back ground the white winged moth survived , but the dark coloured moths were picked out by
the predators, during post industrialization period  the tree trunks became dark due to industrial
smoke and soot , under this condition the  white winged moth did not survive, the moths that were
able to camouflage themselves in the back ground survived. ½× 6

[3 Marks]

20. Explain ‘ mutation breeding’ as a method of developing disease resistant crop plants.
Give an example of a pulse crop where this technique has helped.

Ans Mutation breeding can be induced artificially through the use of chemicals or radiations, and also by
selecting and using plants that have the desirable characters as a source in breeding. =1+1

In moong bean resistance to yellow mosaic virus/ powdery mildew were induced =1

[ 3 Marks]

21. Explain how ‘ sticky ends’ are obtained in a DNA segment.Write their importance in DNA
technology.

Ans Restriction enzymes cut the DNA strand a little away from the centre of the palindrome site ,
between the same two bases on the opposite strands , this leaves the single stranded portions at the
ends, these overhanging stretches are sticky ends. =½× 4

Sticky ends help in joining (using DNA ligase) the foreign DNA , with the plasmid to form a recom-
binant. =½+½

[ 3 Marks]

22 Given below is the representation of a relevant part of amino acid composition of the

 -chain of haemoglobin, related to the shape of human red blood cells.
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(a) Is this representation of the sequence of amino acids indicating a normal human or a
sufferer from a certain blood related genetic disease ? Give reason in Support of
your answer.

(b) Why is the disease referred to as a Mendelian disorder ? Explain.

Ans (a) Normal human , because at 6th position of the chain Glutamic Acid is present. =1+1

(b) Alteration / mutation occurs in a single gene , at 6th position Valine replaces Glutamic
acid.=½+½

[3 Marks]

OR

Name the kind of diseases/disorders and any two symptoms that are likely to occur
in humans if

(a) Mutation in the gene that codes for an enzyme phenylalanine hydroxylase occurs.

(b) The karyotype is XXY.

Ans (a) Phenylketonuria = ½

 Accumulation of phenyl pyruvic acid  in brain results in mental retardation /
phenyl pyruvic acid is excreted through urine / skin pigmentation / reduction in hair (any two)

=½+½

(b) Klinefelter’s Syndrome  = ½,

Deveopment of breast in male / Gynaecomastia ,  Individuals are  sterile ½+½

[1½+1½=3 Marks]

23. Study the graph given below and answer the questions that follow :
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(i) The curve ‘b’ is described by the following equation :







 


K

NK
rN

dt

dN

What does ‘K’ stand for in this equation ? Mention its significance.

(ii) Which one of the two curves is considered a more realistic one for most of the animal
populations ?

(iii) Which curve would depict the population of a species of deer if there are no predators
in the habitat ? Why is it so ?

Ans i) K- Carrying capacity = ½

Any habitat having enough resources can support a maximum number of organisms, = 1

ii) Curve ‘b’ = ½

iii) Curve ‘a’,  deer population will reach enormous numbers. = ½+½

[1½+½+1=3 Marks]

24. “A very small sample of tissue or even a drop of blood can help determine paternity.”
Provide a scientific explanation to substantiate how it is possible.

Ans DNA from all cells of an organism show the same degree of polymorphism, which is inheritable ,
thus DNA finger printing of the given sample can be useful for determining paternity.  =1+1+1

[3 Marks]

SECTION D

(Q. Nos. 25 - 27 are of five marks  each)

25. (a) Study the flow chart given below and complete the equation that follows by
identifying 1, 2, 3 and 4.
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N 
 t + 1

 = N 
 t 
+ {(1 + 2) - ( 3+ 4 )}

(b) Mention the different ways by which the population density of different species can
be measured.

Ans

a)  1- B ( Natality)  = ½

2- I ( Immigration) = ½

3- D ( Mortality) = ½

4- E- Emigration) = ½

b) i) percentage cover for trees with large canopy =1

ii) Number of  fishes caught per trap  =1

iii) Pug marks and feacal pellets for tiger census =1

iv) Biomass for laboratory culture of bacteria

v) Number for Siberian crane ( any three)

//

Any other correct example (at least three)

[5 Marks]

OR

(a) ‘The pyramid of energy is always upright.’ Explain.

(b) Explain with the help of labelled diagrams, the difference between an upright pyramid
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of biomass and an inverted pyramid of biomass.

(a) As the energy always flows from a particular trophic level to the next trophic level , some
energy is always lost as heat at each step = ½+½.

(b)

=1

Pyramid of biomass shows a sharp decrease in biomass at higher trophic level in most of the
ecosystem.

1

Inverted Pyramid of biomass in  sea ecosystem

Upright pyramid of biomass Inverted pyramid of biomass

Biomass of producer is more than In  a sea consumer  i .e fish has more

the consumer of successive trophic biomass than the producers i.e

level in most of the ecosystem phytoplanktons.

=1+1

[5 Marks]

26. Describe the process of megasporogenesis upto fully developed embryo sac formation in
an angiosperm.

Ans A single large cell of nucellus with dense cytoplasm and prominent nucleus differentiated as megaspore
mother cell (MMC) , in the micropylar region, the megaspore mother cell undergoes meiosis to
form 4 megaspores, 3 cells degenerates and one is functional, functional megaspore undergoes
three successive mitotic divisions , to develop 8 nuleated (7 celled) embryo sac, with 3 antipodals,
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one egg cell ( female gamete) , 2 synergids , two polar nuclei =½×10

//

In lieu of above explanation the following diagram can be considered

[5 Marks]

OR

Given below is the diagram of a human ovum surrounded by a few sperms. Study the
diagram and answer the following questions :

 

(a) Which one of the sperms would reach the ovum earlier ?

(b) Identify ‘D’ and ‘E’. Mention the role of  ‘E’

(c) Mention what helps the entry of sperm into the ovum and write the changes occurring
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in the ovum during the process.

(d) Name the specific region in the female reproductive system where the event
represented in the diagram takes place.

Ans a) Sperm ‘A’  = ½

b) D= Cells of corona radiata = ½

E= zona pellucida , undergoes changes ( when comes in contact with sperm) and ensures that only
one sperm can fertilize the ovum = ½ + ½

c) the secretion of acrosome ( enzymes) helps the entry of sperm into the ovum , induces the
completion of meiotic division of secondary oocyte = 1+1

d)  Ampulla /ampullary - isthmic junction of the fallopian tube  = 1

[5 Marks]

27. (a) Work out the crosses so as to obtain the phenotypic ratios given below :

(i) 1 :2 :1 ( in F
2
 generation)

(ii) 3 :1 ( in F
2
 generation)

(iii) 1:1 ( in F
1
 generation)

(b) Differentiate between pleiotropy and polygenic inheritance patterns .

Ans (a)
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(b) Pleiotropy Polygenic inheritance

          A single gene exhibiting multiple Traits or characters controlled

            Phenotypic expression by three or more genes.  =1+1.

[3+2 = 5 Marks]

OR

(a) Describe the process of amino acylation .
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(b) “Process of transcriptation and translation are coupled in prokaryotes , but not in
eukaryotes.” Explain .

a) Activation of amino acids, in the presence of ATP linked to their cognate tRNA =1

b) In bacteria mRNA does not required any processing , to become active / functional , tran-
scription and translation take place in the same compartment / cytoplasm ( as there is no separa-
tion of cytosoland nucleus ) , where as  in Eukaryotes heterogenous m-RNA/hnRNA is transcribed
which needs toundergo processing / capping tailing  splicing , to form functional m-RNA , which is
transported to cytoplasm , for translation ½×8

[1+4 =5 Marks]
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Question Paper Code 57/5/1

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. Biotechnological techniques can help to diagnose the pathogen much before the symptoms

of the disease appear in the patient. Suggest any two such techniques.

Ans. PCR / ELISA  /  Autoradiography / Recombinant DNA technology (Any two) = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

OR

Mention the form in which inactive protein toxin is produced by Bacillus thuringiensis.

How does it get activated in the pest body to kill it ?

Ans. Present in the form of  inactive protoxins crystals , the alkaline pH of the gut which solubilises the

crystals = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

2. ‘Swiss cheese’ is characterised by the presence of large holes. Name the bacterium

responsible for it.

Ans. Propionibacterium sharmanii

[1 mark]

3. What do ‘X’ and ‘Y’ represent in the transcription unit of the DNA molecule shown ?

3’

5’

X

Y

5’

3’

Ans. X-Template Strand ,  Y- Terminator = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

4. Name the disorder in humans with the following karyotype :

(a) 22 pairs of autosomes + XO

(b) 22 pairs of autosomes + 21st chromosome + XY

Ans. (a) Turner’s Syndrome = ½

(b) Down’s Syndrome = ½

[1 mark]
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5. The diploid number of chromosomes in an angiospermic plant is 16. What will be the

number of chromosomes in its endosperm and antipodal cells ?

Ans. Endosperm - 24 chromosomes , Antipodals - 8 chromosomes = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

OR

State the reason why pollen grains lose their viability when the tapetum in the anther is

malfunctioning.

Ans. Lack of nourishment for  the developing pollen grain due to malfunctional tapetum = 1

[1 mark]

SECTION B

(Q. Nos. 6 - 12 are of two marks each)

6. Differentiate between spermiogenesis and spermiation.

Ans. Spermiogenesis  - The spermatids are transformed into spermatozoa (sperms) = 1

Spermiation - Release of sperms from the sertoli cells in the seminiferous tubules = 1

[2 marks]

7. You are given a tall pea plant and asked to find its genotype. How would you find its

genotype ? Explain.

Ans. By Test cross , the given plant is crossed with another homozygous recessive (dwarf) plant , If the

individuals of progeny are all tall then the given plant is homozygous i.e with genotype TT , but 50%

individuals Tall and 50% dwarf  progeny confirms that the given plant is heterozygous (Tt) =½ × 4

[2 marks]

8. Scientists tried to develop a single plant exhibiting the characteristic of tomato and potato

by using cells from tomato and potato plants respectively. Name the procedure and list

the steps to achieve this.

Ans. Somatic hybridisation  = 1

Isolation of protoplast of Tomato cell and Potato cell having desirable character , fused to get

hybrid protoplast which further grown to form a new plant = ½ + ½

[2 marks]
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9. (a) How will you measure population density of fish in a lake ?

(b) In a pond there are 100 frogs. 20 more were born in a year. Calculate the birth rate

of this population.

Ans. a) Number of fish caught per trap =1

b) Birth rate = 
20

0.2
100

=  , frogs per year = ½ + ½

[2 marks]

OR

Draw a “stable” human age pyramid. Comment on the population growth rate that is

depicted by it.

Ans.

Stable 

Post - reproductive

Reproductive

Pre-reproductive

   = 1

(½ mark deducted for any mistake)

- Pre-reproductive and reproductive population is same ( constant)  = ½

- Post-reproductive population declines  = ½

[2 marks]

10. MOET is a programme for herd improvement. Write the steps in correct sequence that

are carried in the programme.

- Cow is administered hormones with FSH like activity = ½

- Induces follicular maturation and superovulation (produce 6-8 eggs per cycle) = ½

- Either mated with elite bull or artificially inseminated, the fertilized eggs at 8-32 cell stages are

recovered non- surgically and transferred to surrogate mothers = ½ + ½

[2 marks]
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OR

Why is tobacco smoking associated with rise in blood pressure and emphysema ? Explain.

Nicotine in tobacco stimulates adrenal glands to release adrenaline and nor-adrenaline in the blood

circulation raising blood pressure and cause emphysema

[2 marks]

11. What is cryopreservation ? Mention how it is used in conservation of biodiversity.

Ans. - It is a technique to preserve gametes for long period  in viable and fertile condition at very low

temperature / - 196°C in liquid Nitrogen = 1

- Preserving gametes of threatened species =1

[2 marks]

12. How did David Tillman show that “stability of a community depends on its species

richness”? Explain.

Ans. David Tilman (long term ecosystem experiment using outdoor plots) found that presence of more

species showed less year-to-year variation in total biomass, and increased diversity contributed to

higher productivity =1 + 1

[2 marks]

SECTION C

(Q. Nos. 13 - 24 are of three marks each)

13. (a) A patient had suffered myocardial infarction and clots were found in his blood vessels.

Name a ‘clot buster’ that can be used to dissolve the clots and the micro-organism

from which it is obtained.

(b) A woman had just undergone a kidney transplant. A bioactive molecular drug is

administered to oppose kidney rejection by the body. What is the bioactive

molecule ? Name the microbe from which this is extracted.

(c) What do doctors prescribe to lower the blood cholesterol level in patients with high

blood cholesterol ? Name the source organism from which this drug can be obtained.

Ans. a) Streptokinase, Streptococcus = ½ + ½

b) Cyclosporin A, Trichoderma polysporum = ½ + ½

c) Statins, Monascus purpureus  = ½ + ½

[3 marks]
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14. Give reasons for the following :

(a) Antibody mediated immunity is called humoral immunity.

(b) How is a child protected from a disease for which he/she is vaccinated ?

(c) Name the type of cells the AIDS virus enters after getting into the human body.

Ans.  a) as antibodies are found in the blood the response is called humoral immunity =1

b) host is exposed deliberately to antigen in attenuated or dead form or proteins and antibodies

are produced in the host body providing active immunity =1

c) macrophages =1

[3 marks]

                                          OR

(a) Identify the nos. (i) to (iv) in the following table :

Name of Causative Symptoms

Disease Organism

w Pneumonia Streptococcus (i)

X Typhoid (ii) High fever, weakness,

headache, stomach pain

y (iii) Rhinoviruses Nasal congestion and

discharge, sore throat,

cough, headache

Ascariasis Ascaris (iv)

(b) Which ones of the above mentioned diseases are transmitted through mechanical

carriers ?

Ans. a) i) fever, chill, cough and headache

ii) Salmonella typhi

iii) Common cold

iv) internal bleeding/ muscular pain/ fever/  anemia / blockage of intestinal passage =½ ×4

b) all  = 1

[3 marks]

15. Charles Darwin during his famous sea voyage around the world in a ship (HMS Beagle),

concluded that there has been gradual evolution of life. Answer the following questions :

(a) What is his theory known as ? Explain the salient features of his theory.
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(b) Name a scientist who arrived at a similar conclusion as that of Charles Darwin.

Ans. (a) - Theory of Natural Selection = ½

- Any population has built in variation , those characteristics which enables some to survive

better (in natural condition) will outbreed others that are less endowed to survive /

better adapted individuals will survive , those individuals would leave more progeny /

reproductively fit individuals , they will survive more and hence selected by

nature  = ½ × 4

(b) Alfred Wallace (a Naturalist) = ½

[3 marks]

16. Draw a diagram of LS of Maize grain and label its any six parts.

Ans.

(Any six)  = ½ × 6

[3 marks]

17. A woman with ‘O blood group’ marries a man with ‘AB blood group’.

Work out the cross to show all the possible phenotypes and genotypes of the progeny with

respect to blood groups. Explain the pattern of inheritance observed in this cross.

Ans. Co-dominance ,

When IA and IB are present together , they both express their own type of sugars on RBC = ½ + ½

 
 i x = ½

= ½

 i  IA  IB

 I i
A

 I i
B

 I i
A

 I i
B

Parents

Progeny

Phenotype 50% with A and 50% with B blood group = ½

Genotype of blood group A = IAi  and that of blood group B = IBi = ½

[3 marks]
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18. Hershey and Chase carried out their experiment under three steps :

(a) Infection, (b) Blending, and (c) Centrifugation. Explain each one of these steps that

helped them to prove that DNA is the hereditary material.

Ans. • Infection - Bacteriophage with the  32P / radioactive phosphorus labelled DNA and

bacteriophage with ,  35S / radioactive  sulphur labelled protein coat were allowed to infect

E. coli  = ½

• Blending - In both the cases viral coats were removed from the bacteria by agitating them in a

blender = ½

• Centrifugation - The virus particles were separated from the bacteria by spinning them in a

centrifuge = ½

• Bacteria that were infected with viruses that had radioactive DNA were radioactive , whereas

bacteria that were infected with viruses that had radioactive proteins were not radioactive ,

this indicating that viral DNA entered the bacterium and not viral protein = ½ × 3

[3 Marks]

// The following diagrammatic representation can be considered in lieu of the above

explanation

. 

[3 marks]
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OR

(a) Why does DNA replication occur within a replication fork and not in its entire length

simultaneously ?

(b) “DNA replication is continuous and discontinuous on the two strands within the

replication fork.” Give reasons.

Ans. (a) Due to very high energy requirement , the two strands of DNA cannot be separated along its

entire length (so replication occur within a small opening) =1 + 1

(b) DNA dependent DNA polymerase catalyses polymerisation only in one direction that is

5’ → 3’( two strands of DNA are antiparallel) =1

[3 marks]

19. (a) What is the breeding of crops for enhancing their nutritional value called ? Why is

the need felt for enhancing the nutritional value of the crops ?

(b) Rice, wheat and maize are the most commonly used food grains the world over. How

have these grains improved in their nutritional value in comparison to their

conventional varieties ?

Ans. a) biofortification ,  to improve the public health  = ½ + 1

b) Rice- iron fortification =½

Wheat- high protein content=½

Maize- have twice the amount of amino acids lysine / tryptophan = ½

(Any other suitable answer)

[3 marks]

OR

(a) Write the scientific names of the source plants from where opioids and canabinoids

are extracted.

(b) Write their receptor sites in the human body. How do these drugs affect the human

beings ?

Ans. (a) Papaver sominiferum , Cannabis sativa = ½ + ½

(b) - In the brain = 1

- Effect on the cardiovascular system = 1

[3 marks]

20. Restriction endonucleases have played a very significant role in rDNA technology. Explain

the roles of EcoRI and DNA ligase in formation of recombinant DNA.
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Ans. (Restriction endonuclease) ECoRI cut the strand of DNA a little away from centre of the palindrome

sites, but between the same two bases i.e. G and A on the opposite strands of the host and foreign

DNA , this leaves single stranded portions at the both ends, which are overhanging stretches called

sticky ends , sticky ends of the host and foreign DNA join by DNA ligase , to form  a recombinant

DNA = ½ × 6

[3 marks]

21. Why DNA cannot pass through the cell membrane ? How can the bacteria be made

competent to take up a plasmid ? Explain a method for introduction of alien DNA into a

plant host cell. Name a pathogen that is used as a disarmed vector.

Ans. - DNAis a hydrophilic molecule = ½

- Bacterial cell is treated with a specific concentration of a divalent cation such as calcium,
DNA enters the bacterium through pores in its cell wall = ½ + ½

- In plants cell are bombarded with high velocity micro-particles of gold or tungsten coated
with DNA, in a method known as biolistics or gene gun = ½ + ½

- Agrobacterium tumifaciens / Retroviruses =½

[3 marks]

22. Study the figure of vector pBR322 given below.

Identify A,B and C and explain their roles in cloning a vector.

Ans. A - antibiotic resistance genes, the ligation of alien DNA is carried out at a restriction site on

this gene / acts as selectable marker present in this antibiotic resistance gene = ½ + ½

B - ori,  the sequence where replication starts = ½ + ½

C - rop, codes for proteins involved in the replication of the plasmids = ½  + ½

[3 marks]
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OR

Many people are apprehensive of accepting GM crops. Give three reasons so as to

convince them to use these crops.

Ans. (i) Crops are more tolerant to abiotic stresses (cold, drought, salt, heat)

(ii) reduced reliance on chemical pesticide ( pest-resistant crops)

(iii) helped to reduce post harvest losses

(iv) increased in efficiency of mineral usage by plants (this prevents early exhaustion of soil fertility)

(v) enhanced nutritional value of food (eg. Vitamin A enriched -rice)

(Any three) = 1×3

[3 marks]

23. Draw a diagram of the sectional view of a human seminiferous tubule and label any six of

its parts.

Ans.

(Any six correct labels) = ½ × 6

[3 marks]

24. Which one of the two “in-situ” or “ex-situ” biodiversity conservation measures help the

larger number of species to survive ? Explain.

Ans. - In situ is onsite conservation which implies that species are conserved in their natural habitat,

while ex situ conservation implies conservation of genetic resources and different organisms

outside their natural habitat  = ½ + ½

- To conserve species in their natural habitat the entire ecosystem has to be conserved  including

all other organisms , biotic and abiotic components of the ecosystem associated with the

target species = ½ + ½

- In situ conservation helps in the restoration of degraded ecosystem and habitats that are

means of conserving genetic resources species ecosystem and landscapes , without uprooting

the local people = ½ + ½

[1+1+1 = 3 marks]
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SECTION D

(Q. Nos. 25 - 27 are of five marks each)

25. (a) Draw the embryo sac of a flowering plant and label the following :

(i) Central cell

(ii) Chalazal end

(iii) Synergids

(b) Name the cell and explain the process it undergoes to develop into an embryo sac.

(c) Explain the development of endosperm in coconut.

Ans. (a)

= ½

= ½

= ½

(b) Functional Megaspore = ½

Nucleus of functional megaspore divides mitotically three times to form 8 free nucleate stage

of embryo sac, after this cell walls are laid down leading to 7 celled embryo sac= ½ × 2

(c) the two polar nucleii fuses with one male gamete, to produce triploid primary endosperm

nucleus (PEN) , which divides repeatedly forming free nuclei, subsequently cell wall formation

occurs = ½ × 4

[5 marks]

OR

Write the duration and the events that occur in the ovary and the uterus during follicular

and luteal phases of the menstrual cycle in humans.

How do pituitary and ovarian hormones influence these two phases ?

Ans. - Follicular phase: between 7th -14th  day of the (menstrual ) cycle, the primary follicles in the
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ovary grow to become a fully mature Graafian follicle, and simultaneously the endometrium of

uterus regenerates through proliferation (which are induced by changes in the levels of  pituitary

and ovarian hormones) = ½ × 3

- Luteal phase:between 14 th-28 th day of the (menstrual ) cycle, during which the remaining

parts of the Graafian follicle transform as the corpus luteum ,the corpus luteum secretes large

amounts of progesterone which is essential for maintenance of the endometrium (Such an

endometrium is necessary for implantation of the fertilised ovum and other events of pregnancy)

= ½ × 3

- The secretion of gonadotropins / LH and FSH /  increases during the follicular phase , and

stimulates follicular development as well as secretion of estrogens by the growing follicles ,

both LH and FSH attain a peak level in the middle of cycle (about 14th day), rapid secretion

of LH leading to (its maximum level during the mid-cycle called LH surge induces) rupture of

Graafian follicle and thereby the release of ovum (ovulation) = ½ × 4

[5 marks]

26. (a) Describe aminoacylation of tRNA.

(b) Explain the process that takes place in the ribosomes when mRNA makes its entry

into it in a prokaryote.

(c) Due to transcription error, ATG codon of DNA is transcribed into UAG in mRNA

which translates a non-functional polypeptide chain in the ribosome. Justify the

statement.

Ans. a) Amino acids are activated in the presence of ATP, and linked to their cognate tRNA

½ × 2 = 1

b) Small subunit of ribosome binds to mRNA at start codon (AUG) at 5’ end  , in the two sites

of large subunits of ribosome  , the charged tRNA with the aminoacid corresponding to the

codon on mRNA align  , formation of peptide bond between the two closely placed aminoacids

in the two sites occur , with the help of ribozyme in the ribosome , peptide chain elongation

continues till the stop codon (UAG , UGA , UAA) on the mRNA reach the big unit of

ribosome = ½ × 6

c) UAG being a stop codon termination occur before the completion of the functional

polypeptide = 1

[5 marks]

OR

Explain how does lac operon in E. coli operate

(a) in the absence of an inducer.

(b) in the presence of an inducer.
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Ans. a) The repressor of the Lac-operon is synthesised (all-the-time – constitutively) from the i gene,

The repressor protein binds to the operator region of the operon  in absence of the inducer,

and prevents RNA polymerase from transcribing the operon 1+1+1=3

b) In  the presence of an inducer, (lactose) the repressor is inactivated by interaction with the

inducer, This allows RNA polymerase access to the promoter and transcription  proceeds

1+1=2

//

= ½ + ½ + ½

= ½

= ½

= ½

= ½

= ½

= ½

= ½

[5 marks]

27. (a) State what is an ecological succession.

(b) Write one similarity and one difference between hydrarch and xerarch sucessions.

(c) Explain the mechanism of co-evolution as seen in orchid Ophrys and bee.

Ans.. a) The gradual and fairly predictable change in the species composition of a given area (in

response to the changing environmental conditions) is called ecological succession =  1
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b) Both hydrarch and xerach successions lead to medium water (mesic) conditions = 1

Hydrarch succession xerarch succession

- takes place in wetter areas - takes place in dry areas

- The successional series progress from - the series progress from xeric to mesic

hydric to the mesic conditions conditions

- the pioneers are the small phytoplanktons - Pioneers on rocks are usually lichens

(Any one difference) = 1

c) The male bee ‘pseudocopulates’ with the petal of  female flower, (bearing  an uncanny

resemblance to the female of the bee in size, colour and markings) and during that process is

dusted with pollen from the flower. When this same bee ‘pseudocopulates’ with another flower

it transfers pollen to it and thus pollinates the flower

If the female bee’s colour patterns change even slightly for any reason , pollination success will

be reduced unless the orchid flower co-evolves to maintain the resemblance of its petal to the

female bee = ½ × 4

[5 marks]

OR

(a) List any two ways the biodiversity loss affects any region.

(b) Explain any two causes of biodiversity loss, with the help of suitable examples.

Ans. (a) (i) decline in plant production, (ii)  lowered resistance to environmental perturbations such as

drought and (iii) increased variability in certain ecosystem processes   such as plant productivity,

water use, and pest and disease cycles (Any two) = ½ + ½

b) i) Habitat loss and fragmentation = ½  : This is the most important cause driving

animals and plants to extinction =  ½

Examples- Tropical rain forests. Once covering more than 14 per cent of the earth’s

land surface, these rain forests now cover no more than 6 per cent. //

The Amazonn rain forest (it is so huge that it is called the ‘lungs of the planet’)

harbouring probably millions of species is being cut and cleared

for cultivating soya beans or for conversion to grasslands for raising

beef cattle.// the degradation of many habitats by

pollution also threatens the survival of many species = 1
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ii) Over-exploitation = ½ : Humans have always depended on nature for

food and shelter, but when ‘need’ turns to ‘greed’, it leads to over-exploitation of natural

resources  = ½

Example- many marine fish populations around the world are over harvested, endangering

the continued existence of some commercially important species =1

(iii) Alien species invasions = ½: When alien species are introduced unintentionally or

deliberately for whatever purpose, some of them turn invasive, and cause decline or

extinction of indigenous species = ½

Example -The Nile perch introduced into Lake Victoria in east Africa led eventually to

the extinction of more than 200 species of cichlid fish in the lake  / threat posed to

native species by invasive weed species like carrot grass (Parthenium), Lantana /

water hyacinth (Eicchornia)  / illegal introduction of the African catfish Clarias

gariepinus for  aquaculture purposes is posing a threat to the indigenous catfishes in

our rivers =1

(iv) Co-extinctions = ½: When a species becomes extinct, the plant and animal species

associated with it in an obligatory way also become extinct = ½

Example-When a host fish species becomes extinct, its unique assemblage of parasites

also meets the same fate //  coevolved plant-pollinator mutualism where extinction of

one invariably leads to the extinction of the other = 1

(Any two causes with examples) = 2 + 2

[1 + 4 = 5 marks]
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Question Paper Code 57/5/2

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. Name the disorder in humans with the following karyotype :

(a) 22 pairs of autosomes + XO

(b) 22 pairs of autosomes + 21st chromosome + XY

Ans. (a) Turner’s Syndrome = ½

(b) Down’s Syndrome = ½

[1 mark]

2. How do lactic acid bacteria (LAB) initiate setting of milk into curd ?

Ans. LAB produce acids that coagulate, and partially digest the milk proteins = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

3. The diploid number of chromosomes in an angiospermic plant is 16. What will be the

number of chromosomes in its endosperm and antipodal cells ?

Ans. Endosperm - 24 chromosomes , Antipodals - 8 chromosomes = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

OR

State the reason why pollen grains lose their viability when the tapetum in the anther is

malfunctioning.

Ans. Lack of nourishment for  the developing pollen grain due to malfunctional tapetum = 1

[1 mark]

4. What do ‘X’ and ‘Y’ represent in the transcription unit of the DNA molecule shown ?

3’

5’

X

Y

5’

3’

Ans. X-Template Strand ,  Y- Terminator = ½ + ½

[1 mark]
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5. Biotechnological techniques can help to diagnose the pathogen much before the symptoms

of the disease appear in the patient. Suggest any two such techniques.

Ans. PCR / ELISA  /  Autoradiography / Recombinant DNA technology (Any two) = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

OR

Mention the form in which inactive protein toxin is produced by Bacillus thuringiensis.

How does it get activated in the pest body to kill it ?

Ans. Present in the form of  inactive protoxins crystals , the alkaline pH of the gut which solubilises the

crystals = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

SECTION –B

(Q. Nos. 6 - 12 are of two marks each)

6. Write the scientific name of the tropical sugar cane variety of South India. Why was the

need felt to cross it with the sugar cane variety of North India ?

Ans. Saccharum officinarum = 1

Since it had thicker stems and higher sugar content , while north Indian variety  had poor sugar

content and yield = ½ + ½

[2 marks]

7. (a) How will you measure population density of fish in a lake ?

(b) In a pond there are 100 frogs. 20 more were born in a year. Calculate the birth rate

of this population.

Ans. a) Number of fish caught per trap =1

b) Birth rate = 
20

0.2
100

=  , frogs per year = ½ + ½

[2 marks]

OR

Draw a “stable” human age pyramid. Comment on the population growth rate that is

depicted by it.
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Ans.

Stable 

Post - reproductive

Reproductive

Pre-reproductive

   = 1

(½ mark deducted for any mistake)

- Pre-reproductive and reproductive population is same ( constant)  = ½

- Post-reproductive population declines  = ½

[2 marks]

8. State the fate of trophoblast of a human blastocyst at the time of implantation and

that of the inner cell mass immediately after implantation.

Ans. The trophoblast layer  gets attached to the endometrium , inner cell mass gets differentiated as the

embryo = 1 + 1

[2 marks]

9. You are given a tall pea plant and asked to find its genotype. How would you find its

genotype ? Explain.

Ans. By Test cross , the given plant is crossed with another homozygous recessive (dwarf) plant , If the

individuals of progeny are all tall then the given plant is homozygous i.e with genotype TT , but 50%

individuals Tall and 50% dwarf  progeny confirms that the given plant is heterozygous (Tt) =½ × 4

[2 marks]

10. What is cryopreservation ? Mention how it is used in conservation of biodiversity.

Ans. - It is a technique to preserve gametes for long period  in viable and fertile condition at very low

temperature / - 196°C in liquid Nitrogen = 1

- Preserving gametes of threatened species =1

[2 marks]

11. MOET is a programme for herd improvement. Write the steps in correct sequence that

are carried in the programme.

- Cow is administered hormones with FSH like activity = ½

- Induces follicular maturation and superovulation (produce 6-8 eggs per cycle) = ½
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- Either mated with elite bull or artificially inseminated, the fertilized eggs at 8-32 cell stages are

recovered non- surgically and transferred to surrogate mothers = ½ × 2

[2 marks]

OR

Why is tobacco smoking associated with rise in blood pressure and emphysema ? Explain.

Nicotine in tobacco stimulates adrenal glands to release adrenaline and nor-adrenaline in the blood

circulation raising blood pressure and cause emphysema

[2 marks]

12 . Compare the ecological biodiversity existing in India and Norway.

Ans. India (with its deserts, rain forests, mangroves, coral reefs, wetlands, estuaries, and alpine meadows)

has a greater ecosystem diversity than  Norway.

[2 marks]

SECTION C

(Q. Nos. 13 - 24 are of  three marks each)

13. A woman with ‘O blood group’ marries a man with ‘AB blood group’.

Work out the cross to show all the possible phenotypes and genotypes of the progeny with

respect to blood groups. Explain the pattern of inheritance observed in this cross.

Ans. Co-dominance ,

When IA and IB are present together , they both express their own type of sugars on RBC = ½ + ½

 
 i x = ½

= ½

 i  IA  IB

 I i
A

 I i
B

 I i
A

 I i
B

Parents

Progeny

Phenotype 50% with A and 50% with B blood group = ½

Genotype of blood group A = IAi  and that of blood group B = IBi = ½

[3 marks]
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14. Hershey and Chase carried out their experiment under three steps :

(a) Infection, (b) Blending, and (c) Centrifugation. Explain each one of these steps that

helped them to prove that DNA is the hereditary material.

Ans. • Infection - Bacteriophage with the  32P / radioactive phosphorus labelled DNA and

bacteriophage with ,  35S / radioactive  sulphur labelled protein coat were allowed to infect

E. coli  = ½

• Blending - In both the cases viral coats were removed from the bacteria by agitating them in a

blender = ½

• Centrifugation - The virus particles were separated from the bacteria by spinning them in a

centrifuge = ½

• Bacteria that were infected with viruses that had radioactive DNA were radioactive , whereas

bacteria that were infected with viruses that had radioactive proteins were not radioactive ,

this indicating that viral DNA entered the bacterium and not viral protein = ½ × 3

[3 Marks]

// The following diagrammatic representation can be considered in lieu of the above

explanation

. 

[3 marks]
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OR

(a) Why does DNA replication occur within a replication fork and not in its entire length

simultaneously ?

(b) “DNA replication is continuous and discontinuous on the two strands within the

replication fork.” Give reasons.

Ans. (a) Due to very high energy requirement , the two strands of DNA cannot be separated along its

entire length (so replication occur within a small opening) =1 + 1

(b) DNA dependent DNA polymerase catalyses polymerisation only in one direction that is

5’ → 3’( two strands of DNA are antiparallel) =1

[3 marks]

15. How does the study of fossils support organic evolution ? Explain.

Ans. A study of fossils in different sedimentary layers indicates the geological period in which they existed,

the study showed that life-forms varied over time and certain life forms are restricted to certain

geological time-spans, hence new forms of life have arisen at different times in the history of earth =

1+1+1

[3 marks]

16. Restriction endonucleases have played a very significant role in rDNA technology. Explain

the roles of EcoRI and DNA ligase in formation of recombinant DNA.

Ans. (Restriction endonuclease) ECoRI cut the strand of DNA a little away from centre of the palindrome

sites, but between the same two bases i.e. G and A on the opposite strands of the host and foreign

DNA , this leaves single stranded portions at the both ends, which are overhanging stretches called

sticky ends , sticky ends of the host and foreign DNA join by DNA ligase to form  a recombinant

DNA = ½ × 6

[3 marks]

17. (a) A patient had suffered myocardial infarction and clots were found in his blood vessels.

Name a ‘clot buster’ that can be used to dissolve the clots and the micro-organism

from which it is obtained.

(b) A woman had just undergone a kidney transplant. A bioactive molecular drug is

administered to oppose kidney rejection by the body. What is the bioactive

molecule ? Name the microbe from which this is extracted.

(c) What do doctors prescribe to lower the blood cholesterol level in patients with high

blood cholesterol ? Name the source organism from which this drug can be obtained.

Ans. a) Streptokinase, Streptococcus = ½ + ½

b) Cyclosporin A, Trichoderma polysporum = ½ + ½

c) Statins, Monascus purpureus  = ½ + ½

[3 marks]
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18. Give reasons for the following :

(a) Antibody mediated immunity is called humoral immunity.

(b) How is a child protected from a disease for which he/she is vaccinated ?

(c) Name the type of cells the AIDS virus enters after getting into the human body.

Ans.  a) as antibodies are found in the blood the response is called humoral immunity =1

b) host is exposed deliberately to antigen in attenuated or dead form or proteins and antibodies

are produced in the host body providing active immunity =1

c) macrophages =1

[3 marks]

                                          OR

(a) Identify the nos. (i) to (iv) in the following table :

Name of Causative Symptoms

Disease Organism

w Pneumonia Streptococcus (i)

X Typhoid (ii) High fever, weakness,

headache, stomach pain

y (iii) Rhinoviruses Nasal congestion and

discharge, sore throat,

cough, headache

Ascariasis Ascaris (iv)

(b) Which ones of the above mentioned diseases are transmitted through mechanical

carriers ?

Ans. a) i) fever, chill, cough and headache

ii) Salmonella typhi

iii) Common cold

iv) internal bleeding/ muscular pain/ fever/  anemia / blockage of intestinal passage =½ ×4

b) all  = 1

[3 marks]

19. Draw a diagram of LS of Maize grain and label its any six parts.
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Ans.

(Any six)  = ½ × 6

[3 marks]

20. Study the figure of vector pBR322 given below.

Identify A,B and C and explain their roles in cloning a vector.

Ans. A - antibiotic resistance genes, the ligation of alien DNA is carried out at a restriction site on

this gene / acts as selectable marker present in this antibiotic resistance gene = ½ + ½

B - ori,  the sequence where replication starts = ½ + ½

C - rop, codes for proteins involved in the replication of the plasmids = ½  + ½

[3 marks]

OR

Many people are apprehensive of accepting GM crops. Give three reasons so as to

convince them to use these crops.
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Ans. (i) Crops are more tolerant to abiotic stresses (cold, drought, salt, heat)

(ii) reduced reliance on chemical pesticide ( pest-resistant crops)

(iii) helped to reduce post harvest losses

(iv) increased in efficiency of mineral usage by plants (this prevents early exhaustion of soil fertility)

(v) enhanced nutritional value of food (eg. Vitamin A enriched -rice)

(Any three) = 1×3

[3 marks]

21. How have biotechnologists effectively used Agrobacterium tumefaciens in plants and

retroviruses in animals ? Explain.

Ans.  In plants the tumor inducing (Ti) plasmid of Agrobacteriumtumifaciens has been modified into a

cloning vector ,which is no  more pathogenic to the plants , but is still able to use the mechanisms to

deliver genes of our interest into a variety of plants, in animals retroviruses have  been disarmed and

are  used to deliver desirable genes into animal cells,  once a gene or a DNA fragment has been

ligated into a suitable vector / it is transferred into a bacterial / plant or animal host (where it

multiplies)                            ½ × 6 = 3

[3 marks]

22. Draw a diagram of the sectional view of a human seminiferous tubule and label any six of

its parts.

Ans.

(Any six correct labels) = ½ × 6

[3 marks]

23. (a) What is the breeding of crops for enhancing their nutritional value called ? Why is

the need felt for enhancing the nutritional value of the crops ?

(b) Rice, wheat and maize are the most commonly used food grains the world over. How

have these grains improved in their nutritional value in comparison to their

conventional varieties ?

Ans. a) biofortification ,  to improve the public health  = ½ + 1
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b) Rice- iron fortification =½

Wheat- high protein content=½

Maize- have twice the amount of amino acids lysine / tryptophan = ½

[3 marks]

OR

(a) Write the scientific names of the source plants from where opioids and canabinoids

are extracted.

(b) Write their receptor sites in the human body. How do these drugs affect the human

beings ?

Ans. (a) Cannabis sativa = 1

(b) - In the brain = 1

- Effect on the cardiovascular system = 1

[3 marks]

24. Strict instructions were given to students going on a school trip to Ladakh that they are

expected to stay indoors for the first two days of the trip. Why were such instructions

given ? Explain.

Gradually to get acclimatised and stop experiencing altitude sickness , the body compensates low

oxygen availability by increasing red blood cell production, decreasing the binding capacity of

hemoglobin and by increasing breathing rate =   1 + 1 + 1

[3 marks]

SECTION D

(Q. Nos. 25 - 27 are of  five marks each)

25. (a) Draw the embryo sac of a flowering plant and label the following :

(i) Central cell

(ii) Chalazal end

(iii) Synergids

(b) Name the cell and explain the process it undergoes to develop into an embryo sac.

(c) Explain the development of endosperm in coconut.
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Ans. (a)

= ½

= ½

= ½

(b) Functional Megaspore = ½

nucleus of functional megaspore divides mitotically three times to form 8 free nucleate stage

of embryo sac, after this cell walls are laid down leading to 7 celled embryo sac= ½ × 2

(c) the two polar nucleii fuses with one male gamete, to produce triploid primary endosperm

nucleus (PEN) , which divides repeatedly forming free nuclei, subsequently cell wall formation

occurs = ½ × 4

[5 marks]

OR

Write the duration and the events that occur in the ovary and the uterus during follicular

and luteal phases of the menstrual cycle in humans.

How do pituitary and ovarian hormones influence these two phases ?

Ans. - Follicular phase: between 7th -14th  day of the (menstrual ) cycle, the primary follicles in the

ovary grow to become a fully mature Graafian follicle, and simultaneously the endometrium of

uterus regenerates through proliferation (which are induced by changes in the levels of  pituitary

and ovarian hormones) = ½ × 3

- Luteal phase:between 14 th-28 th day of the (menstrual ) cycle, during which the remaining

parts of the Graafian follicle transform as the corpus luteum ,the corpus luteum secretes large

amounts of progesterone which is essential for maintenance of the endometrium (Such an

endometrium is necessary for implantation of the fertilised ovum and other events of pregnancy)

= ½ × 3

- The secretion of gonadotropins / LH and FSH /  increases during the follicular phase , and

stimulates follicular development as well as secretion of estrogens by the growing follicles ,

both LH and FSH attain a peak level in the middle of cycle (about 14th day), rapid secretion

of LH leading to (its maximum level during the mid-cycle called LH surge induces) rupture of

Graafian follicle and thereby the release of ovum (ovulation) = ½ × 4

[5 marks]
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26. (a) Explain the process of transcription in a prokaryote.

(b) List only, the two additional complexities observed in the process of transcription in

eukaryotes.

= 1

= 1

= 1

//

There is single DNA-dependent RNA polymerase that catalyses transcription of all types of RNA

in bacteria,  RNA polymerase binds to promoter and initiates transcription (Initiation), It uses

nucleoside triphosphates as substrate and polymerises in a template depended fashion following the

rule of Complementarity, It  also facilitates opening of the helix and continues elongation, Only a

short stretch of RNA remains bound to the enzyme, Once the polymerases reaches the terminator

region the nascent RNA falls off so also the RNA polymerase  terminating  the

transcription =  ½ × 6

b) (i) There are at least three RNA polymerases in the nucleus (in addition to the RNA

polymerase found in the organelles), there is a clear cut division of labour.  [The RNA

polymerase I transcribes rRNAs(28S, 18S, and 5.8S), whereas the RNA polymerase

III is responsible for transcription of tRNA, 5srRNA, and snRNAs (small nuclear

RNAs). The RNA polymerase II transcribes precursor of mRNA, the heterogeneous

nuclear RNA (hnRNA)] = ½ + ½

(ii) The primary transcripts contain both the exons and the introns and are non-functional ,

hence it is subjected to a process called splicing where the introns are removed and

exons are joined in a defined order = ½ + ½
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(iii) In capping an unusual nucleotide (methyl guanosine triphosphate) , is added to the 5'-

end of hnRNA = ½ + ½

(iv) In tailing  adenylate residues (200-300) are added , at 3'-end in a template independent

manner (It is the fully processed hnRNA , now called mRNA (that is transported out of

the nucleus for translation )  = ½ + ½

(Any two complexities) = 1 + 1

[3 + 2 = 5 marks]

OR

(a) Why did T.H. Morgan select Drosophila melanogaster as a specimen for his

experiments ?

(b) Morgan, in his dihybrid crosses with Drosophila observed deviations in the phenotypic

ratio of F2 progeny in comparison to that of Mendel. With the help of a suitable

example, explain how his results deviated from that of Mendel.

Ans. a) They could be grown on simple synthetic medium in the laboratory. They complete their life

cycle in about two weeks, and a single mating could produce a large number of progeny flies,

a clear differentiation of the sexes – the male and female flies are easily distinguishable,  it has

many types of hereditary variations that can be seen with low power microscopes (Any

four) = ½ × 4

b) Morgan hybridised yellow-bodied and  white-eyed females, to brown-bodied and  red-eyed

males, and intercrossed their F1 progeny, He observed that the two genes did not segregate

independently of each other, and the F2 ratio ,deviated  very significantly from the 9:3:3:1

ratio (expected when the two genes are independent) = ½ × 6

[5 marks]

27. (a) State what is an ecological succession.

(b) Write one similarity and one difference between hydrarch and xerarch sucessions.

(c) Explain the mechanism of co-evolution as seen in orchid Ophrys and bee.

Ans.. a) The gradual and fairly predictable change in the species composition of a given area (in

response to the changing environmental conditions) is called ecological succession =  1

b) Hydrarch succession xerarch succession

- takes place in wetter areas - takes place in dry areas

- The successional series progress from - the series progress from xeric to mesic

hydric to the mesic conditions conditions

- the pioneers are the small phytoplanktons - Pioneers on rocks are usually lichens

(Any one difference) = 1

both hydrarch and xerach successions lead to medium water (mesic) conditions = 1
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c) The male bee ‘pseudocopulates’ with the petal of  female flower, (bearing  an uncanny

resemblance to the female of the bee in size, colour and markings) and during that process is

dusted with pollen from the flower. When this same bee ‘pseudocopulates’ with another flower

it transfers pollen to it and thus pollinates the flower

If the female bee’s colour patterns change even slightly for any reason , pollination success will

be reduced unless the orchid flower co-evolves to maintain the resemblance of its petal to the

female bee = ½ × 4

[5 marks]

OR

(a) List any two ways the biodiversity loss affects any region.

(b) Explain any two causes of biodiversity loss, with the help of suitable examples.

Ans. (a) (i) decline in plant production, (ii)  lowered resistance to environmental perturbations such as

drought and (iii) increased variability in certain ecosystem processes   such as plant productivity,

water use, and pest and disease cycles = ½ + ½

(Any two)

b) i) Habitat loss and fragmentation = ½  : This is the most important cause driving

animals and plants to extinction =  ½

Examples- tropical rain forests. Once covering more than 14 per cent of the earth’s

land surface, these rain forests now cover no more than 6 per cent //

The Amazonn rain forest (it is so huge that it is called the ‘lungs of the planet’)

harbouring probably millions of species is being cut and cleared

for cultivating soya beans or for conversion to grasslands for raising

beef cattle // the degradation of many habitats by

pollution also threatens the survival of many species = 1

ii) Over-exploitation = ½ : Humans have always depended on nature for

food and shelter but when ‘need’ turns to ‘greed’ it leads to over-exploitation of natural

resources  = ½

Example- many marine fish populations around the world are over harvested, endangering

the continued existence of some commercially important species =1

(iii) Alien species invasions = ½: When alien species are introduced unintentionally or

deliberately for whatever purpose, some of them turn invasive, and cause decline or

extinction of indigenous species = 1

Example -The Nile perch introduced into Lake Victoria in east Africa led eventually to

the extinction of more than 200 species of cichlid fish in the lake //
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threat posed to  native species by invasive weed species like carrot grass

(Parthenium), Lantana / water hyacinth (Eicchornia)  //

illegal introduction of the African catfish Clarias gariepinus for

aquaculture purposes is posing a threat to the indigenous catfishes in our rivers =1

(iv) Co-extinctions = ½: When a species becomes extinct, the plant and animal species

associated with it in an obligatory way also become extinct = ½

Example-When a host fish species becomes extinct, its unique assemblage of parasites

also meets the same fate //  coevolved plant-pollinator mutualism where extinction of

one invariably leads to the extinction of the other = 1

(Any two)

[5 marks]
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Question Paper Code 57/5/3

SECTION – A

(Q. Nos. 1 - 5 are of one mark each)

1. What do ‘X’ and ‘Y’ represent in the transcription unit of the DNA molecule shown ?

3’

5’

X

Y

5’

3’

Ans. X-Template Strand ,  Y- Terminator = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

2. How are the members of genus Glomus useful to organic farmers ?

Ans. Genus Glomus form mycorrhiza (fungal symbiont) in these associations absorbs phosphorus from

soil and passes it to the plant

[1 mark]

3. The diploid number of chromosomes in an angiospermic plant is 16. What will be the

number of chromosomes in its endosperm and antipodal cells ?

Ans. Endosperm - 24 chromosomes , Antipodals - 8 chromosomes = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

OR

State the reason why pollen grains lose their viability when the tapetum in the anther is

malfunctioning.

Ans. Lack of nourishment for  the developing pollen grain due to malfunctional tapetum = 1

[1 mark]

4. Biotechnological techniques can help to diagnose the pathogen much before the symptoms

of the disease appear in the patient. Suggest any two such techniques.

Ans. PCR / ELISA  /  Autoradiography / Recombinant DNA technology (Any two) = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

OR
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Mention the form in which inactive protein toxin is produced by Bacillus thuringiensis.
How does it get activated in the pest body to kill it ?

Ans. Present in the form of  inactive protoxins crystals , the alkaline pH of the gut which solubilises the
crystals = ½ + ½

[1 mark]

5. Name the disorder in humans with the following karyotype :

(a) 22 pairs of autosomes + XO

(b) 22 pairs of autosomes + 21st chromosome + XY

Ans. (a) Turner’s Syndrome = ½

(b) Down’s Syndrome = ½

[1 mark]

SECTION B

(Q. Nos. 6 - 12 are of two marks each)

6. Humans are categorised as “regulators”. Explain how they maintain a constant normal
body temperature.

Ans.  (Humans  maintain a constant body temperature of  370C,) In summer, when outside temperature
is more than the  body temperature, they  sweat profusely the resulting evaporative cooling  brings
down the body temperature, In winter when the temperature is much lower than 370C, they start to
shiver- a kind of exercise which produces heat and raises the body temperature.

7. You are given a tall pea plant and asked to find its genotype. How would you find its
genotype ? Explain.

Ans. By Test cross , the given plant is crossed with another homozygous recessive (dwarf) plant , If the
individuals of progeny are all tall then the given plant is homozygous i.e with genotype TT , but 50%
individuals Tall and 50% dwarf  progeny confirms that the given plant is heterozygous (Tt) =½ × 4

[2 marks]

8. Scientists are trying to solve the issues of malnutrition and hunger by using microbes. By
taking one suitable example, explain how they have been able to help.

Ans. Microbes like Spirulina are being grown, as source of good protein / minerals / fats / carbohydrates
/ vitamins  = 1 + 1

[2 marks]
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9. MOET is a programme for herd improvement. Write the steps in correct sequence that

are carried in the programme.

- Cow is administered hormones with FSH like activity = ½

- Induces follicular maturation and superovulation (produce 6-8 eggs per cycle) = ½

- Either mated with elite bull or artificially inseminated, the fertilized eggs at 8-32 cell stages are

recovered non- surgically and transferred to surrogate mothers = ½ × 2

[2 marks]

OR

Why is tobacco smoking associated with rise in blood pressure and emphysema ? Explain.

Nicotine in tobacco stimulates adrenal glands to release adrenaline and nor-adrenaline in the blood

circulation raising blood pressure and cause emphysema

[2 marks]

10. (a) How will you measure population density of fish in a lake ?

(b) In a pond there are 100 frogs. 20 more were born in a year. Calculate the birth rate

of this population.

Ans. a) Number of fish caught per trap =1

b) Birth rate = 
20

0.2
100

=  , frogs per year = ½ + ½

[2 marks]

OR

Draw a “stable” human age pyramid. Comment on the population growth rate that is

depicted by it.

Ans.

Stable 

Post - reproductive

Reproductive

Pre-reproductive

   = 1
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(½ mark deducted for any mistake)

- Pre-reproductive and reproductive population is same ( constant)  = ½

- Post-reproductive population declines  = ½

[2 marks]

11. What is cryopreservation ? Mention how it is used in conservation of biodiversity.

Ans. - It is a technique to preserve gametes for long period  in viable and fertile condition at very low

temperature / - 196°C in liquid Nitrogen = 1

- Preserving gametes of threatened species =1

[2 marks]

12. How can childless couples be helped by the following assisted reproductive technologies :

(a) GIFT

(b) Cytoplasmic Sperm Injection

(GIFT – gamete intra fallopian transfer) Transfer of an ovum collected from a donor into the

fallopian tube of another female who cannot produce one, but can provide suitable environment for

fertilisation and further development = ½ × 2

Intra cytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI) to form an embryo in the laboratory ,in which a sperm

is directly injected into the ovum. = ½   × 2

SECTION C

(Q. Nos. 13 - 24 are of three marks each)

13. Draw a diagram of LS of Maize grain and label its any six parts.

Ans.

(Any six)  = ½ × 6

[3 marks]
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14. Study the figure of vector pBR322 given below.

Identify A,B and C and explain their roles in cloning a vector.

Ans. A - antibiotic resistance genes, the ligation of alien DNA is carried out at a restriction site on

this gene / acts as selectable marker present in this antibiotic resistance gene = ½ + ½

B - ori,  the sequence where replication starts = ½ + ½

C - rop, codes for proteins involved in the replication of the plasmids = ½  + ½

[3 marks]

OR

Many people are apprehensive of accepting GM crops. Give three reasons so as to

convince them to use these crops.

Ans. (i) Crops are more tolerant to abiotic stresses (cold, drought, salt, heat)

(ii) reduced reliance on chemical pesticide ( pest-resistant crops)

(iii) helped to reduce post harvest losses

(iv) increased in efficiency of mineral usage by plants (this prevents early exhaustion of soil fertility)

(v) enhanced nutritional value of food (eg. Vitamin A enriched -rice)

(Any three) = 1×3

[3 marks]
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15. Compare the mechanism of evolution as put forth by Charles Darwin and de Vries.

Darwin’s Theory De Vries Theory

1. Minor variations cause evolution Mutation causes evolution

(due to natural selection)

2. Darwinian variations are small and Mutations are random and

directional directionless

3. Evolution is gradual Sudden mutations cause evolution = 1 × 3

[3 marks]

16. (a) A patient had suffered myocardial infarction and clots were found in his blood vessels.

Name a ‘clot buster’ that can be used to dissolve the clots and the micro-organism

from which it is obtained.

(b) A woman had just undergone a kidney transplant. A bioactive molecular drug is

administered to oppose kidney rejection by the body. What is the bioactive

molecule ? Name the microbe from which this is extracted.

(c) What do doctors prescribe to lower the blood cholesterol level in patients with high

blood cholesterol ? Name the source organism from which this drug can be obtained.

Ans. a) Streptokinase, Streptococcus = ½ + ½

b) Cyclosporin A, Trichoderma polysporum = ½ + ½

c) Statins, Monascus purpureus  = ½ + ½

[3 marks]

17. Give reasons for the following :

(a) Antibody mediated immunity is called humoral immunity.

(b) How is a child protected from a disease for which he/she is vaccinated ?

(c) Name the type of cells the AIDS virus enters after getting into the human body.

Ans.  a) as antibodies are found in the blood the response is called humoral immunity =1

b) host is exposed deliberately to antigen in attenuated or dead form or proteins and antibodies

are produced in the host body providing active immunity =1

c) macrophages =1

[3 marks]

                                          OR
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(a) Identify the nos. (i) to (iv) in the following table :

Name of Causative Symptoms

Disease Organism

w Pneumonia Streptococcus (i)

X Typhoid (ii) High fever, weakness,

headache, stomach pain

y (iii) Rhinoviruses Nasal congestion and

discharge, sore throat,

cough, headache

Ascariasis Ascaris (iv)

(b) Which ones of the above mentioned diseases are transmitted through mechanical

carriers ?

Ans. a) i) fever, chill, cough and headache

ii) Salmonella typhi

iii) Common cold

iv) internal bleeding/ muscular pain/ fever/  anemia / blockage of intestinal passage =½ ×4

b) all  = 1

[3 marks]

18. Draw a diagram of the sectional view of a human seminiferous tubule and label any six of

its parts.

Ans.

(Any six correct labels) = ½ × 6

[3 marks]
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19. A woman with ‘O blood group’ marries a man with ‘AB blood group’.

Work out the cross to show all the possible phenotypes and genotypes of the progeny with

respect to blood groups. Explain the pattern of inheritance observed in this cross.

Ans. Co-dominance ,

When IA and IB are present together , they both express their own type of sugars on RBC = ½ + ½

 
 i x = ½

= ½

 i  IA  IB

 I i
A

 I i
B

 I i
A

 I i
B

Parents

Progeny

Phenotype 50% with A and 50% with B blood group = ½

Genotype of blood group A = IAi  and that of blood group B = IBi = ½

[3 marks]

20. (a) What is the breeding of crops for enhancing their nutritional value called ? Why is

the need felt for enhancing the nutritional value of the crops ?

(b) Rice, wheat and maize are the most commonly used food grains the world over. How

have these grains improved in their nutritional value in comparison to their

conventional varieties ?

Ans. a) biofortification ,  to improve the public health  = ½ + 1

b) Rice- iron fortification =½

Wheat- high protein content=½

Maize- have twice the amount of amino acids lysine / tryptophan = ½

[3 marks]

OR

(a) Write the scientific names of the source plants from where opioids and canabinoids

are extracted.

(b) Write their receptor sites in the human body. How do these drugs affect the human

beings ?

Ans. (a) Cannabis sativa = 1
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(b) - In the brain = 1

- Effect on the cardiovascular system = 1

[3 marks]

21. Write by taking a suitable example, the convention followed for naming the restriction

enzymes.

Ans. First letter of the name comes from the genus, and the second two letters come from the species of

the prokaryotic cell from which they were isolated, e.g.- EcoRI ,comes from Escherichia coli, the

letter ‘R’ is derived from the name of strain , Roman numbers following the names indicate the order

in which the enzymes were isolated from that strain of bacteria   = ½ × 6

22. Hershey and Chase carried out their experiment under three steps :

(a) Infection, (b) Blending, and (c) Centrifugation. Explain each one of these steps that

helped them to prove that DNA is the hereditary material.

Ans. • Infection - Bacteriophage with the  32P / radioactive phosphorus labelled DNA and

bacteriophage with ,  35S / radioactive  sulphur labelled protein coat were allowed to infect

E. coli  = ½

• Blending - In both the cases viral coats were removed from the bacteria by agitating them in a

blender = ½

• Centrifugation - The virus particles were separated from the bacteria by spinning them in a

centrifuge = ½

• Bacteria that were infected with viruses that had radioactive DNA were radioactive , whereas

bacteria that were infected with viruses that had radioactive proteins were not radioactive ,

this indicating that viral DNA entered the bacterium and not viral protein = ½ × 3

[3 Marks]

// The following diagrammatic representation can be considered in lieu of the above

explanation
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. 

[3 marks]

OR

(a) Why does DNA replication occur within a replication fork and not in its entire length

simultaneously ?

(b) “DNA replication is continuous and discontinuous on the two strands within the

replication fork.” Give reasons.

Ans. (a) Due to very high energy requirement , the two strands of DNA cannot be separated along its

entire length (so replication occur within a small opening) =1 + 1

(b) DNA dependent DNA polymerase catalyses polymerisation only in one direction that is

5’ → 3’( two strands of DNA are antiparallel) =1

[3 marks]

23. Restriction endonucleases have played a very significant role in rDNA technology. Explain

the roles of EcoRI and DNA ligase in formation of recombinant DNA.
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Ans. (Restriction endonuclease) ECoRI cut the strand of DNA a little away from centre of the palindrome

sites, but between the same two bases i.e. G and A on the opposite strands of the host and foreign

DNA , this leaves single stranded portions at the both ends, which are overhanging stretches called

sticky ends , sticky ends of the host and foreign DNA join by DNA ligase to form  a recombinant

DNA = ½ × 6

[3 marks]

24. Describe the phosphorus cycle in an ecosystem.

Ans. The natural reservoir of phosphorus is rock, which contains phosphorus in the form of phosphates,

When rocks are weathered, minute amounts of these phosphates dissolve in soil solution and are

absorbed by the roots of the  plants ,Herbivores and other animals obtain this element from plants,

The waste products and the dead organisms are decomposed by phosphate-solubilising bacteria

releasing phosphorus in soil =  ½ ×  6

//

SECTION D

(Q. Nos. 25 - 27 are of five marks each)

25. (a) Describe the experiment conducted by F. Griffith in 1928 with Streptococcus

pneumoniae and write the conclusions he arrived at.

(b) State the contribution of Avery, MacLeod and McCarty in providing biochemical

nature to the results as obtained by Griffith.

Ans.a)         When Streptococcus pneumoniae (pneumococcus) bacteria are grown on a culture plate

some produce smooth shiny colonies (S) while others produce rough colonies (R),  mice

infected with the S strain (virulent) die from pneumonia infection, but mice infected with the R

strain do not develop pneumonia, Griffith was able to kill bacteria by heating them, He observed

that heat-killed S strain bacteria injected into mice did not kill them, when he injected a

mixture of heat-killed S and live R bacteria  the mice died, he recovered living S bacteria from

the dead mice. He concluded that the R strain bacteria had somehow been transformed by

the heat-killed S strain bacteria. Some ‘transforming principle’, transferred from the heat-
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killed S strain, had enabled the R strain to become virulent =  ½ × 8

//

Ans. Frederick Griffith conducted experiments with Streptococcus pneumoniae having two strains

–  S– virulent type (smooth shiny colonies with capsule) the other forming R–non-virulent

type (rough colonies  without capsule) = ½ + ½

Live virulent S-cells + Live mice →  Mice died = ½

Non-virulent R-cells + Live mice →  Mice survived = ½

Griffith was able to kill bacteria by heating them = ½

Heat Killes R-cells + Live mice →  Mice survived = ½

Heat killed S-cell + Live R-Cells + Live mice →  Mice died = ½

He concluded that heat killed S-type caused a transformation of the R-type bacteria into

S-type bacteria / some transforming principle transferred from heat killed S-strain to R-strain

to make it virulent =  ½

b) They purified bio chemicals (proteins, DNA, RNA, etc.) from the heat-killed S cells , and

discovered that DNA alone from S bacteria caused R bacteria to become transformed.

½ + ½ = 1

[4 + 1 = 5 marks]

OR

(a) Differentiate between convergent and divergent evolution by taking one suitable

example of each.

(b) Explain adaptive radiation with the help of suitable examples.

Ans. (a) Convergent Evolution Divergent Evolution

Structures which are not anatomically In different animals same anatomical structure

similar but have developed to perform developed along different directions due to

similar function adaptation to different needs / to perform different

functions = 1

Example : Eye of octopus and of Example : Thorns and tendrils of Bougainvillea

mammals / flippers of dolphins and and Cucurbita / vertebrate heart /

penguins / sweet potato and potato / vertebrate brain / or any other

or any other suitable example = 1 suitable example =1

(b) In Galapagos islands from the original seed-eating featured finches many other forms with

altered beaks arose, enabling them to become insectivorous and vegetarian finches , this

process of evolution of different species in a given geographical area , starting from a point

and literally radiating to other areas of geography (habitats) is called adaptive

radiation = ½ × 4

[3 + 2 = 5 marks]
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26. (a) State what is an ecological succession.

(b) Write one similarity and one difference between hydrarch and xerarch sucessions.

(c) Explain the mechanism of co-evolution as seen in orchid Ophrys and bee.

Ans.. a) The gradual and fairly predictable change in the species composition of a given area (in

response to the changing environmental conditions) is called ecological succession =  1

b) Hydrarch succession xerarch succession

- takes place in wetter areas - takes place in dry areas

- The successional series progress from - the series progress from xeric to mesic

hydric to the mesic conditions conditions

- the pioneers are the small phytoplanktons - Pioneers on rocks are usually lichens

(Any one difference) = 1

both hydrarch and xerach successions lead to medium water (mesic) conditions = 1

c) The male bee ‘pseudocopulates’ with the petal of  female flower, (bearing  an uncanny

resemblance to the female of the bee in size, colour and markings) and during that process is

dusted with pollen from the flower. When this same bee ‘pseudocopulates’ with another flower

it transfers pollen to it and thus pollinates the flower

If the female bee’s colour patterns change even slightly for any reason , pollination success will

be reduced unless the orchid flower co-evolves to maintain the resemblance of its petal to the

female bee = ½ × 4

[5 marks]

OR

(a) List any two ways the biodiversity loss affects any region.

(b) Explain any two causes of biodiversity loss, with the help of suitable examples.

Ans. (a) (i) decline in plant production, (ii)  lowered resistance to environmental perturbations such as

drought and (iii) increased variability in certain ecosystem processes   such as plant productivity,

water use, and pest and disease cycles = ½ + ½

(Any two)

b) i) Habitat loss and fragmentation = ½  : This is the most important cause driving

animals and plants to extinction =  ½

Examples- tropical rain forests. Once covering more than 14 per cent of the earth’s

land surface, these rain forests now cover no more than 6 per cent //

The Amazonn rain forest (it is so huge that it is called the ‘lungs of the planet’)

harbouring probably millions of species is being cut and cleared
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for cultivating soya beans or for conversion to grasslands for raising

beef cattle // the degradation of many habitats by

pollution also threatens the survival of many species = 1

ii) Over-exploitation = ½ : Humans have always depended on nature for

food and shelter but when ‘need’ turns to ‘greed’ it leads to over-exploitation of natural

resources  = ½

Example- many marine fish populations around the world are over harvested, endangering

the continued existence of some commercially important species =1

(iii) Alien species invasions = ½: When alien species are introduced unintentionally or

deliberately for whatever purpose, some of them turn invasive, and cause decline or

extinction of indigenous species = 1

Example -The Nile perch introduced into Lake Victoria in east Africa led eventually to

the extinction of more than 200 species of cichlid fish in the lake //

threat posed to  native species by invasive weed species like carrot grass

(Parthenium), Lantana / water hyacinth (Eicchornia)  //

illegal introduction of the African catfish Clarias gariepinus for

aquaculture purposes is posing a threat to the indigenous catfishes in our rivers =1

(iv) Co-extinctions = ½: When a species becomes extinct, the plant and animal species

associated with it in an obligatory way also become extinct = ½

Example-When a host fish species becomes extinct, its unique assemblage of parasites

also meets the same fate //  coevolved plant-pollinator mutualism where extinction of

one invariably leads to the extinction of the other = 1

(Any two)

[5 marks]

27. (a) Draw the embryo sac of a flowering plant and label the following :

(i) Central cell

(ii) Chalazal end

(iii) Synergids

(b) Name the cell and explain the process it undergoes to develop into an embryo sac.

(c) Explain the development of endosperm in coconut.
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Ans. (a)

= ½

= ½

= ½

(b) Functional Megaspore = ½

nucleus of functional megaspore divides mitotically three times to form 8 free nucleate stage

of embryo sac, after this cell walls are laid down leading to 7 celled embryo sac= ½ × 2

(c) the two polar nucleii fuses with one male gamete, to produce triploid primary endosperm

nucleus (PEN) , which divides repeatedly forming free nuclei, subsequently cell wall formation

occurs = ½ × 4

[5 marks]

OR

Write the duration and the events that occur in the ovary and the uterus during follicular

and luteal phases of the menstrual cycle in humans.

How do pituitary and ovarian hormones influence these two phases ?

Ans. - Follicular phase: between 7th -14th  day of the (menstrual ) cycle, the primary follicles in the

ovary grow to become a fully mature Graafian follicle, and simultaneously the endometrium of

uterus regenerates through proliferation (which are induced by changes in the levels of  pituitary

and ovarian hormones) = ½ × 3

- Luteal phase:between 14 th-28 th day of the (menstrual ) cycle, during which the remaining

parts of the Graafian follicle transform as the corpus luteum ,the corpus luteum secretes large

amounts of progesterone which is essential for maintenance of the endometrium (Such an

endometrium is necessary for implantation of the fertilised ovum and other events of pregnancy)

= ½ × 3

- The secretion of gonadotropins / LH and FSH /  increases during the follicular phase , and

stimulates follicular development as well as secretion of estrogens by the growing follicles ,

both LH and FSH attain a peak level in the middle of cycle (about 14th day), rapid secretion

of LH leading to (its maximum level during the mid-cycle called LH surge induces) rupture of

Graafian follicle and thereby the release of ovum (ovulation) = ½ × 4

[5 marks]
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